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Executive Summary 

Purpose I-r.!% \veapon systems are oft.en procured with only computer-based \wl- 
net-ability and lethality estimates, and little or no testing to determine 
effects against actual threats. The Joint Live Fire Test program (,.JLFj 
~vas initiated in 1984 to perform such testing on current L1.S. systems. 
The Chairman, Seapower Subcommittee, House Armed Services Commit- 
tee, asked GAO to e\laluate JLF and related live fire programs in DOD. 
GW’S evaluation was organized around 4 questions: 1) What is the sta- 
tus of eac:h system and munition originally scheduled for 1iL.e fire test- 
ing?: 2) R’hat has been the methodological quality of the test and 
evaluation process’?: 3) R’hat are the ad\rantages and limitations of full- 
up live fire testing, and how do other methods complement full-up test- 
ing’?; and 4) How can live fire testing be impro\:ed’? 

Background .JLF is a vulnerabilitJv ‘lethality (‘iv L) assessment program in which Soviet 
munitions are fired at combat-loaded ITS systems. and [material 
deleted]. Testing began in FY 1985, and is scheduled to run through F1 
199U. The program has an armor/ant,i-armor component (:.ILFI’Armor‘) 
and an aircraft component (.JLF.‘Aircraft). The focus is on first line. 
fielded systems. After G.~c) received this request. Congress mandated 
that developmental systems also undergo realistic 1il.e fire testing before 
proceeding beyond low rate initial production. 

Results in Brief There ha\.e been major slippages in the .ILF Armor schedule. largel~~ due 
to prolonged contra\-ersy between the Office of the Secretaqw of Defense 
and testers over ob,jectives and methoclolog~~. In contrast, .ILF; -Aircraft 
was planned and implemented without major conflict or interruption. 
Lack of targets has been a problem for both components. 

Although there is little completed testing to e\raluate, it is apparent that 
the technical capabilltJ7 to do full-up testing (that is, testing Lvith com- 
bustibles on board) is not well de\relopecl. This seems to be a conse- 
quence of the historicallJ7 low emphasis on 1ii.e fire testing in the L1.S. 

The main contro\:ersies in live fire test methodology- reflect differences 
betiveen the interests of proponents of full-up testing and advocates of 
computer modeling. resulting in largel~y incompatible approaches !vhich 
cannot be reconciled by technical solutions alone. 

It is doubtful that .JLF or any future live fire testing \vill produce the 
kind or quantity of data needed to validate the sophisticated \’ L models 
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currently in use. Hon’eirer, the accumulated data should enable checking 
!j7hether model re\isions improve predictions. 

Full-up li\,e fire testing is the oni), \’ L assessment method providing 
direct \xual obser\,ation of the damage caused by a w:eapon;‘target 
interaction under realistic conditions. As sucl~. it offers a unique. impw- 
rant advantage over other methods. 

GAO’s Analysis 

Status of Tests The slippages in the .ILF,, Armor test schedule ha\re meant that the first 
of the originally scheduled tests began almost two Irears behind sched- 
ule. The JLF; Aircraft program has also been delaI,rd (,principall)~ due to 
lack of targets). but less swverely than .JLF ~.Armor. 

Met.hodological Quality of .JLF’S program object iives \vere not Lvell enough definecl to gi\re test 
Tests designers a clear direction. There have been conflicting statements of 

the objecti\:es of live fire testing in general. reflecting ttnderlying differ- 
ences in the interests of the incli\viduals and organizations involved. 

The long-term planning failure of C&D and .ILF ‘Armor officials to agree 
on a testing approach has caused inlple~nentation dela>rs and the ivaste 
of resources in repeated plan re\ision. The approach of the most recent 
draft .JLF:‘~-IIIO~* master plan is similar to the first x.etsion, ryjected b), 
cwn in 1984 because of inconsistency with the objectiiw of .JLF. .ILF,‘AAil‘- 

craft planning was generally well organized, thoro[tgh. and consistent 
with objectilres. However, .~~~:Xircraft test plans omit key information, 
contain inconsistencies, and specify targets i\rhich are wt aL2ilable. 

The principal constraint faced by all JLF officials is a lack uf targets. 
Budgetary responsibilities were ne\.er clearly designated; the seriiccs 
were not responsible for supplying targets, mr ~vas this co\~ered under 

JLF’S budget. Consequently. test officials ha1.e had to spend much of 
their time marketing the program. and competing with other interests 
for targets. The target systems and components that .ILE’ does receive are 
frequently in poor condition. yet .JLF prw’ides no funds ftv restoration. 

In general, the sample sizes of .JLF and related live fire tests have been 
too small to produce statistically reliable results. The most common 1’ I. 
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indi~atot.-probability of a kill gi\Jen a hit-is primarily based on sub- 
jective engineering judgment. and has not been shown to be statisticall> 
reliable or valid. Users of output from \’ L analysis are often unaware of 
the sub,jective nature of this indicator. (See pp. 6%‘is; 11415.) 

Controversy over how to select test shots is largely a conflict between 
the two objectives of sampling efficiency and unbiasedness. LUtimately, 
it appears impossible to agree on how to select shots Lvithour first decid- 
ing on the relati\Te importance of these objectives. (See pp. 7586.) 

The scientific capability to estimate human effects with confidence has 
not. yet been achie\.ed. This, and the fact that JLF plans have paid little 
attention to human effects, make it unlikely that JLF will produce pre- 
cise estimates of casualties. (See pp. 86-89.) 

Overall, the state of the art of live fire testing has improved since previ- 
ous Iii-e fire programs, but some potentially solvable problems raised 
earlier ha\ve not been sol\ved. For example. little progress has been made 
in the empirical L7alidation of \’ L estimates. 

Advantages and 
Limitations of Full-Up 
Testing 

Full-up 1iL.e fire testing is the only i’ L assessment method providing 
direct visual observation of the damage caused b]’ a weapon: target 
interaction under realistic combat conditions. These observations are 
regarded as highly beneficial by users. Full-up testing has already pro- 
duced se\rer-al “surprises”. i.e.. results that were not predicted, and 
might not have been detected by other means of test,ing or analysis. The 
primat->- limitation of full-up, full-scale testing is cost. mainly due to the 
high cost and limited a\,ailability of targets. Nonetheless. live fire testing 
costs are a very small percentage of total program costs. &her limit.a- 
tions are limited information yield. limited generalizability of results, 
and limited redesign opportunities. (See pp. 10 l-03. ) 

Other Met hods Subscale and inert testing have some distinct advantages over full-up 
testing, but provide only indirect evidence of effects on realistic targets. 
Analysis of combat data has other ad\vantages. but has less scientific 
control and is limited to systems that have been in combat. All t.hese 
methods can supplement full-up, full-scale testing but nor substitute for 
it. (See pp. IWS07.:) 

Models are potentiall~~ useful in extrapolating be)wnd test results, and 
hate a unique advantage o\.er testing in their applicability to systems 
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not yet built. Still. current \’ L models are inadequately validated and 
share many limitations. Key mechanisms for producing casualties are 
poorly modeled if at all. limiting the models usefulness in predict.ing 
casualties or providing insights into casualty reduction. Claims that 
models predict well “CJLI t.he average” can be misleading, yet claims that, 
vulnerability models predict poorly have been somewhat oL,erstated. 
There are no clear criteria for success and failure in model prediction, 
and proponents and opponentS of modeling have both claimed support 
from the same data. (See pp. 11X-28.‘) 

Improving Live Fire 
Testing 

Opportunities were identified for technical improvements in the design, 
conduct, and interpretation of 1ii.e fire tests (1e.g.. WD could test whether 
departwes from realism that reduce the cost or difficulty of conducting 
live fire tests do nonetheless preserve the generalizability of test results 
to realistic conditions): and general improvements to facilitate realistic: 
live fire testing and the usefulness of its results (e.g.. rwr) could consider 
target costs in light of total program CCJS~S, including the concept of a 
percentage set-aside for lii,e fire testing). (See pp. 13234.) 

Recommendations In addition to the improvements noted above, there is a need to resolve 
current conflicts about the purpose of live fire tests and to make clear 
that t.he objective of reducing vulnerability and increasing Lethality of 
U.S. systems is the primary emphasis of testing. Accordingly, GAO rec- 
ommends that the Secretary of Defense conduct full-up tests of develop- 
ing systems, first at the subscale le\:el as subscale systems are 
developed. and later at the full-scale level mandated in the legislation: 
establish guidelines on the role li1.e fire testing will play in procurernenr; 
establish guidelines CJII the objecti\res and conduct of 1ii.e fire testing of 
neiv systems; and ensure that the primary users’ priorities drive the 
objectiires of li\,e fire tests. 

The live fire legislation requires the services to pro\,ide targets for test- 
ing ne\v systems, bur there is IICJ similar requirement for the fielded sys- 
tems in .JLF. Accordingly. GAO recommends that the Secretary of Defense 
proiride more support to JLF for obt,aining targets. 

Agency Comments ~JOL) provided oral c~JlllrKlentS on the report. [JCJ~J concurred with all rec- 
ommendations and most findings, and made several suggestions to 
improve technical accuracy. GW made changes based on these sr~gges- 
tions \vhere appropriate. 
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Chapter 1 

Background 

The .Joint Live Fire Test (.Jw) is a vulnerability: lethality (I\’ L:) assess- 
ment program in which Soviet munitions are fired at combat loaded U.S. 
systems, and I.125 munitions are fired at cotnbat loaded Soviet systems. 
At least four gl-oups ha\,e been identified as potential users of JLF’ t.est 
results: designers, tacticians. force level planners, and procurement 
authorities. 

The program is divided into an aircraft component and an armor,:anti- 
armor component! which we will refer to as u/Aircraft and JLFI’Artnor. 
respecti\,ely. The focus ts on first Line, fielded systems; syst.ems still 
under de\relopment are not included. According to one estimate, the pro- 
aram affects the lives of o\‘er 300,000 servicemen ivho may haLwe to use 0 
this equipment in combat. Testing began in FE’ 1985, and is scheduled to 
run through FY 1990. 

The Chairman. Seapower Subcommittee, House Armed Services Comtnit- 
tee9 asked us to evaluate the JLF progt’atn and related live fire test pro- 
grams in DOD, specifically. tests of sJ’stetns retnoired frotn .JLF to be tested 
by the Army. U’e have organized our evaluation around 1 questions: 

1 ) \Vhat is the sratus of each system and munition ortginally scheduled 
for live fire testing’? 

2 1 Ef’hat has been the methodological quality of the test and ewluation 
process’? 

3) R’hat are the ad\,antages and limitations of full-up live fire testing. 
and how do other methods complement full-up testing? 

4 1 How can lii:e fire testing be improved? 

Prior GAO Reports Eve have produced two repot-& on the Bradley Infantry Fighting 1,.chicle 
sur\vi\*ability testing. The first (February, 1986) focused on the Bradle) 
Phase I liLre fire testing.’ It concluded that the Bradley as presently con- 
figured is highly vulnerable to anti-armor weapons. and noted problems 
with the tests already completed. (\Ve discuss these in Appendix II). The 
second report ( NoLrember, 1986 ) focused more on the Rradley’s mission 
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requirements and the proposed operational tests.? This report concluded 
that new operational t,ests should be conducted with particular empha- 
sis on how well the tactics devised for the Bradley will offset its vulner- 
ability. and at the same time. permit it to retain its combat effectiveness. 

What, Is Live Fire 
Testing? 

The term “1iL.e fire test” is used in several ways within DOII, but not all 
of these invol\:e the vulnerability or lethality of \veapon systems. For 
example: 

9 A 1985 missile firing from an F-16 aircaraft was called a li1.e fire test; its 
purpose was to verify the missile’s compatibility with the F-16’s avion- 
ics system and the performance of the missile’s active radar guidance 
capabilities. In this sense of the term, li\:e fire is distinguished from cap- 
tive carry. i.e.. using the missile’s guidance system to allow the aircraft 
to carry the missile along the path to the target. 

9 A 197.5 weapons proficiency training experiment \vas also called a live 
fire test: its purpose was to compare the performance of troops doing 
actual firing with troops simulating firing. In this sense of the term, li\Te 
fire is distinguished from drJp fire. 

l Tests of fire suppression systems are also called li\re fire tests. 

In this report. the term lis’e fire will appl>- only to 1’ t. testing. 

Lack of General Definition None of the planning documents. briefings. or testimony \ve reviewed 
contained a general definition of li\re fire testing, even limited to L',L test- 
ing The range of testing in JLF is so broad that no single definirion is 
likely to cover all cases. Some .JLF tests, such as the aircraft engine fuel 
ingestion tests, involve no lit-e firing of munitions at all. relying instead 
on mechanically punched holes. 

Types of Live Fire Testing Li\*e fire testing can be roughly classified bJ7 the status of the target. 
Targets can be full scale or subscale, and full-up or inert: 

l Full-scale targets are complete aircraft or armored systems. while sub- 
I, scale targets are components, subcomponents, structures. etc. 
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l Full-up targets contain all appropriate combustibles-typically fuel, 
ammunition. and hydraulic fluid-while inert targets do not contain 
these. 

The 2 S 2 matrix in Table 1.1 illustrates these dist,inct,ions, with exam- 
ples. .JLF and related live fire testing currently being conducted falls into 
all four types. 

Table 1.1: Types of Live Fire Testing 

Scale 
Full scale 

Sub-scale 

-. 
Loading 

Full-Up Inerta 
Comptete system tilth Complete system. no 
combustibles (e.g , Bradley Phase combustibles ie g tes!s of new 
II tests. alrcraft proof’ tests) armor on actual tanks, arrcraft 

flight control tests) 

Components subcomponents Components SubCOmpOnenk 
with combustibles re.g fuel cell structures, terminal ballistics. 
tests behind armor mock-up munitions performance. behlnd- 
aircraft engine fire tests1 armor tests, warhead 

characterization (e.g armor!’ 
warhead Interaction tests aircraft 
component structural tests) 

%I some cases. targets are semt-inert” meanq some combusltbles are on boxd but nol all iExample 
rests 01 complele lank5 with iusl anfl nydf3ulic flu10 Dut dummy ammuntt~on 1 

Full-scale. full-up testing is generally considered the most realistic \Tari- 
ety of live fire testing currently practiced, and is the type mandat.ed by 
t.he authorization legislation described below. Though munitions are 
real, they are not generally fired from operational weapons systems 
such as tanks and aircraft. Rather, they are most frequently fired from 
stationary moclwps designed to deliver them at a pre-specified realistic 
velocity. 

Irsually. the term full-up testing implies full-scale targets. Eve will folks 
this practice here; references to full-up testing imply full-scale targets 
unless otherwise indicated. 

Basic Concepts Regardless of type, live fire testing as currently practiced addresses 
questions of \wlnerability andi’or lethality. It does not, as is sometimes 
mistakenly assumed. address the larger concepts of sur\.i\Tability or 
effecti\veness, or the related concept of susceptibility. Survivability and 
effectiveness refer to the probability of a kill. while susceptibility refers 
to the probability of engagement. I’ulnerability and lethality, by con- 
trast, refer to the probability of a kill given a hit. That is, for Lwlnerabil- 
ity and lethality the hit is assumed (‘i.e.. its probability is 1 0:). 
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Technically. this is called a conditional probability, because the 
probability of a kill is conditional on a hit having occurred. This means 
that system capabilities which reduce the probability of getting hit (.e.g, 
maneuverability, low detection signature) ha\re no effect on vulnerabil- 
ity and lethality as assessed through live fire testing (Table 1.2 illus- 
trates the relationship among all these concepts). 

Table 1.2: Relationships Between Key 
Concepts Point of view 

Symbol Meaning Offensivea Defensivea 
P, Probablily of engagement Susceptlbrlrty 

P 3 E Prohablllty of a hrt. cyven engagenient 

P 
p;r: 

Probability of a kd given a hit Lethality Vulnerabilit, 

Probablllty of a kill Effectiveness Survlvabdrt, 

30fferIsl;e tows on rhe attacking m~~n~t~on Defenwe iocuj on the delendlng tar,@ 

‘Pr = (F,II.F, ,,)IF, ,1 I f#rlr e’cample where P, = 4 P,, E = 7 and PK H = 5 Pr, =I 4) I -i I 5’1 = l-l 

Sourw Adapted from G Smtth et al The Jwlf Lwe Fore IJLFi Test Backgrclund anU Exploratirry 
Testing. IC~RAFTI Alehandrla. Va lnstllute fqx Defense Analyses. Mxch 1986 

Therefore. it is the I:iew of \wlnerability experts that .ILF and related 
live fire tests will not pro\:ide “stand alone” data from which 
survivabilitJ~ and effectiveness conclusions can be reached. Other fac- 
tors. such as susceptibility. must be integrated with the I- I. data and 
then all appropriate trade-offs carefully evaluated before arriving at 
any conclusions about required design changes. 

Relations hip to 
Developmental and 
Operational Testing 

Traditionally. D~KI testing falls under one of two categories: de\4opmen- 
tal and operational. Li\,e fire testing. howwrer. does not fall neatly undet 
either category. Orjianizationally. it has been conducted under the Dep 
uty LTndersecretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (Test and 
Evaluation), which has oversight for de~~elopmental, but not opera- 
tional. testing. Though live fire testing sometimes has been part of 
developmental testing, this is not generally the case. The .ILF and related 
tests (J3radley !:ehicle, M 1 tank ) are all being conducted post-develop- 
ment. Yet li\:e fire tests are not. operational tests either, because there is 
no attempt to simulate an operational environment.:’ Organizationally as 
well. live fire testing has been kept separate fr!)m operational testing. 
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History of Live Fire 
Testing 

Live fire testing in the I1.S. goes at least as far back as early iI’M’ II, 
ivhen li1.e fire tests demonstrated that the LT.!% W-series light tanks 
could be defeated by .Fjl)-Cal. armor piercing (.AP) machine gun fire. It 
continued through the l%Os, culminating in the Canadian Armament 
Research and Development Establishment (CARDE'I trials in 1959. 
CARLbE---the last comprehensive series of live fire tests on armored 
targets-looked at a number of generic shaped charge ivarheads in an 
attempt to assess their lethality against enemy targets. Although the tri- 
als were conducted under a number of handicaps, such as non-function- 
ing t.est vehicles. limited Lveapon classes. and old tactics. CARDE data still 
form the empirical foundation for the computer models used by weap- 
ons effects and vulnerability analysts. In the 35 years between CARUE 

and JLF. there were only isolated instances of li1.e fire testing on 
armored vehicles (most notably, the GAlI- lethality tests. described in 
Chapter 3‘). 

On the aircraft side, the on1y systematic live fire testing was the Test 
and Evalluation of Aircraft Survivability I(TE.LC;) in the early 1970s. TE.AS 

gre\v out of the Southeast Asia conflict, in which the large number of 
aircraft losses made it clear that survi\yability had not been given suffi- 
cient emphasis during design (at least i;O percent of the 5,OW U.S. air- 
craft lost in \‘iet Nam were downed by fire and explosion). TE.AS \vas a 
tri-ser\%:e program to 1:) evaluate the \-ulnerability of the F-4. A-7. and 
-4H-1 aircraft, 2) develop Lwlnerability reduction concepts for those air- 
craft, and rj:) apply the knoxledge gained to future aircraft. FolloLving 
TEAS, funding emphasis moivecl from evaluation by full-scale live fire 
testing toivard evaluation by analysis (i.e.. computer modeling). 

Thus both the armor and aircraft \’ I, communities took a general t.um 
away from li\e fire testing and towards modeling. Test and e\:aluation 
funding for vulnerability reduction has been limited. despite a recogni- 
tion by experts that the analytical models utilized in some areas are 
inadequate or lack Lvalidation. 

Recent Legislation At the time of the Chairman’s request, there were no lairs requiring li\,e 
fire testing: .Iw and related 1ii.e fire programs of existing systems \\w-e 
IXKI initiatives. Congress has since mandated 1ii.e fire testing of certain 
\\:eapon systems in the National Defense Xut horization .4ct for Fiscal 
I-ear 1987. There are tl!‘c) 1iL.e fire sections in this legislation: one on the 
testing of neM’ sJ5tenls and one on the testing of the RradleJv \,ehide. 
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Live Fire Testing of New 
Sys terns 

-4s stared in Section 910. the Secretary of Defense shall provide that.: 

1 ) a cwwed system may not proceed beyond low rate initial production 
until realistic survi\~abilit,y testing is completed.4 

2) a major munition or missile program may not proceed beyond low 
rate initial production until realistic lethality testing is completed. 

Survivability and lethality tests are to be carried out sufficiently earl) 
in the development phase of the system c)r program to allow any design 
deficiency demonstrat.ed by the testing to be corrected before proceeding 
beyond low rate initial production. Testing costs will be paid from funds 
available for t,he system being tested. The Secretary of Defense may 
waive such testing if he certifies to Congress that live fire testing of that 
system would be unreasonably expensive and impractkal. The President 
may \raive it in time of war or mobilization. 

The section’s definitions emphasize the full-up. li\re fire nature of the 
testing requirement: 

“Ttw term ‘realisttc sttr\,tvatlility restinp’ ~neans testing ff.lr vttlnerabilit>~ and 
sttr\.ivabilit>- of I hr s~mm in cimbnr by firing rnttnitims likeI)- to be encottt~tered tn 
wtnhat at the svsttm configured for xmtctt. with thr l:~rimary emphasis on trst- 
ing \-ttlurr-ability with respect to potential user wsualries and taking intlJ equal con- 
sidrrstion the ~~~p~r~~~lm~l~ rrqttil’emellt~ and LWnlhiIt perfortllanc~e of the sjrsrenl.” 

“The term ‘~mnfigtttwi fi,r CYJnkxIt’ nteattb Iamdrd or rqttilywcd ivith all dattgercuts 
materials I including all flantntabks and rsplosivesi that w~ultl nor-mally be on 
board in combat.” 

Testing of the Bradley As stated in Section 121, the Secretary of Defense shall: 

. require both li\,e fire testing and testing of operational c:ombat 
performance. 

l deirelop a plan for said test.ing and e~~aluation. 
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The plan is to include both t.he plrmy’s “high survivabilit,y” Rradley and 
the “minimum casualty \:ehicle.” The latter will be a specially con- 
figured vehicle previously encouraged by the Office of the Secretal-)’ of 
Defense (ctssn). The two vehicles will then be compared. 

The live fire tests were to be developed in consultation with the OSD 
Director of Defense Research and Engineering and the National Acad- 
emy of ScGnce. This has already been done. The operational perform- 
ance aspects are to be de\Teloped in consult.ation with the Director of 
Operational Testing and Evaluation. 

Objectives, Scope, and 
Methodology 

In a letter of May 12. 1986, the C.‘hairman of the Seapower Subcommit- 
tee. HCUIW Armed Services C‘ommittee asked us to collect and anal),ze 
information on the joint Li\re Fire Test program (JLF;) and related live 
fire testing in DOD. From the letter and subsequent meeting with staff, 
~vt deriired the folloiving evaluation questions and adopted tasks to 
answer each: 

Question 1. U’hat is the status of each system and munition originally 
scheduled for live fire testing’? 

Tasks: 

l Determine the current scheduling status of each system or component in 
the JLF program from appropriate testing officials and documents, 
including s)%ems formally removed from JLF (Bradley. M 1. and M 113 1. 

l Compare current schedules ivith original schedules and deterrnine prin- 
cipal reasons for slippages. 

Qwstion 2. C)\.et- a variety of tests. what has been the methodological 
quallt)7 of the rest and evaluation process? 

Tasks: 

l Assess the .ILF methodology in terms of setting test ol~,jecti\?s, planning 
and implementing tests. and analyzing and reporting results 

l Elaborate and clarify the controversy o!.er the objecti\-es of the JLF 
pl-OgKl~lt. 

l Determine the obstacles and proposed solutions to obtaining sufficient 
numbers of targets. 

l Determine if and ho\v testers are masimizing information yield from 
small samples through design effitrienc~~. 
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l Elaborate and clarify the cant roversy over shot select ion methodology 
for the Bradley vehicle. and draw implications for live fire testing in 
general. 

. Compare .JLF objectives and approaches with previous 112% li\Te fire t.est- 
ing programs. 

l Ckxnpare JLF objecti\res and approaches with foreign live fire testing 
programs. if information is a\‘ailable. 

Question :3. E\:hat are the advantages and limitarions of live fire testing, 
and how do other means complement full-up testing’? 

Tasks: 

. Review the relationship of subscale and inert testing to full-up tests. 

. ReL7ieLv the adlrantages and limitations of using combat data in vulnera- 
bility assessment. 

l Identify and evaluate claims about the advantages ancl limitations of 
modeling and full-up testing. 

l Determine how models are used in live fire tests. 
l Determine how models can be \alidatecl in li\re fire testing. 
l Determine how well current models predict \wlnerability. 

Question -I. How can live fire testing be irnpro\ved’? .~~ 

Tasks: 

l Iclentify potential technical improvements to lix,e fire testing. 
l Identify potential general improvements to 1ii.e fire testing. 

The scope CO\Wed JLF and other live fire testing not currently part of 
.JLF. \Z’e conducted the work in \Vashington. DC. Aberdeen Proving 
Ground. MD, WJright-Patterson Air Force Rase. OH. and C’hina Lake. CA. 
All data bvere gathered between June and December. 1986. 

To anwver our questions. we: 

l observed live fire tests; 
. intervie\ved DOD officials and outside experts in \‘;I. testing and analysis; 
l revieFved JLF and relat.ed li\:e fire testing documentation; and 
. reviewed literature on \‘, L model validation and other literature as 

applicable. 
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Assessing Test. Quality During a prior review of the Joint Test-and-E\7aluation Program ( .JT&E:I. 
we developed a case-study method to assess the quality of the tests.: 
The method included an examination of the seven steps in the test pro- 
cess from understanding the context and defining the objectives through 
planning and implementation. data analysis and reporting, to using the 
results. For each of the steps, we identified threats to the quality of the 
test and assessed the probable effect of each threat. The .JT&E revie\% 
also considered test features such as realism in the selection of test 
ob,jectives; whether there were unjustified departures from the test plan 
during implementation; whether t,he dat,a analysis used esplicit and jus- 
tifiable criteria for excluding data and appropriate statistical controls 
for threats such as attrition; and whether the reporting of results was 
clear and comprehensi\~e, with appropriately qualified conclusions and 
recommendations congruent 1vit.h the findings. 

1Secause the JLF review \vas similar in many respects to the .IT&E study, 
\ve used the .IT&E assessment methods where\,er possible in the case- 
study analysis of the completecl .Joint Live Fire Tests. Many of the stan- 
dards are relevant to judging the quality of live fire tests, but there are 
some points at which the nature of live fire testing dictated the use of 
different standards and emphases and. correspondingly. the considera- 
tion of different methodological issues. For example: 

. The operational tests reviewed in JTXE often managed to obtain fairly 
large sample sizes in spite of the high costs of testing, through the use of 
repeated trials with siniulatecl firing. The extremely limited availability 
of test targets and the limited number of shots possible on each target 
for destructi\re 1iL.e fire testing make issues related to small sample size 
more important. 

l Tactical realism and training of participants are important in opera- 
tional tests. but not important in live fire testing as currently practiced. 

Since JLF was in the second year of its funding. and little actual testing 
had taken place. we assessed the methodological quality of plans for 
tests not yet conducted, in addition to completed tests. Our goal was to 
identifgr methodological issues that could be expected to arise in the 
course of .JLF tests and live fire testing in general. Therefore. we 
~‘e~~iw:ed: 
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. all available master plans and detailed test plans that had been pre- 
pared by the end of our review, and 

. all completed draft .IW reports. 

\Ve examined the process of overall planning, setting test object.ives, test 
planning. implementat.ion. and t.he analysis and reporting of results. We 
were able to capitalize on the existing variation in the test cycle across 
systems to review different. stages of the testing process occurring 
simultaneously in our time window. Wherever reports were complete at 
lest in draft form we proceeded with a version of the .IT&E case study 
method. 

Ry agreement \vith our requester, WC did not conduct. a detailed case 
study of the Army’s tests of t,he Bradley Fighting Vehicle. There are 
t.hree reasons for this: 

9 LVe have issued two reports on Bradley testing and will issue another 
after Phase II testing is completed. 

9 The House Armed Services Committee. our requester’s parent commit- 
tee, has already conducted their own investigation and issued a report 
OII the Bradley tests. 

. All Rradley testing was suspended during the time of our review pend- 
ing approval of a new test plan, which we obtained only when our 
review was nearly complete. 

However, we did examine the methodological positions of the testers! 
critics, and outside reviewers to derive general lessons to be learned fol 
the design and conduct of live fire tests. We reviewed and elaborat.ed the 
controversy over Bradley shot selection methodology, which we believe 
has important implications for lilre fire testing in general. Several of the 
armor test plans are being or will be revised in light of the BradIe) 
cont.rowrsy. 

External Comparisons In order to provide a comparative context for methodological judgments 
of current. Il.!% live fire test programs, we also esamined past programs 
and foreign programs. Past programs included the CARDE trials a&l the 
GAlI- tests on the armor side. and TEAS and live fire qualification test- 
ing on the aircraft side. In each case we obtained and reviewed reports 
and intewiewed knowledgeable experts and, when possible, testers who 
had been involved in the original tests. Foreign programs included activ- 
ities in Israel and the I!.K. (we found no e\Tidence that other allies con- 
duct live fire tests). We were not. able within the t,ime of our re\+w to 
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. obtain documentation of foreign test programs or to interview officials 
actually conducting tests. Our understanding of these tests is basecl on 
interviews with li. S. test officials and others who have knowledge of 
the programs. and in one case. 14deotaped interviews with foreign 
testers. 

Models Ansivering the third question of the request letter required that we 
expand what was a minor issue for the JTBE L!vrk-the balance between 
modeling and testing-into a major part of our review. In order to 
assess claims about vulnerability modeling \\:e focusecl on t,hree ques- 
tions about the \wlnerability models that play a role in live fire tests: 1. 
How well do the models currently predict vulnerability’? 2. K%at role 
will the models play in live fire tests’? and 3. How will live fire tests be 
used to validate or calibrate the models (one of the JLF objectives:)? 

During the course of reviewing the cases and the test plans, we assem- 
bled information relel,ant, to the role of ~wlnerat~ility,~lethality computel 
models in live fire tests that have been conducted or proposed. CVe inter- 
\:iewect vulnerability modelers at the Rallistics Research Lnborat,or) 
(HKL) and elsewhere to obtain their reaction to the mc.)del lralidation liter- 
ature and to learn what procedures or decision rules they follow in 
updating or revising their models in the light of live fire test data. \Ve 
ivere briefed by them about their general modeling procedures and 
\:iews of live fire testing and obtained documentation of the modeling 
process and vulnerability methodology in general. \Ve assessed the real- 
ism of model assumptions and the quality of input data. but did not 
attempt to e\Auate the accuracy of the models’ computer code or the 
physical theory supporting it. 

M’e then reviewed the literature that attempts to assess the predictii7e 
\Aidity of \wlnerability models with respect to test and combat data. 
The goal of this review ~~1s to assess conflicting claims that were made 
during the planning and implementation of JLF about the ability of mod- 
els to predict li\re fire results. E\‘e ivere able to obtain the main studies 
and analyses identified by both proponents and critics of modeling. It 
\vas not possible in our time frame. though. to conduct a complete s~‘n- 
thesis of this literature. 

Suggestions for 
Improvement 

One goal of the design outlined above is to mo1.e beyond ,judgments of 
the quality of the feiv cases of live fire tests examined in the most detail, 
and to isolate the distincti\.e problems of live fire testing as they emerge 
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from both the case studies and the review of test plans and modeling. 
Because the .Joint Live Fire program as a whole is still at an early stage 
of imI>lernentatiorI, and recent legislation has mandated live fire testing 
of major new’ weapon systems, there is an important opportunity now 
for any general lessons learned to be fed back into the li\:e fire test 
design and implementation process. We assembled suggestions made by 
testers and experts we interviewed for reselling some of the difficulties 
and added others that reflect accepted standards of applied research 
practice. Our reconunel-ldations and suggestions are set forth in Chapter 

Organization of the 
Report 

. 

. 

. 

The report is organized around the four evaluation questions noted 
abo\,e, with one chapter devoted to each question: 

Chapter 2 traces the de\relopment of the .Iw program. and presents the 
status of the systems and munitions originally scheduled for I~\re fire 
testing. 
Chapter 3 assesses the methodological quality of the test and evaluation 
process to date. delineates key general issues in live fire testing, and 
compares current L1.S. efforts with past and foreign li1.e fire testing 
programs. 
Chapter 4 reviews the advantages and limitations of full-up 1iL.e fire 
testing. and assesses the capability of other methods to complement li\:e 
fwe tests, with particular attention to computerized models. 
Chapter 5 identifies opportunities for technical and general improve- 
ments in live fire testing. 
Chapter 6 contains recommendations for the Secretary of Defense and 
agency comments. 
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To understand the current status of specific live fire t,ests, it is first nec- 
essary to review how the Joint Live Fire (JLF) program developed. 

Development of the 
JLF Program 

In the summer of 1983, the OSD Director, Defense Testing and Evaluation 
(DDT&E) nominated to the sel\ices a joint test. and evaluation (.JT&E,) 
initiative involving live fire of munitions against full-scale operational 
targets. As with previous JT&E's, a joint test force would be established 
to plan and conduct the tests. The tests were to include ships as well as 
aircraft and combat \Tehicles. 

Service Response According to a memo from the Principal Deputy [Indersecretary of 
Defense for Research and Engineering (:USDRE’) describing the services’ 
response to the proposal, the need for the program was “recognized by 
all.” In fxt, however, official responses from Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) 
and sen-ices do not confirm this: 

9 The Marine Corps recommended against the nomination. 
l The .JCS, Army. and Navy recommended varying degrees of further 

study before reconsidering the nomination. 
9 The ,4ir Force alone agreed to support the proposal pending resolution 

of its concerns, one of which was participation by the other services. 

General concerns were: 

l The work would duplicate ongoing efforts. 
l Necessary Soviet targets would not be available. 
l Financial responsibility for providing test asset.s was unclear. 
l Materiel costs would be high. wit,h uncertain return. 
9 The purpose anci;or scope was unclear. 

Additionally, the .JCS noted that there was no indication of how the test 
tied in with joint operational requiremems, how the dat,a would be used, 
and \vho would benefit from the results; they also questioned the need 
for the test on the grounds that simulation in this area had been gener- 
ally successful. The Navy stated that they constantly rekriew ship design 
considerations with respect to survivability and vulnerability, implying 
that inclusion of ships in the test was unnecessary. The Marine Corps 
cited concern with the manpower requirement of assigning one or more 
officers to a joint test directorate. 
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Eventually. all the services did agree t.o participate, on the following 
conditions: 

l A joint test force \vould not be established. Instead, t.he program would 
be planned and conduct.ed by the Joint Technical Coordinating Groups 
(JTCG’s) for Aircraft Survivability (aircraft tests) and Munitions Effec- 
tiveness (armor;/anti-armor t.ests), two existing elements of the Joint 
Logistics Command (xc) with expertise in \',L assessment. 

l Services would bear no financial responsibility for providing test assets. 
l Ships would be excluded. 

The JTCG Tasking The services were strongly against. establishing a new joint test force. 
The OXI program manager agreed t.o the tasking of the JTCGs provided 
DDTRrE retained a level of control equivalent to that of any other joint 
test. Reportedly, this was the first. t,ime DDT&E had directed a joint test 
to an existing organization. This decision had both posit.ive and negative 
aspects. On the one hand, the core technical expertise was already in 
place, and the test personnel had longstanding professional relation- 
ships, thereby minimizing the “training” requirements and interservice 
coordination problems characteristic of many joint tests. On the other 
hand, the .lTCGs had st,rongly held views about the objectives and meth- 
odology of I',L assessment which were frequently at odds with those of 
the osu program manager. 

While the aircraft .JTCG was able to negotiate an acceptable compromise 
strategy, t.he armor .JTCG was not. This set the stage for much subse- 
quent conflict and delay. In the view of at least one outside espert, task- 
ing .JLF to the JTCG’s was a mistake because their attachment to t.heir 
vulnerability models made it difficult for them to plan and conduct 
objecti\Te full-up tests. 

Limited Service 
Responsibility 

X March! 1984, OSCI memo stated explicitly that “no unique service sup- 
port ivill be required” for .JLF. The interpretation of this by t,he .JLF pro- 
gram managers was that the services \vere under no obligation to 
provide targets or relat,ed support. JLF'S budget \vas to cover the cost of 
replicas and munitions, but not costs of: - 

. actual or surrogate armor and aircraft systems. 

. transport of actual or surrogate systems. 
l target restoration. 
l modification of vulnerability methodologies. 
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As such, neither OS;D nor the services were assigned responsibility fol 
t hew costs. In other words, no one was, 

Exclusion of Ships The Navy claimed that they had already conducted live fire tests in 
1969 and 1970, ivith \VW II hulks and Harpoon missiles. The ~SD pro- 
gram manager did not believe those tests obviated the need for more 
testing on ships, but told us he did not have sufficient time to work with 
the ship community. in addition t.o the armor and aircraft communities, 
to bring them on board by a spring, 1984, deadline. Consequently, ships 
were escluded from the program. 

Program Organizat.ion Figure 2.1 is a JLF organization chart. Additionally. OSD contracted with 
the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA ) to monitor .JLF and provide tech- 
nical support. ILL-\ issued their first report on JLF in March, 1986. 

Current, Status of 
Tests 

JLF and related live fire testing in ooo has been marked by delays, inter- 
rrlpt ions. and remo\xls of systems from the program. M’e describe the 
SlatUs of tests separately for JLF.;iirnlw rzllcl .JLF: Aircraft. 

JLF/Armor There have been substantial delays and changes in the ,JLF.‘-Armor sched- 
ule. Table 2.1 shows the schedule as of .January, 198.5, and the revised 
schedule as of October, 1986. 
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Figure 2.1: JLF Organization Chart 
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Table 2.1: Initial Schedule, Revised Schedule, and Reported Reasons for Changes, for JLF/Armor 

Test 
[material deleted] 

[malerlal deleted] 

U.S. Ml  13 APC 

U.S. M60 Tank 

Initial reporting date ;zwsed reporting 
U/W 
4QFY85 2QFYYO 

20FY87 4OFY90 

4QFY86 .A 

40FY86 4QFY90 

Reported reasons for changes 
Target unavailable test design controversy 

Split into 4 series by munition type 

Removed by Arm) 

Test desiqn controversy 

[material deleted] 3QFY86 

U.S. Ml  Tank 2QFY88 

U.S. MlEl  Tank. 2QFY85 

4QFY89 

d 

Test design controversy 

Removed by Army test desgn controversy 

Removed bs Arms: test deslan controversy 

[material deleted] 

(matenal deleted] 

[ matenal deleted] 

[material deleted] 

[material deleted] 

U S. LVTP-7 Amphrblous Assault Vehicle 

U S  LAV Light Armored Vehicle 

40FY88 t, 

1 OFY88 a 

2QFY85 I> 

2QFY89 4QFY90 

40FY89 4QFY90 

4QFY89 4OFY89 

4OFY89 3QFY89 

iNo~ yer scheduled 

tDropped from pmgram: vdl net be tested 

Unanticipated expense of lwe fire tests 

Target unavailable 

Unanticipated expense of live fire tests 

Target unavarlable. test design controversy - 

Target unavailable: tesl design controversy 

nia 

Removal of other tests 

Sources JLF!Armor Januwj 1985 Plan: JLF,‘Armor Octlsber 1986 Draft Revised Plan lntervlews wvlth 
lest offlclals 

Schedule Changes l FY 86 wa.s to have been the second year of JLF, the first for a full sched- 
ule of tests after modest beginnings in FY85. In fact. no shots were fired 
at armored vehicles in F’t’86 within .JLF. 

l No detailed test plans were approved by OSD during FY8G. 
l The Army removed some systems from .JLF in order to conduct the tests 

themselves, and others have been dropped altogether. 
l The type of tests (see Table 1.1:) proposed has changed repeatedly! from 

inert tests including surrogates for threat vehicles. to exclusively full-up 
tests, and back. as conflicts between JTCG ME and C&D over testing philos- 
ophy caused delays and uneasy compromises, and as direct.ion from osn 
changed with changes in personnel. 

l Soviet t.arget vehicles originally thought. to be among the easiest to 
obtain were not obtained in time to meet the original schedule. 

l The Army Chief of Staff suspended the Bradley testing in April, 198ii; it 
was not resumed until October. 

l Testing of the Ml tank wa.. put on hold. awaiting complet,ion of the 
Bradley tests, so as to reflect changes in the Bradley test methods. 
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Reasons for Delays 

l The current. JLF schedule is much reduced from the one proposed as 
recently as .January 1985. Only six distinct. vehicles of the twelve origi- 
nally scheduled will be tested within JLF before t.he scheduled end of the 
program in FY 90. and although a number of munitions have been 
added, the total number of munition types to be test.ed has been reduced. 

\Vhen JLF was initiated in 1984, t.he Bradley vehicle. the Ml Abrams 
tank. and t.he Ml 13 armored personnel carrier were part of the program. 
Initial .Jw:Arrnor efforts were focused on planning the Bradley tests. 
Shortly thereafter, however, the Bradley was removed from .TI.F. bg 
agreement between the Army and OSD. The reasons given were that the 
Army could test t,he Bradley earlier than the .JLF program could and CJII a 
larger scale. The Army could also provide target vehicles. Subsequently, 
the Army also pulled t.he M  1 and M  1 El ( now M  1A 1) versions of the 
Abrams t,ank. as well as the Ml 13, out of the program, giving the same 
reasons. The .JLF,‘-4rmor program manager predicted that the Army will 
eventually pull out the hUNA tank as well. OSD retained oversight 
responsibility for these tests. 

Tests conducted by t.he Plrmy on the Bradley have included comparison 
tests between the Ml 13 and [material deleted] vehicle, but these were 
not the full test series contemplated by the original JLF planners. The 
only test series completed within .JLF was primarily a training exercise 
for damage assessors conducted in September of 198.5 on a single train- 
ing version of the M -48 tank and a previously tested [material deleted] 
hulk. This test does not, appear in any JLF schedules and is not men- 
tioned in the draft of the re\Gsed plan. The first of the originally sched- 
uled .Jw.!.4rmor tests began in -January, 198’7. 

We have identified three reasons for the dela>-s in the .Jw;,4rmor testing. 

1’~ Controversy over testing methodology. The Bradley tests ivere to _.- 
serve as a methodological model for JLF~~rIllOl' tests. L’hen questions 
were raised by the former cm JLF program manager about the Army’s 
Phase I Bradley lisle fire results reported to Congress in December 1985 
and the conduct of Phase II Bradley tests in the Spring of 1986, the 
A4rmy stopped all testing on the Bradley. W I and the Army at first 
appeared to reach a compromise on methods for selecting shots and test 
conditions, but in May of 1986 directed that two independent panels of 
esperts pro\:ide guidance to the Army on methodology for live fire test- 
ing. UIile the Army waited for t,he recommendations of the adx,isorl 
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panels. which \f’ere to be incorporated in the revised Phase II t.est plan. 
no shots were fired. 

The hll,:M 1Al tank test plan was frozen in draft form. to be revised to 
reflect changes in t.he Bradley test methods. Similarly;:. plans for testing 
the [material delet.ed] were suspended pending resolution of disagree- 
ments between 0s~ and JTCG ME. 

2’) I~nanticipated problems in obtaining targets. A major cooperative 
arrangement \vit.h a foreign nation wits to have been completed during 
the first months of JLF. The JLF schedule had depended CJ~ this agree- 
ment to provide a large number of [material deleted] for testing in JLF. 
\Vhen the agreement collapsed t.he OSD Program manager sought to 
locate replacements. wit.hout immediate s~~ccess. 

The test ccrnducted on the M-48 tank and single [material deleted] hulk in 
the Fall of 1985 was a stop-gap measure. It exploited target,s that ivere 
available? though not the ones originally scheduled for JLF testing. 

:3,) Funding cuts. In addition. FE- 86 funds were delayed and reduced b) 
SO percent by cnsn as of hlarch liti. 

JLFjAircraft Lrnlike .JLI.‘.‘-4rmor. JLF/;.Aircraft has planned and implemented their test 
1:rrogram ivithout major interruption, yet not without delays. Table 2.2 
shows the initially scheduled reporting date, the revised reporting date, 
and the reasons for slippage. for all FY85 and FY86 tests. 
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Table 2.2: Initial Reporting Date, Revised Reporting Date, and Reported Reasons for Changes, for JLF/Aircraft FY85 and FY86 
Tests 

Initial reporting 
Test date (10184) 
F-1916 Engine Steady Slate Fuel 6/85 
IngestIon _.~__ __~~~ 
UH-60 Tallboom Hi’draullc System 8i8Fp 

Revised reporting 
date Reported reasons for change 
I 36 3 Data reduction faclllt;. overloaded hardware modlficatlon 

required 
4,‘87 H,;drai1IIc tubing unavailable: testing and reporting 

resources dwertea to non-JLF test. reporting lime 
underestimated 

F-15/16 Hydraulic Fluids 

F-15/16 Engine Quick Dump Fuel 
lngesrlon 

F/A-l8 Engine Rotating Core 

UH-60 Main Rotor Blade 

UH-60 Engine Controlled Damage 

-~__ 
UH-60 Main Rotor Flight Con!rols 

F-16 Emergency Power System 
Hydrazine Tan 

AV-8B Flight Controls Mechanical 
Component 

2/86 

4’86 

5,;86 

:/es 

8/86 

986 

386 k 

11;86s 

El,‘87 

4/K 

12,‘87 

6/8: 

4!87 

6i’W 

7,w 

5,‘87 

AV-8B Flight Controls Reactive Control 12:86 
System 

.~~~ 
GH-60 Engine Compartment Fires .3/88 

5,‘87 

9:m 

AF requested trade-In of alrflow engines replacements 
were missing parts; 2 fluids added, faclllty fire 

Test required lnventlon of new lnlection dewce AF 
requested capacity increase, test personnei dlverteci to 
non-JLF test, reporting time underestimated ____~ 
Non-operatlonal engine unavailable, test deferred 

Reporllng time unclereslimated 

1st attempt to create h)drauk load unsuc.cessful. 
subsequent use of a load absorbing pump delayed by 
design problems: reporting tlrne underestimated 

Prototype servos dlscovered to be Inadequate: new4 
servos arrived disassembled wth parts mlsslng: complete 
set of fllgh t controls still lunavallable 

Facllit,; fire 

Aircraft arrived 6;86 support equipment arrived lo/‘86 
test personnel &:erted to non-.JLF test, reporllng lime 
underestimated 

Alrcraftarrl\led86. support equipment arrived lOj86. 
test personnel diverted to non-JLF test reporting time 
underestlmated 

Moved to FY87 due to unavailability of engine 
comDartments fuselaw and fllaht deck 

Schedule Changes 

Reasons for Delay 

jThe report was revIewed and rerlsed for an addltlonal 6 months before teaching flnal term THIS \bds 
attrkxuted to addltlon~l coordlnatlon required because a r&b, test sgenc, hdd tested an Air Fcrce 
encpe The addltlorial zoordlnatlon time &as not considered In Ihe lnltial gllannlng 
So~~rces JLF,,Arcraft October. 1984 Masier Flan JLF Aircraft F Yi36 Detalled Test Plans Inler;;lew:; vJlth 
te5t offlclsls 

FIX.5 and FJW testing was inkially scheduled to reslllt in 9 reports t>) 
I he end of FIW: however. only 1 was completed and it onl~r in draft 
form. If the revised schedule is met, the average delay will tlave been 
almost 11 months. 

The principal delaying factor has been lack of test targets. Some other 
factors. such as diversion of test personnel and facilities. are in part sec- 
ondaly effects of the lack of targets; the personnel and facilities are re- 
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allocated to other t.ests, and may not be immediately available when the 
awaited t.est targets finally arrive. JLFI-4irCraft test officials anticipat,e 
further delays in FY87 testing and beyond for the same reasons. An 
FY87 funding cut of 33 percent and anticipated Gramm-Rudman-Hol- 
lings cut.s are also expected t.o cause delays in F’lr’87-n90 testing. Sev- 
eral test reports are hehind schedule because the time required fat 
report writing was underest,imated. 

Differential Progress of As is elident from the above discussion, JLF,/-4rmor has had considera- 
JLF/Armor and JLF/ bly more difficulty implementing their program than JLF,‘Aircraft: 

Aircraft . The Jt.F,;Aircraft plan was approved by the former OSD Program mana- 
ger in 1984. A 1985 .JLF;?Armor plan was rejected. 

. A revised JLF!ArmOr plan, produced in January. 1985. was approved by 
ox) but approval was later rescinded. 

. A new revised plan was tentatively approved in Nov., 1986 by the cur- 
rent OSD program tnanager pending revisions, but final approval had not 
been obtained as of March, 1987. 

According to a memo from the Principal Deputy LTSDRE, the original 
armor plan was inconsistent with the objectives of JLF. The primar!, 
objection \vas that. major contributors to armored vehicle vulnerabil- 
ity-specifically fuel, ammunition, and hydraulic fluid-were not pre- 
sent in the t1~ajorit.y of t,ests. Inst,ead. the plan emphasized tests on inert 
targets to “characterize” warheads and assess behind armor effects, so 
as to perform final vulnerability assessments by computer modeling. 

By contrast. the aircraft plan was described as responsilre to the pro- 
gram objectives, because its planned replica and component tests 
included fuel, ammunition, and hydraulic fluid, to be followed by “suffi- 
cient” full-up, full-scale aircraft tests to iralidate component and replica 
results. 

A January. 1985 reiision of the .JLF/‘ArtTIOr plan was approved by OSD. 
This plan was in effect for over a year, after which the incoming DlrS- 
DRE(‘TcLE’) (formerly, DDT&E:) required another revision, at the urging of 
the former OSD program manager. He also required a revision of the 
[mat.erial deleted], the one .JLF!Armor test for which a formal plan had 
been completed. Meanwhile. JLF/AirCraft has proceeded, essentialI> 
implementing their original 1984 proposal. 
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The JLF,/Armor program manager told us he was “dictated t.o almost, 
daily” by the former osn program manager, while JLF/Aircraft was left 
alone. In his view, their init.ial proposals were essent.ially no different,: 

l Both had similar phasing logic, with a controlled progression up to full- 
scale firings. 

l Both emphasized component, or “off-line” tests. 
l Both relied on replicas and surrogates. 

In fact. both armor and aircraft officials had serious differences of opin- 
ion wit.11 the former OSD program manager as JLF was being planned. 
According to .Jr.F’/‘Aircraft officials. he had initially wanted to forego the 
component, replica, and surrogate testing and concentrate on full-up, 
full-scale t,argets from the start. They report persuading him that this 
would not. be feasible from a cost and availability standpoint. and that 
little would be learned by destroying aircraft without first studying the 
components. However! this is essent.ially the same argument made- 
ilns~lccessfuLly--be JW,‘Arnior officials. 

The former OSD program manager admitted he had been harder on .ILF/ 
Armor but with justification. Essentially, he trusted .rLF:Aircraft and 
did not trust. .JLF’,‘.4rmor. His reasons were: 

l .JLF,:hircraft’s proposal focused on fire and explosions: .JLF,~,4rmor’s did 
not. 

l .JLF/‘~~iI’craft component tests were primarily full-up: ,JLF,‘Ai-mar’s were 
not. 

l JLF~L4rnior’s program logic was dominated by models; JLF,‘hircraft’s was 
not. 

l .JLF!‘Aircraft had a track record \sit,h TE.AS; .n.FI’Armor did not. 

L4s a result, x?Aircraft was able to negotiate an acceptable approach 
with the former osn program manager while JWArmor was not.. The 
consequences are apparent in the differential progress made by the t\vo 
components. The mistrust problem appears to ha\e been solved bg 
replacing t,he C)SD program manager, but t,he differential progress 
persists. 

Conclusions In this chapter, we addressed the evaluation question. “What is the sta- 
tus of each system and munit.ion originally scheduled for live fire test- 
ing’?’ Our conclusions follow. 
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Development. of JLF l The services’ original response to the proposal for JLF was 
unenthusiastic. 

l The arrangement worked out by OSD for conducting JLF with the .JTCGs 
avoided some problems characteristic of joint tests, but also contributed 
to dissension over the ob-jectives of JLF and led to many implementation 
difficulties. 

l The arrangement did not. adequately designat.e budgetary responsibili- 
t.ies. The services were not responsible for supplying targets or related 
support. nor \vere these covered under JLF’S budget,. 

Current Status of Tests 

.J LF; Armor . 
. 

JLF,‘Aircraft 

Differential Progress of ,JW/ 
Armor and JLFi;,4ircraft 

There haLve been major slippages in the Jw,‘Armor test schedule. 
Of t,he Army’s four vehicle types initially in JLF, three have been 
removed (Bradley vehicle, i’vIl,‘M1~41 tanks. and Ml 1:3 APC:). Only the 
ILIG0.43 tank remains, and it too may be pulled out. 
The Army’s Bradley testing resumed in October, 1986, after a six-month 
suspension. 
Prolonged controversy between OSD and the armor test,ers o\‘er the pur- 
poses of JLF and appropriate methods for conducting and analyzing tests 
has pushed back the overall .JLF.!armor schedule. The first of the origi- 
nally scheduled .Jw,,‘Armor tests began in .Januaryv, 1987. almost two 
years behind schedule. 
.w/‘armor has been hampered by greater difficulty than was anticipated 
in acquiring rarget vehicles, especially [material delet.ed]. 
Even with no further schedule slippages or problems in obtaining 
targets, only half (six of twelve) of the originally scheduled armori’anti- 
armor tests would be completed during the term of JLF. 

In contrast to ,JLF/‘-4rmor. JLF,‘Aircraft has planned and implemented 
their program without major conflict or interruption. 
The schedule has been delayed, but less se\,erely than JLF,‘.bttOr. 
Target availability has been the principal problem. 

.Jw,Xircraft’s initial proposals (high emphasis on fire and explosion and 
full-up shots, low emphasis on computerized 1’ L modeling) were compat- 
ible with WD’S interpretation of JLF program objectives. while JLF: 
-4rmor’s proposals (glow emphasis on fire and esplosion and full-up 
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shots, high emphasis on modeling) were not. The differences between 
osn and .rw:!‘,4rmor were fundamental and never satisfactorily resolved. 
contributing to a relationship of mutual mistrust between JTCG bIE offi- 
cials and the former OSD program manager. The mistrust problem 
appears to have been solved by replacing t,he @SD program manager, but 
the disparity in progress between the two components in implementing 
their programs has contittued. 

l Target alrailability is expected to remain a problem for both JLF~Al’mOl 

and Jw,“Aircraft. Recent live fire legislation requires the services to pro- 
vide targets for testing new systems, but this has no impact on the 
fielded systems in JLF. 

9 Roth JLF,/Armor and .JLF;-4ircraft have suffered budget cuts from cm. 
These ranged from 20 percent to 33 percent. 
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In this chapter, we review the overall .JLF planning and the few detailed 
test plans (DTPS) and draft reports that exist. Because .JLF is in an earls 
stage, we could make only a limited assessment of the methodological 
quality and realism of tests at this titne. We realize that testing to date 
may not be representative of subsequent testing; our emphasis is on 
identifying methodological issues of potential concern for the remaindet 
of .JLF and for future live fire testing programs. 

The reasons that limited information is alrailable for assessing JLF test 
quality are as follows: 

For JLF?‘Armor, 

l None of the originally scheduled .JLF!‘Armor tests have yet been cotn- 
pleted within the fortnal JLF structure. The only armor tests completed 
within JLF are: 1) an unscheduled training esercise and methodological 
demonstration. in which four shots were fired at, an old LJ.S. hI-48 tank 
and three at a [material deleted] hulk; and 2) a series of 10 shots fired 
against the [material deleted] \*ehicle. The [material deleted] shots were 
intended only for comparison with the full-up Phase I Bradley shots con- 
ducted by the Army. They were not the complete series of tests listed in 
the initial .JLF schedule. 

l The detailed plans and .JLF reports for these tests exist only in prelimi- 
nary draft form. 

l The only completed DTP for a JLFi;,4rmor test in the initial schedule was 
for the [material deleted]. This plan exists only in several draft versions 
that had not been given final acceptance by OSD during our reiliew. 

l A draft DTP for the Ml Abrams tank was written, but is being revised to 
reflect the approach taken in the Bradley Phase II plan. 

For .rLF;Aircraft. 

l No full-up full-scale testing is scheduled before FY1088. Consequently, 
no full-up testing was conduc’ted during our time frame. Since .Jt&:Air- 
craft does not publish a DTP prior to the fiscal year in which the test will 
be conducted, DTPS for full-up tests were also unavailable. 

l Though FE-85 and FIX6 testing has proceeded. only one draft report was 
produced as of December, 1986. Consequently. we have only limited 
kl~o~vledge-primarily- from discussions with test officials-of imple- 
mentation, analyses, and results. 

After discussing the overall program objectives covering both compo- 
nents of the program. \ve review .JLFi;PLrmor and .JLF:Aircraft separat.elJ 
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These sections are followed by a more in-depth discussion of the ke) 
genera1 issues identified during our evaluation, and comparisons with 
I:)ast and for-e@ live fir-e testing programs. 

Program Objectives The objectives of JLF and live fire testing in general have not been con- 
sistently stated by all the involved par-ticipants. iWe discuss this in 
detail later in the chapter). At the working level, however. the JTCG’s 
for .JI.F.?Armor and dLF,;Aircraft attempted to unify t.he program by spec- 
ifying a common set of objectilves. These were to: 

1) Gather empirical data on the vulnerability of L1.S. systems to [mate- 
rial deleted] weapons and the lethality of I1.S. systems against [material 
deleted] targets. 

2‘) Develop insights into design changes necessary to r-educe vulnerabili- 
ties and increase lethalities. 

3 j Enhance the data base available for battle damage assessment and 
repair. 

4) Ijse test data and results to validate (calibrate) lethality and vulnera- 
bility models. 

The only differences betsveen .ILF: Armor and JI.F;‘Aircraft were: 

l In objective 3, “validate” was usecl by .JLF:Air-craft while “cralibr-ate” 
\vas used by .Jw/‘.Armor. \!‘e attach no particular significance to this dif- 
ference because the terms appear to be used interchangeably in the v L 
commu nit 3’ 

l The objectives were described as in order of priority by .JLF: Aircraft: no 
priority was assigned to them by .ILF;,.L\rmor. 

For our purposes, the first three objectives are not stated in an evalu- 
able way. “Gather empirical data” on \wlnerability and lethalit>-,r, 
“Develop insights” into design changes. and “Enhance the data base” 
for battle damage assessment and repair, will all be accomplished 
regardless of the methodological quality, realism, cost-effectiveness. or 
usefulness of the program. Thew are no specified comparisons to be 
made or’ cl-iteria to be met, only a statement that the state of knowledge 
on the \wlner-abilitjr or- lethality of weapon systems will somehow be 
improved. In c:ont.rast ( the four-t h objecti\:e--\:alidate (or calibrate) 
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lethality and vulnerability rnodels-has at least an implied crit.erion to 
be rnet (validation by test data). 

JTCG Objecti\,e 3 exploits a side benefit, of live fir-e testing in that dam- 
aged systems are produced as a by-product of the testing process. NXile 
battle damage assessment and repair is clearly an important function 
for non, it is outside our main evaluation focus, which is the methodolog- 
ical quality of the test and evaluation process. Therefore, we do not 
address CIb.iect.i\Ve 3 in this I-eview. 

JLF/Armor For .JLF;iArmor-, we address overall plannin g. setting test objectives, test 
planning, implementation, and analysis and reporting. OLW t-eview 
included any planning and related information on all proposed tests. as 
well as all ai7ailable reports 011 complet,ed tests. Table 3.1 identifies the 
individual tests we reviewed and Table 3.2 identifies the principal docu- 
ments we used. Individual tests are treated in more detail in Appendix 
II. 
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Table 3.1: Live Fire Tests Individually Reviewed 
Test Munitions 
Armor 

Status _~ 

[matenal deleted] (March 198G Plan) AT-4 Antitank Weapon i 121’ 
LAW Light AntItank Weapon t 12) 
TOW II Missile 1.14) 
Basic TOW (6) 

Plan not approved by OSD 

BLU-97 Bomblet i, 10) 
IL142 Grenade (9) 
M7 18 Mine (8) 
M833 105mt-n Prolec tile (12) 
M392 105mm (4) 

U S. M.48 Tank Steel Long-Rod Penetrator l,Forelgn slmulant Testing completed. preliminary draft report 
of Soviet 115mm projectile; (4) prepared 
TOW h%siles (3) 

[material deleteci] 

U.S Bradley Vehicle 
Phase I 

U S Bradley Vehicle 
Phase II 

LAWS t.6) 
120 mm HEAT (1) 

[matenal deleted] 
TOW MisslIes il4) 
120mm HEAT (2) 
Rockeye Bombletsti) 
M718 Mine (6) 
30mm (UK.) t.5) 
32’HEAT(15) 

[material deleted] 
TOW2 MISSI~RS (7) 
TOW (21 
30mm IUK) (8’1 
120mm HEAT 1,4:1 
Mine (1) 

Testing completed. preliminary draft report 
prepared 

Testing completed by army reported to 
congress 

Testing interrupted: resumed after 
preparation of detailed test plan 

Aircraft 
U.S. F-15iF16 Engine 
SteadySlate Fuel lnqestion 

Munitions not used Testing completed, draft report prepared 
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Table 3.2: Main Documents Used in 
Reviewing the Quality of Live Fire Tests Program component Documents 

Gverall JLF Program JLF Charter, March 27, 1984 

IDA March 1986 JLF Report 

JLF,‘Armor Jarwary 1985 Plan -. 
Gctober 1986 Revised Plan (Draft) 

JLF;Alrcraft February 1984 Prellmlnary Plan 

October 1984 Master Plan 

FY86 Detakd Test Plans 

[material deleted] Detailed lest plan (m January 1985 JLFiArmor Test Plan) 

March 1986 Detailed Test Plan 

Outline Test Plan (In October 1986 Revised ,!LF1’4rmor Plan) 

IDA March 1986 JLF Report 

U S k-38 Training Test Detailed Test Plan 

Prellmlnary Draft .JtF Report 

IDA p&.rch 1986 .JLF Report 

[material deleted] Detailed Test Plan 

Prellmlnary Draft JLF Report 

Bradley Phase I December 1985 BRL Report 

U S Bradley Fighting ‘Vehicle December 1985 BRL Report 
Phase I Test OSD Program I.lanager s December 1985 Report to 

Congress 

GAG Report of klarch 1986 

HASC Staff Report 

EAST Jlune 1986 Report 

tJ S Bradle,i Fighting YehIck EAST Gctober 1986 Report 
Phase II Test 

~~ 

Ocrober 1986 Detailed Test Plan 

U S F-15+16 Erqne DetaIled Test Plan 
Steady-Stale Fuel Ingestion 
Test 

Jarwar:, 1986 Draft JLF Report 

Overall Planning The first .JLF;‘&k-IWI plan (submitted in 1984) was wjected by 13s~. 
.kml-din:: ru H nlenlo from the Principal &?pll~’ ImM>RE, it was inconsis- 
tent with the objectives of .JLF. The primary objection ~r’as that majo 
contributors to armored \~ehicle vulnerability-specifically fuel. anmu- 
nltion, and hydraulic flu&---were not present in the majorits. of tests. 
Instead, the plan emphasized tests on inert targets to “characterize war- 
heads and assess behind-armor effects,” so as to perform final vulnera- 
bility assessments by computer modeting. 

The second plan. published in .January, 198.5, was accepted by (.m. This 
plan fcJcllSt!d more cm \7ehicle t.ests, with only occaskmal indications thar 
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warhead characterization and behind-armor effects tests would also 
have to be conducted (,the one DTP contamed in the plan did not propose 
any such t,ests). There were to be t.welve series of tests, organized 
around eleven dist,inct armored vehicles, [material deleted] (In addition, 
[material deleted] ivere to serve as surrogates for [material deleted]. ;J 
Thirt.y-six different munition types were proposed for t.esting. It was 
estimated that there would be between 1,370 and 1.870 total shots fired 
in the prosram. In addition to the four formally stated .ILF objectl\,cts, the 
early tests were also to result in new damage crit,eria and an updated 
version of the Standard Damage Assessment List (SCNL) used to quantify 
observed damage to armored vehicles. The plan contained the first vet-- 
sion of a DTP for the [material deleted], which was to be the first .JLF,/ 
L4rmor t.est. 

An October 198ci draft revision of the .w!‘,4rmor plan ret.reats from the 
position that LF w?ll accomplish all four .JLF objectives.’ Acknowledging 
that r he \,aried needs of the users of live fire test data prevent any one 
test series from fully addressing all concerns. it proposes that the JLF,’ 
Armor tests therefore focus cm the empirical representation of the 
lethality and vulnerability of 1r.S. iveapons ( @bjectii7e 1). It includes c-but- 
line test plans organized around Soviet and I-1.S. armored vehicles. These 
specify the number of each type of \rehicle and munition required. and 
the approximate time span required for planning, implementing, analyz- 
ing. and reporting each rest,. Actual shotlines-that is. the projected 
path of each shot-are not specified. but the plan indicates that each 
test will employ a mixture of systematically selected and randomly 
selected shots. There are descriptions of test setups and illstI’urnentat.ic)n 
and discussions of the uses to be made of the data. 

The October 19% draft plan acknotvledges that experimental validation 
of sophisticated vulnerability models ~:oulcl be prohibiti\.ely expensive. 
and will not be accomplished by .JLF “in a rigorous mathematical or sta- 
tistical sense.” Instead? the test data will be used to increase confidence 
in models or to suggest improvements in them. 

In important respects, the October 198G draft revised .JLF; Armor plan 
resembles the first plan produced by .JT(:c, ME for .JLF in 1984, which had 
been reJected by’ (IS). Specifically: 
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9 Approximately two-thirds of the shots will be “warhead characteriza- 
tion” or “behind-armor debris” studies involving t.he interaction of 
munitions \vit,h armor plate targets rather than shots at \:ehicles. 

l Target condition is mostly inert or semi-inert; only one-third of the shots 
will be on vehicles, and only 20 percent of these will be full-up; in 80 
percent of the shots the vehicles will be loaded with dummy major-cali- 
ber ammunition or without fuel in their tanks. 

The draft plan is also more similar than the earlier plan to the .JLF/;Air- 
craft DTPs in its use of components and replicas, e.g., a test of a “fuel cell 
in a steel box. the equivalent of a surrogate \vehicle.” 

Two additmnal topics fall under overall planning rather than individual 
test planning: selection of target vehicles and selection of munitions for 
inclusion in .JLF testing. 

Selection of i’ehicles 

,Select ion of lknit.ions 

The .January, 1985, plan states that the selection of armored vehicles to 
be tested, while subjective. was based on military value, critical data 
deficiencies, target cost, test cost. and the projected worth of the data. 
Without more detail about the process, it is not possible to assess the 
strengths or limitat.ions of vehicle selection. The plan acknowledged that 
availability of equipment might proLye to be the limiting factor in imple- 
menting the tests. The October 1986 draft revised plan contains no over- 
all rationale for t,he selection of vehicles, but each of the outline test 
plans discusses the interest in the particular target vehicle that is to be 
tested. Some problems with target a\railability are still anticipated. 
O\~erall, only G of the 30 vehicles that will be required for the tests out- 
lined in the plan were on hand as of October, 1986. 

The .January 198.5 .JLF,‘fbnlOi’ plan states that the anti-armor munitions 
selected were as eshausti\Ve a list as time and mane)’ would allow. The). 
were required to be in the current inventory and to have been designed 
with the objecti1.e of defeating armor. The plan included a matrix which 
displayed the munitions proposed for testing \:ersus the target \,ehicles 
in the program. The range of munitions chosen appears to be realistic. 

The draft revised plan of October. 1986. introduces a criterion for 
escluding munitions such as t,he Hellfire missile (originally included) 
because they are large “overmatches” for currently fielded armored 
vehicles. It also excludes obvious “undermatches”, \vhich woulcl halre 
little chance of producing significant damage to a particular vehicle. The 
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stated rationale is that testing a munition that cannot be prevented from 
penetrating or will clearly not penetrate a vehicle is a waste of scarce 
and costly resources. We were told that more det.ail on the rationale fol 
including particular munitions would require plans to be classified. 

Setting Test Objectives The outline test plans in the October 1986 draft revision of the .JLF,; 
Armor plan each list several of the olrerall .rLF objectii-es as major test 
objectives. Each test outline lists a specific objective as well. Some of 
these may be infeasible goals for the tests as described. For example: 
one test proposes to determine the likelihood that an uncontrollable fire 
will result from penetration int.o the diesel fuel stowage cells of armored 
vehicles. But only one vehicle with replaceable fuel cells and armor 
panels will be tested. Although the setup may produce reliable results 
for the particular configuration tested, the generalizability of Ihe results 
to other armored vehicles is questionable. The objectives of the Braciles 
Phase II plan are more specific. 

The .w/‘-4rmor outline test plans are primarily focused on the objective 
of quantifying the vulnerability of armored \:ehicles and the lethality of 
anti-armor munitions (that is. JTCG Objectii,e 1 j. They propose to 
accomplish this by using the results of numerous “off-line.” or subscale 
tests of armor-warhead interaction. behind-armor debris, and compo- 
nent tests as input to computerized vulnerability models. Concern about 
target ai,ailability and loss of information in catastrophic events has led 
planners to propose that only 20 percent of the shot,s on vehicles invol\-e 
full-up targets. With respect to model \ralidation (JTCG Objecti\:e 4’). the 
results of the tests will be used informally to improve or update models, 
but the plan acknowledges that statistically rigorous model Lralidation 
will not be pursued in .wI;Armor because it is not economically feasible. 

The objectkre of developing design insights for vulnerability reduction 
and lethality improvement (JTCG Objective 2:) is nor addressed by the 
plans in the most direct way possible: There were no plans in JLF as of 
December 1986 for comparati\:e tests of proposed vulnerability fixes on 
full-scale ITS. systems, like the Army’s BradleJT Phase II tests. There are 
plans. though. to conduct cotnparative tests of the effects of radiation 
liners and applique armors on the vulnerability of [material deleted] and 
of the applique armor to be added to the Mtii)AS. Because only fielded 
anti-armor munitions wilt be tested in JLF, the use of the tests for the 
improvement of lethality is toward future munitions. 
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Rather than directly reflecting the .JTCG statement of program objec- 
tives. draft versions of other plans contained ut?jecti\res that reflect 
methodological quest,ions whose answers could aid in the design or con- 
duct of live fire tests: 

. One version of the [material deleted] plan proposed to test the differ- 
ences between st.atic firings (munitions fixed to the target) and dynamic 
firings (munitions fired from a distance) of shaped charges. 

. The M-48 test was intended to train damage assessors. 

. Inert M-38 shots were compared to full-up shots on a [material deleted] 
hulk and these were treated as a met.hodological comparison. 

A tnain objective of one test conducted, that of training damage asses- 
sors during the M-18 test,, was unrealistic in the time available. The brief 
course conducted at the test site did not succeed in training the damage 
assessment teams to fill out fortns with acceptable accuracy or consis- 
tency across assessors. The training consisted of only a few classroom 
sessions supplemented by discussions with an instructor between the 
shots. One tester suggested that a full year’s experience might be neces- - 
sary to produce an acceptfable level of competence in damage 
assessment. 

Test Planning 

Design Efficiency 

Test designs in the outline plans are generally congruent with test objet- 
tives. Newer plans such as the Bradley Phase II place more emphasis on 
estituattnn of casuakies and the effects of fire and esplosion than preiri- 
ous Bradley or .~~~,?Arnlor plans. 

The outline plans in the October 1986 draft revision of the .ILF,‘Armoi 
plan are more realistic in providing lead time for the acquisition of 
targets. However, some have still specified targets that may not become 
available. For example, the planned test of the Marine Cot-ps’ Light 
Armored \‘ehicle (L4L’) is designed CO require a minimum of two proto- 
types and a ballistic hull. but only one \Jehicle has been obtained, and 
the .JLF~Al’tllOr program manager described the prospect of obtaining 
others as “dim.” 

Tests are designed to be efficient with respect to conservation of target 
resources. For example: 

. Inert testing of vehicles will Ixecede full-up ksting. 
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- Although the two tanks are of the same general class, tlley were in Vera 
clifferent stares of repair and combat-readiness, apart from whether 
they were loacled with fuel and ammunition. 

l The [material delet.ed] was missing most of its internal components. The 
presence of internal components can prevent some impacts on ammuni- 
tion that cause catastrophic kills. and provide dat.a on component dam- 
age by debris when catastrophic kills do not result. AltholIgh some 
component.s Lvere simulated with sheet metal after the first shot, it is 
not kIlowr~l \vhether their masking effects were equivalent to actual com- 
ponents, and unambiguous assessment of damage to components would 
not have been possible even if catastrophic kills had been avoided. 

The proper comparison for conclusions about the differences bet\veen 
inert and full-up test,s is between vehicles of the same model cliffering 
only in whether they are loaded with fuel and ammunition. 

JLF/Aircraft For .rwAircraft. we again address overall planning. setting test objec- 
tives. test planning, implementation. and analysis and reporting. Our 

revieuv includes any planning and related information on the complete 
uni\wse of proposed tests. as well as all available reports on completed 
tests. Table 3.1 identifies the indi\tic!ual tests we reviewed and Table 3.2 
identifies t.he principal documents we used. Individual tests are treated 
in more detail in Appendis I!. 

Overall Planning Ttw o\rerall plans \vere published in a Preliminary Plan in February. 
1981, and a Master Plan in October. 1%34. The Preliminary Plan lwe- 
sented the genera! test concept and program logic. while the Master Plan 
clocumented the funding requirement.s, objectives, test approach, hard- 
wxre and facilit), requirements, and schedule for each test. organized b:, 
aircraft system. In at!, this encompassed $6’ tests. The Master Plan 
closely follo~~~et! the concept and logic of the Preliminary Plan. Roth docr- 
uments were clear and we!! organized. 

The program ~2s (:CmCeived irl (5 phases: 

l tri-service test plan de~~elopment 
l test preparation 
l component testing 
. replica:surrogate tests 
l full-scale aircraft tests 
. \w!nerability reduction technology tests 
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selection of Aircraft 

There is some overlap between phases. but, in general they were 
intended to proceed sequentially. As a consequence. full-up, full-scale 
testing comes late in the program. 

Aircraft were selected based on the JLF objective to test the vulnerability 
of first line tactical aircraft. The selections were made to ensure a repre- 
sentatkre, tri-service cross section of currently employecl aircraft, i.e., 
wkgi’swept wing. fixed and rotary wing, single and multi-engine, tur- 
bofan and turtyjet. thrust vectoring, and metal and composite construc- 
tion. The probability of obtaining a particular aircraft was also 
cc~nsider~d, but JLF officials report that no aircraft were actually 
excluded on the grounds that they could not be obtained. The selected 
aircraft are listed in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3: JLF/Aircraft Target Systems 
Selected for Testing Source 

United States 
rd3bj. 

System 

F,A-18 
AV-86 
A-6E,F 
F-14 

Au Force 

Army 

Foreign 

F-16 
F-15 

UH-60 
AH-64 

[materlal deleted] 
lmatenal deleted1 

AI1 aircraft listed in the Preliminary Plan are still in the program except 
for the F-14. According to the deput)’ program manager (,Na\ey), the F-14 
was rcmo\-ed because .TLF~‘,?Iircraft \vas over budget. and the Na\‘y had 
forlr aircraft in the program compared to two each for the other ser- 
\ices. \Z’e ccwld not obtain a clear statement of the reason the F-14 in 
particular \vas remo\.ed; it does not appear to have been a lack of avail- 
ability, as the F-14 is older and more plentiful than the F;X-18. 

Non-tactical aircraft were never seriously considered. In part, this 
reflected the limited testing budget, and in part, the historically tactical 
focus of the aircraft sur\i\xbility community as a whole. This focus 
would not normally involve \wlnerabilit>’ issues in. say, strategic 
bombers. 
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Selection of Subsystems The testing program is organized around nine critical subsystems: fuel 
and d1.3’ bag. propulsion, flight control, hydraulics, structures, arma- 
ment. crew station, rotoriidrive train, and miscellaneous~ unique. A for- 
mal process \vas used to designate test priorities: 

. 1st. the 10 target aircraft were crossed with the 9 subsystems to form a 
tal.Ret,‘subsysteln matrix. 

. 2nd. officials rated their confidence in current vulnerability estimates 
based on “as installed” configuration test.ing, for each cell in the matrix. 

9 3rd. they rated test priority, again for each cell in the matrix. in part 
based on the wnfidence ratings. Roth confidence and priority were 
rated high. medium. or low. 

\Z’e o\Terlaid the matrix of FY8.5 and FYFit5 test selections on the confi- 
dence and test priority matrices, and saw no discernible relationship 
between the tests selected and either confidence or priority. \Vhen ques- 
tioned about this, the .JLF~.~ircraft program manager stated that FY85 
and FY8ti test selections were actually dri\,en bs7: 

l availability of hardware ie.g., FL00 engines were already in hand) 
l the need to ensure tri-service interest and cooperation, and related 

bureaucratic concerns (e.g., the need to start testing as quickly as possi- 
ble to show .rtF;‘.Armor that .JLF:.\irCraft was contributing to the 
~,l-0gram ). 

That is, it appears that these practical concerns took on greater impor- 
tance than confidence levels and associated priorities. 

Selection of Munitions The Preliminary Plan states that specific threats applicable to both the 
I!.??. and foreign sj’stems were selected by a tri-servictb re\.ie\v. No fur- 
ther rat.ionale was provided. They are listed in Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4: JLF/Aircraft Munitions 
Munition type 
Foreign threats to U.S. Aircraft 
ProjectlIes 

Warhead Fragments 

U.S. Threats to Foreign Aircraft 
ProJecllles 

Warhead Fragments’ 

Size ~. ~~ 

12 7mm API 
1 I 5mm API 
23mm HEI and API 
30mm HEI and API 

45 IGraIns 
70 Grains 
1 10 Grains 
200 Grams 

7.62mm API 
12 7mm API 
2Omm AP. API and HEI 
25mm API and HEI 
30mm HEI 
40mm HEI .~~___ ~ 
2- 1000 Grams Steel 
3 5-X Grains Tungsten 

C~onstraints on Rsdism 

31\lom~n31 fragments representarl.e 01 those produced by* current surface [o-w and air to-w mtsslle ‘s:ar- 
heads Spec~i~c warheads represented bY these arain szes are classlflerd 
Source JLFArvalt Februar; 1984 Prellmnary Plan 

Liire fire testing of aircraft is conducted on the ground. Consequently. 
there are inherent limitations to the realism of tests. Although ,ns,‘.Air- 
craft program planners devoted considerable at.tention to realism issues, 
both in t.erms of targets and test conditions (e.g., assuring the presence 
of appropriate combustiblesj. there are nonetheless several technical 
constraints on realism. Of the ~CNI~ discussed here. the first three reflect 
the difficulty of simulating flight conditions on the ,qountI. 

1) Limitations of air-flow. Two test ranges used by .rw--China Lake and 
WI.igl~t-Patt,ersorl-heave the capability to simulate the airflow condi- 
tions of a plane in flight. High speed airflow is considered essential for 
the realism of aircraft tests involving fire. whet,her component-level or 
full scale. It also affects the probabilit.?; of sustaining a fire once one 
starts, and causes fires to take unexpected paths through the air-craft. 
U’hile some JuqAircraft tests for which airflow would be warranted will 
not ha\,e it, in general there is an attempt t.o use ail-flow whenever 
possible. 

Howr\w. current airflow facilities are limited in that they cannot bl~ 
air overt an entire aircraft. Coverage is about 5 ft. in diameter. In a wing 
test. for esample, the airtlow does not cover enough of the wing to gen- 
erate the appt-opt’iate lift. or the interplay between the loaded wing and 
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the fuselage. 3Iaximum velocity is also limited to about Mach 3, which 
is considerably below the top speed of fixed-wing tactical aircraft.. A 
larger airflow facility with higher maximum velocit,y has been proposed 
for China Lake, but even if funded, it may not be built in time for the 
full-scale testing phase of .rw/Aircraft. 

2:) Other environmental limitat.ions. While airspeed is believed to be the 
most crit.ical. other environmental factors affect the probability of fire. 
However, these will not be simulated in JLF. They are: 

l altitude (affects fuel vapor pressure) 
l altitude history (affects fuel vapor composition and subsequent 

volatility) 
l maneuver load (affects effective fuel weight and subsequent leak rate) 
l slosh (affects vapor distribution ). 

The .Jw!‘Aircraft Preliminary Plan stated that. altitude. altitude changes. 
and slosh would be considered in setting test conditions, but according to 
.JLF technical staff, there currently is no satisfactory capability to simu- 
late these factors. The .rw;Aircraft program manager considers altitude 
simulation unnecessary because all test,s are for air-to-ground missions, 
in which t,ypical combat altitudes are low enough to be little different 
than sea level, practically speaking. 

3) Restricted attack angles. The focus of .rw!Aircraft is ground-to-air 
fire. Though the aircraft are slightly elevated (on pads). shot angles 
greater than 45 degrees (typical in a ground-to-air scenario) are not 
possible. 

As noted abmle, all three of these constraint,s stem from the difficulty of 
simulating flight conditions on the ground. More realistic flight concli- 
tions could be obtained with drone targets. However. this was not seri- 
ously considered. The stated reasons were: 

l Costs would be prohibitive. 
. Specified hit points would frequent.ly be missed. 
9 Combat realism would still not be achieved. 

4) Inability to use actual warheads. A fourth constraint on realism stems 
from a different problem, the inability to use actual missile warheads. 
All threats are actual munitions with the exception of missiles, the frag- 
ments of \vhich are being simulated by metal cubes launched at the 
target. 
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Test oftic:ials justify not wing actual warheads on grounds of: 

l safer), aud security (,,onl~~ extremely remote test ranges can support the 
detonation of actrul missile ivarheads) 

l ~c~ntrollabilit~- (impact location and fragment. size are harder to control. 
potentially leading to accidental target loss) 

. cost (testing costs as well as materiel costs would be se\,eral times 
wxlter if actual \varheads were used) 

l ~\~ailabilit~- (particularly for foreign warheads). 

Nonet heless. ID.-\ analysts and other esperts have raised concerns o\-er 
the realism of simularityg warhead fragments with metal cubes. The JLF 
Aircraft program manager claims that the simulators give realistic 
rewlts because the mass. \:elocitJ7, impact orientation. and shape are all 
tvasonably close to an actual warhead fragment. However. he \vas not 
au’are of any direct comparison studies or other equi\-alence tests that 
~~wiilcl support the claim. As ctw use of cubes has becwne standard pram:- 
tice. and \vill likelsr be continued in live fire testing of aircraft through- 
out and beyc Itid .II.F. we be1iei.e it should first be \%liclated in controlled 
cwiparison studies with actual bvarheads. 

Setting Test, Objectives For rhe F1.85 and FY!+:i DTF'S. 

l -411 thirteen specified test objectives. 
l All \vere cnngrrlent wit 11 the program objecti\.es as stated b>r .JT(X. 
l Most test objecti\res were feasible. The Jwinclpal erceptions ivere objw- 

ti\.es relatccl to determining probabilities (e.g.. P h ,,s) or 12liclating \-Ill- 
ntwhilit\r models. The a\.ailable sample sizes siml>lJ- do n~:)r permit this 
lei-el of ~J~lwntifil~ation of results. Furthermnre. test offic:ials generall~~ 
designed the test matrices to masimize the range of thwat target inter- 
actions. In order to generate credible probabilities or \.alidate models. 
they \vould 111?eti to tlXie Off tk i’atlgt? ~,f ShOts for nlcw IYpkatiOWS ?)f 
s~lots. 

The principal focus of the .~~~~,Alr~t~aft tests is g;atluwtyg empirical data 
on the ~wlncmbility of 1.13. systems to Scarlet \veapons. The ot?.ject.i\~e of 
de\,eloping design insights is not typic;41~v made t~splicit. but the Fl 00 
engine draft report suggests that de\x4oJ:ling design insights \\.ill alw be 
iml>ortimt. None of the FY85 or FY8t3 tests itlc:lude empirical cwnpari- 
sons of ptvpcwxl \~ulnerabilit~~ fises f1.w I I.!%. s>-stems; howe\‘er. \vlnera- 
bility redllcticw teihnolog~’ tests are not scheduled until after the fillI- 
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Design Efficienq~ 
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Efforts to Ensure Realism 

Ontittecl Infot-rnat.ion 

targets, shots are strategically sequenced to avoid premature cata- 
st.rophic loss of the target, as well as to pre\:ent testing effects. Fot 
example, it is well kno\vn for engine tests that shots into the t.ut-bine 
must come last, since such shot.s have a high likelihood of destroying the 
engine. 

A high prioritS was placed on ensuring realism on an ol)jecti~.e-specific 
basis. The FY85 and FY8ti tests are all component tests, and as such, 
their objectives are relatively limited. C:onsequently, the DTPS contain 
apparent departures from realism that test officials maintain are appro- 
priate and efficient. For example, in the F-15i;F-16 hydraulic fluids test: 

l Projectiles were to be fired at realistic velocities for selected standoff 
distances. Howe\w, they were not to be fired from real weapons at real- 
istic rancges. but from Mann barrels at close range to minimize hit disper- 
sion. This was justified on the grounds that the hydraulic line was only- 
.X inches in diameter, and hit dispersion simply causes misses Lrrhich 
waste titne and ammunition. As the objective of the test is to learn what 
will happen when the line is hit. the higher level of realism is not consid- 
ered appropriate. 

l The plan specified pressurized hydraulic lines of the exact diameters. 
wall thicknesses. and material characteristics of those used in the F-15 
and F-lf.5, Ho\vever, the structure to house the lines was a modified rep- 
lica fuselage previously used in A-10 refueling tests. Again. as the test 
objectii,e was simply to determine the incendiary effect of penetrating 
the line, LISA of the unrealistic replica was not considered tn detract from 
the ob,jecti~,e-specific realism of the test. All the testers needed was a 
“metal box” to contain the fire. 

In this fashion, scarce and espensive resources are being conserved for 
the tests whose objectic-e-specific realism requires them. For esample. 
structural tests of an F-15 wing will necessarily require an actuB?l F-15 
wing. 

The DTPS omitted information \ve belie1.e necessary for assessing hon 
well a test @an meets its test objectives. Table 3.5 breaks this down b) 
ttidividttal UTP. Note that.: 

. most plans omitted rationales for threat munitions and shotlines. 
l all plans omitted data analysis plans and rationales for sample sizes. 
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Table 3.5: Inclusion of Selected Information in JLFlAircraft FY85 and FY86 Detailed Test Plans 

Test 

Rationale Rationale Data 
Munitions for Shotlines Rationale Sample size for sample Test matrix analysis 
specified munitions specified for shotlines specified size specified plan 

F-15:16 Engine 
SteaU,j State 
Fuel Ingestion 

UH-60 Tadboom 
Hydrauk 
System 
F-15,/16 
Hydrauk Fkds 

F-15!16 Engine 
Quct. Dump 
Fuel IngestIon 

F/A-l8 Engine 
Rotattng Core 

UH-6CJ Maln 
Rob Blade 

UH-60 Engine 
Controlled 
Damage 

UH-60 Main 
Rotor Flight 
Controls 

n a 

Y ,I 

x 

n. a 

x 

x 

X 

x. 

x 

L’ I 

n a. 

n 3 

X 

n a 

%. 

n a 

x. 

n a. X 

n a. 

x x. 

___~__-~ 
n. a x 

x X 

F- 16 Emergency 
Poyver System 
ktyc~raul~c Tank 

AV.85 Flight 
Controls 
Mechanical 
Components 

AL’-8B Flight 
Controls 
Reaclive Ibntrol 
System 

UH-60 Engine 
Compartment 
Fires 

‘I’ I 

n 23 n a 

F-l 5 Conformal 
Fuel Tank Tests 

Totals 

:x :X X X X x. 

~-~.~ 
9/l 1 419 11113 4/l 1 9113 o/9 10113 O/l 3 

! 82) ( 44’1 ( 85, ( 36) 1 69) (Oi I 77) (Oi 

The .JLF! Aircraft deputy pKXJgraII1 manager (Navy-) requires a more 
detailed revision of test plans from his test engineers prior to imple- 
menting the test. He is unique in this practice. there being no central .JLF;' 
Aircraft requirement. The JLF, Aircraft program manager told us he did 
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not require further detail because all three deputy program managers 
are highly experienced and “kno~v what they’re doing.” Some omission 
of detail \vas justified on grounds of keeping the DTPS unclassified c’:e.g., 
damage preclicticms). 

Inc:onsistency in Selecting Threat The DTPS lack c.onsistencg in rheir selection of threat \-elocities. Some 
\‘elocities esamplcs: 

l 1 1 O-grain fragmrnw are projected at 5,OW ft.,:sec. in some tests and 
6,1)00 ft.: sec. in others. yet both represent the impact \velctcity Xl-i5 feet 
from the burst. 

l -E-grain fragments are projected at (5.000 ft.,:sec. to represent the same 
50-75 foot range; this similarity of \Telocities across fragment size is 
questionable since small fragmenls decelerate faster than larger ones. 

l The 12.7. 23. and 30 mm projectiles impact at a wide range of velocities 
\\fith no esplanar ion for specific selections. 

Such in~r~~nsistenc~ies raise cluestions about the usefulness of the results: 
in building a s)xtematic data base but the Pt~elitt~it~at~y Plan, Master Plan 
and DTPS conrained no esplanation for them. 

Some. I bough not all, of the inconsis;tencies magi be due to incomplete 
clo~ttmentation in the DTPS. One test official said the engineers tend to 
start from Lvhat \vas tested l:w~~iowAy. and attempt not to duplicate 
those shots. Howe\w, DTPS do not list kvhat’s been tested in the past in 
anon detail: lw~seqrtently. selected calibers and velocities can appeal 
arhitrar)~. 

Statistical \‘alidit> The .JL~' Aircraft Preliminary Plan. ivhile implicitly acknowledging that 
tht* full-ul-1 [esting phase would not ptuduce sratisticaily valid results 
due to small n1tmbers of lest targets, stated that those tests would irali- 
date the s;tatisttc.allJ’ significant data collected on the replica targets 
from earlier phases. In fact. there is no indication that statisticall)- valid 
results will be produced by the replica testing conducted to date as rep- 
resented in the FY85 and FYM DTPS. 

StatisticA \ralidity reqttirrs cwef~~l attention to c.ell sizes, i.e.. the 
nitmtwr of replications of each test condition. In .ILF Xirct-aft, there is no 
formal process to determine cell sizes, ~r4iic.h in an)’ case are changed 
during iml:~lemet~tatic~t~ as engineering judgment \varrants. Test matrices 
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Ohset-\xtions of se~wA test shots and discussions Lvirh test officials 
indicared that tests are being implemented much the uxq they were 
specified in the DTPS. \\‘e did not attempt tc.1 formally monitor an> of the 
tests, so we cannot StiltI? this definiti\7eljr ( In.4 has been monitoring the 
tests more closely I. 

l In the F-lt5 hydrazinc> testing. tn’o shots in a particular test condition 
produced no fires, so all further planned shots in that test condition 
were judged unnecessary and eliminated. 

l A Na\ry cleuision to replace the .A1’-8A led to two A\‘-&As going to .JLF. so 
the AV-PA3 flight u~ntrol test design \vas changed to capitalize mi their 
a\3ilability. 

Efforts to Maintain Realism Test offkials appear to be making reasonable efforts to nwintain the 
realism of test conditions as specified in the DTPs, For esample, in the 
FlUi) fuel ingestion test: 
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l Some equipment problems were observed in the early I’WIS. (i.e., flood 
lamps and cameras failing due to engine Lribration, difficulty establish- 
ing and maintaining the desired fuel injector pressure drop), but were 
eventually solved. 

Analysis and Reporting As only one .JLF;‘PLircraft test had been completed and written up during 
our time frame, only one report (in draft) was available for our reL7iew. 
This was the FY’85 test on steady st.ate fuel ingest.ion in the FlW engine. 
which powers both the F-15 and F-16 aircraft. Fuel ingestion is a poten- 
tial kill mechanism experienced by jet aircraft when a projectile (small 
arms, warhead fragment:) penetrates a fuel cell in such a manner that 
fuel is in,jected into the engine inlet. The test’s objectives were to deter- 
mine t,he fuel ingestion tolerance of the FlOO t.o steady state fuel leak- 
age, and compare t,he results with previous vulnerability analyses for 
enhancement of applicable models. 

For the fuel injections. the report stated that clean round holes were 
selected over other hole shapes, in part to meet the primary objective of 
“cOntrolled” fuel ingestion. h test matrix sholsed the hole size and its 
position on the inlet duct for each test mn. Howeiver, there was no men- 
tion of the size or type of ballistic threat the holes are supposed to be 
simulating; nor was there any explanation for the choice of hole sizes 
and positions. 

The report states that the pressure of the inlet air successfully simu- 
lated the specified flight conditions of Mach .T, -+ 3 330 ft. above sea level. 
but the temperature corresponded to a very hot day--about 113 degrees 
F. at sea level. To simulate Mach .i on a cooler day would have required 
a different inlet pressure and temperature \Aues. The report states that 
tocal pressure and density describe not -just a single Mach/altitude flight 
condition. but a locus of points in the Machjaltitude map; therefore, the 
test data are applicable to flight conditions other than those tested, 
includmg some with cooler temperatures (i. e., Mach 1.51 1 25,CNlO ft., 20 
degrees F.). It also states that t.he flight conditions simulated in t.he test 
are \vithin the flight capabilities of the F-15 and F-16. 

FVe believe the draft report overstates the generalizability of the find- 
ings. No statement is possible OII the effect of changing a single parame- 
ter-all 3 must change. So, for example, the effect of Mach .7. 2,230 ft. 
at a cooler temperature (‘e.g., one representative of a European scenario’) 
cannot be inferred. The fact that the test conditions were within the 
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flight envelopes is irrelevant.; it does not make them generalizable. OnI3 
addi t.ional testing could do that. 

The report presented a computer model for predicting damage from a 
steady tlow of fuel into a turbofan inlet. It was derived principally from 
the FlOO test results, although in part from “the author’s intuition 
alone.” MTe qUeSti the Willu? Of this mOdC!l for t.hf? fO~lO~‘i~l~ reasons: 

l It. only addresses t,urbine section thermal failure: no other failure modes 
are included. 

l It was developed after the fact. 
l The user varies parameters independently. ec’en though several of these 

\vere held constant in the test; consequently. the quantitative effect 
computed by the model is highly speculati\ve. . 

l No justification is provided for the model’s basic hypl.)thesis. and no 
basis in the test results was evident,. 

The report’s recornmendatic-)ns were congrllent with the results, and sen- 
sitive t.o the likelihoocl of user acceptance. It concluded that given the 
engine designers’ focIIs on thrust-to-weight ratios. performance, fuel 
consumption, and signa.ture, little opportunity existed for engine design 
changes. Recommendat,ions were therefore focused elsewhere. on air- 
frame and fuel system design. 

General Issues B’e have identified six issues which bear on the methodological qualit> 
of JLF and related live fire testing. past and future. Some of these were 
introduced earlier. but their importance and!‘or complexity warrants a 
separate discussion. They are: conflict over objectives, availability of 
targets, statistical \Jaliclity, shot selection methodology. characterization 
of human effects. and incentive structure. 

Conflict Over Objectives It was clear before the program was launched that different actors in 
the program process had different, potentially incompatible, agendas. 
For example. in their official response to OSD’S lD8S proposal, the Arm) 
replied that the idea of a live fire program appeared to ha\~ merit, with 
the most important benefits being validation of the current vulnerability 
and lethality models, validation of computer programs on the penetra- 
tion of armor, and assessment of the .‘fightability” of damaged weapon 
systems. The identification of areas requiring further vulnerability 
reduction Fvas mentioned as a “spinoff.” Reducing casualties was not 
mentioned at all. 
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The program objectives set forth by the major participants in the plan- 
ning process are outlined below. 

As noted earlier. t.he seri,ices agreed to participate on the condition thar 
rather than establish a new joint test force, the existing .JTCYGs would 
plan and implement the program. In assigning the task to the .JTCGs, the 
..u specified the objectives as: 

1 ) Gather empiric:al data On the lethality of 1J.S. weapons against foreign 
systems and the ~~ulnerabilit.~~ of ITS systems to foreign weapons 

2) I [se the test data and results to correct any model deficiencies and to 
validate foreign lethalit) and \xlnerability models. 

S) De\yelop insights into design changes necessar.\’ to reduc~e \wlnerabili- 
ties and increase lethalities. 

The same day, the .JI.C sent a memo to the I~ndersecretaty f(or Research 
and Engineering confirming their support for the program. In it. the)- 
stressed that an integral part of the effort must be to obtain empirical 
data kvhich \\-ill pro\ride confidence that the models developed by JTC’G 
are correctly portra,\kg the actual effects, i.e., to validate models. No 
other objectk’es \vere mentioned. 

The .ILF charter. \vhich \vas not promulgated b>. cwr) until 2 1 ‘2 months 
after the .ILC objecti\,es were commw&ted to the .JTC’Gs. specified the 
priority ob.jecti\.es as: 

1) FIN- the aircraft component. assessment of the s;Ur\‘l\,ability of first 
line air-to-ground attack aircraft. both 1~T.S. and [material deleted].’ 

2’) For the armory anti-armor component, quantification of [he lethalit> 
of major caliber anti-armor munitions against first line armored \rehi- 
cles. both I1.S and [material deleted]. 

It did not mention objecti\Tes 2 and 3 from the .ILC' \wsion. nor did it 
specify what was meant b), assessment of surxkxbihty or quantifica- 
tion of lethality. 
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In his ouw description of program objectives. the former ixr) progt’arn 
manager testified that rhe objecti\vs of the program were to ensure that 
ITS weapons platfwm do not unnecessarily endanger their creivs. and 
t,hat the munitions LT.S. servicemen fire actually stop the enemy. On 
other occasions he stated. mot-e succinctly, that the purpose of live fire 
testing was to reduce casualties. There had been no mention of crew 
members or casualties in either the .lLc’ or osr~ \~ersions. 

In their respec:tive plans, the JTCG JLF, Am10~ and .ILF ;Xircraft prq$tmn 
managm sli@tly modified the JLC‘ objectives-the reference to mu-- 
rect ing model deficienck um deleted. “validate” was changed to “cali- 
brate” in the arniot~ version. ilIlt an additional objec*ti\‘e m:as Inserted: 

1 ) Gatller etnpirkai data on the \~uliierability of 1.T.S. system to ]nlate- 
rial deleted] weapons mid tile lethality of ITS. systww against [material 
cleleted] targets. 

2) I)e\x+p insights into design clmnges necessary to reduce \~ulnerabili- 
ties and increase lethalities. 

3 \ ~11ha11~t? the datil base amilable for battk C~~Ill~.~e ;-\SSt?iSIllt?llt Nld 

repair. 

1) I Tse test data and wsulrs to \.alidate ~,calibrate) lethalitJv and \wlncra- 
bility models. 

These objecatives were desc*ribed as in order of priority in the .ILF Air- 
craft plan: no priority was assigned to them in the .u L\tmoi~ plan. . 

LVe found diffei~ences in statements t.)f pl~t~~lWl1 objectivt3 anions .ILF 
working level personnel. Typicall>-. these differ-em-es reflec:t4 dit’fw- 
eiii’cs in these indi\kluals’ roles. \vitll ruodelers emphasizing nwdrl- 
related objecti\.es and testers downplaying them. 

Current OSD Program Manager 
Objectiws 

The cllt-rent OSD prugranl manager provided his statement cbi’ thv ot>.jcc- 
rives in an interview tvith us. His version u’as higlll). similar t1.b the .IT(‘G 
\w-sion. although he did not w,e the terms \,alidate or calibrate in the 
model objective. Rathet‘, he phrased it as providing necessary data to 
model and simulate \wlnerability and lethality. In his implen~el~tation of 
these objecti\w. he inrends to increase the emphasis on (‘rew effects, 
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with crew survivability as his principal concern. In this sense. his 
emphasis is consistent with his predecessor’s However, they differ in 
their emphasis on models in implementing the objectives; the former 
program manager betie\,ed models should not, be used unless they were 
validated, whereas the current, program manager believes they are use- 
ful toots even when not \~atidarecl. Toward t.his. end, he has contractect 
with the Institute for Defense Analyses (IIN) (for $800,000) and The 
Analytical Sciences Corporation (TASCj for ($150,000) to review the 
state of 1;‘~ methodology. with the majority of the funding focused on 
improiwg the models4 

M’e believe the conflicting stalements of ob.jecti\,es reflect underlying 
differences in the interests of the indi\riduats and organizations 
involved. The differences are rooted in the differing position of testers. 
os[~ officials. and consulting analysts over the proper rote of computer- 
ized \’ L modets in live fire t.ests and the relative value of models and live 
fire rests in determining vulnerability and lethality. 

\Vithm the \.,L community. the use of models has become firmly estab- 
lished over the past twenty-five years. The assessment of the 
survivability and effectiveness of IT.!% weapons has come to depend 
increasingly on their use. The output from these models is also used in a 
variety of other acti\vities in CK:)L). including war games, other simulation 
models. \vf?a~JOtIS design, and logistical planning for repair times and 
stocks Of spare parts. 

The logic of vulnerability modeling is to build up a full \vorking model 
from submodels. each of ~vhich is based in part on subscate test data. If 
the submodels are \vorking properly the c)\7eratt prediction should be 
accurate. but the focus is on getting the data necessary to make the 
parts ilvork. hlodeters therefore tend to design live fire tests to produce 
data on fundamental interacWms. 

Crnconcerned wit,h what will impro\,e models, proponents of full-up lest- 
ing consider more directly the possible areas of \wtnerabitity of a target, 
and ivith or without consideration of sampling and generalizing shots, 
focus on realism as a test design criterion. To them, the tests should 
ctirectty benefit the serviceman who wilt depend on the system in battle 
and the designeri’developer who can improve it; not the modeler. This 
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Availability of Targets 

Absence of Assigned 
Responsibility 

leads to an emphasis on full-up shots likely to induce catastrophic fire 
and explosion. which are of retati\:ety little interest to modelers. 

The failure of the two “philosophies’* co co-exist is largely a function of 
resources. The former CNI program manager openly expressed his dis- 
trust of both models and modelers, and viewed them as impeding what 
he held to be the primary objective-fmding ways to reduce casualties. 
To him. spending the funds on model-oriented shots were a waste of the 
program’s budget. The modelers, on the other hand. claim to have been 
wait.ing years f0r an opportunity like .ILF to supply their data needs, 
which they claim are necessary for valid vulnerability assessment. To 
them, spending the funds on full-up shots was squandering that 
opportunity. 

- 
Both I1.S and [material deleted] targets are in st%Jllsly short supply and 
represent the princ~ipat constrainr faced by all .11-F test officials. 

Target availability drives test schedule. test methodtA$y, anct the need 
for complementary approaches. 
Cost is a key factor for complete functional systems. yet crash hulks, olcl 
prototypes, and many components are also scarce i"yor~ take what you 
can get”:). 
Both the aircraft and armor programs are affectect. but the constraint is 
particularly acute with aircraft due to higher unit cost. 
The problem is an old one, present at least as far back as the late 1940’s. 

[material deleted] 

The principal obstacles faced by JLF test officials in obtaimng suitable 
targets are: 

absence of assigned responsibility for pro\,iding targets. 
competing interests Icithin and outside CK:CJ. 

negative attitudes toward destructive testmg. 
poor condition of targets upon arrival. 

6ecause of the ~vay in \vhich JLF was chartered. rhe services have no 
responsibility t.n provide test articles or bear any support costs. -4ddi- 
t.ionally. JLF test officials t.old us that no individuals were designated 
within the serLvices to assist them in obtaining targets. The former W;D 
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. 

Since the het.\rices had no I-esponsibility to pmvide targets ot’ assistance 
in obtaining them. and cm I>twvided no funding tt.1 I:wtxAlase tat-gets. .JI.F 
test officials weye essentially left to fend fw thenwAves. In cmlel- to 
obtain rat-gets. they hai’e had to continuall~~ “sell” rhe progt*anl. to t1.j’ tc.) 
c.c)tl\7ittc.e individual sw\G:e cxtmponents thar they ivotrld benefit from 
.II.F. cw as espt-essed b)r otw .JI.F program tnanaget., “scvetrt talk” them out 

of hatdwaw. Therefcwe. a substantial pmpctt’tion of the time they mtght 
ot Itet-wise hai.t> ~ipent irnplenwnting the test scmhedule was used g$\kg 
twiefitigs. It is inipwtatiI to t~etnetnber that the bulk of this effot’t was 
diwc:ted not at obtaining new 01~ opemtional hal*dwaw. but obsolete 
I tal.d\vare that might ha\xl ot hewise been discarded. 

(ntatwial delettkd] 

.ILF genetxlly only wqttit’es obsolete ha!dwwe fw full-scale tests. i.e., 
vt.ashed or protot~-pe systems of no use to opet*ational fotxx5. Konet he- 
less. it still must ftmeqrtently wmpete \vith other go\wmtwnt intewsts. 
Fat- erariiplr: 
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Kegative Attitudes 

OSL) Iwogl-am manageI* bi.iefed the senatw’s staff himself. after which 
the aircraft was veditected to .ILF. Howe\ver. by the time JLF recei\,ed it. it 
had alreads, been gutted--the horizontal and vertical tails. the cockpit.. 
the majorit>, of avionics, and other components iver-e gone. The F- 1.5 sys- 
wm pt-ogwn manager and the mamlt‘actrlret ha\,e since agwed to 
wstore the i.emcrved parts. 

Thew a1.e competing IiC)L’I-go~‘et.nlrlent interests as ~vel1. If a u-ash causes 
a fatality. and the u-ash hulk is reccnwed, it ivill be impounded pending 
the outcome of lvivate litigation bl-ought againsr the manufactuI.er and;, 
01 the go\‘er-nment. This can delasv access to JLF for )‘eaw. h-lmently. an 
AH-64 helicoptet- tentatively promised to JLF is in litigation (.JLF has 
obtained no uhel* AH-t_i-l’s). 

All thwe sei*\7ices have aI)ptuved a fowe. activity designator. pr%xits, of 
2 ( 1 is highest. 5 is lowest:). 01’ F.\D-II, fvl- .JLF (Air Fol-ce in .Ju~)~. 1985; 
Na\,y in December. 198.5: Xrn~~ in ,June, 1986 1. The FAD-II officialIs* 
gives .ILF ~N%wity in Obtaining assets in-et’ \WiwS non-ope~ati~)nal iMel’- 
ests with lesser pt-iot*ity. It in no \vay gual’antees the ai-ailability of 
ral’gets. For esample. the Army’s appuw~l of the F-W-11 wquest explic- 
itly states that it will not materially affect the availability of al-mwed 
\,ehicles or aircraft for tests. .ILF test officials believe the FAD-11 ma) 
have had some impact in obtaining test tarsets. but cannot document 
that it has Iwcn,ided them specific: lal’gets rhey otherwise uvtlld not 
ha\,e obtained, OY that in general it has made them easier to obtain. FOI 
esample, the FLU)-II was used to reclaim the t\vo F;,A-l$s described 
above. but finding a supporti\v flag ufficw ~vas belie\,ed to be cql~all~~ w 
mm important. The most frequently rnentionecl im~xw\wnent was that 
since obtaining the FAD-II. JLF now has phrity o\.er museums. 

iktI’otT~lllg to .lLF test (.)ffiCialS. li\Y?-fire tesjtiilg is alien t0 most rmr~ Offi- 
cials, including many flag officers, because t-r; its dcsjtructi~~e potential. A 
test official described live fiw testers as the “Ralph Naders” of the test- 
ing business. Anot her noted an “immediare feal’ wacticm” whtw men- 
ticIning JLF I(:, system ~wograni offices (SPOS) 

Howe\w, \ve fcrund IIO e\vidence that SPOS for sJ.stems being tested under 
JLF ha1.e impeded the process. In general. test officials wpwtrd good 
acceptance and coopei’alion fwii all SPW Nonetheless. it must be noted 
that stvs at-e not t.eqr.lii-ed to aWially ptw’idr tat*gets. 
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Poor Condition The systems and components t.hat .JLF does receive are frequentI). in 
poor condition. particularly if t.hey were in crashes. This applies to com- 
ponents as well as full-scale targets which arrive stripped. An esample 
is t.he I;H-BO Blackhawk helicopter sen:o assembly. required for the 
flight control tests. After a crash. the manufacturer disassembles t.he 
ser\‘os. analyzes thetu, and boxes the disassembled parts. Multiple disas- 
sembled units are sometimes boxed together. with no indication of 
whtch parts go with which unit, or, parts are simply missing (‘e.g.. tnis- 
ers were missing from the servo parts received by .JLF;). 

Despit.e the fact that targets do not typically arrive in a condition that is 
suitable for testing. JLF provides no funds for rest,orat.ion. The .JLF pro- 
gram managers attempt to get restoration support from the system pro- 
gram offices. 

What Chuld Have Been Done According to the JLF test officials, the above problems might haire been 
lessened by: 

l an education program for high level military officials 
l a small procurement fund t.o keep some baseline level of testing going 

while “selling” the program and waiting for crashes 
. more top-level effort from ox). 

There was some disagreement on the last suggestion. There had been 
some high level effor--t he original F-AD-11 request. came from the 
DDT&E direct,or in hlay. 198+--but not,hing came of it. E\:ent.ually, it 
became apparent that the JLF program managers and deputy program 
managers would have to try to obtain the F-AD-11 priorities themselves, 
separately, after the services had agreed to participate with the under- 
standing they would not have to provide acquisition priorities. Accord- 
ing to one test official, another “bottom-up staffing drill” should not 
have been necessary; rather, this role should have been handled by C)W. 
Acc:ording to another, the lower level “selling” of the program was prob- 
ably unavoidable. As he saw it. the chatter alone was meaningless; the 
credibility required to get hardware out of the setTices could only come 
from the test officials’ demonstration that. .ILF was useful. 

Target Availability for Army 
Programs (Non-JLF) 

As noted earlier, the Army removed the Bradley \Vetiicle. Ml tank. and 
Ml 13 xr’c from .JLF to conduct the tests themselves. In so doing, they 
took responsibility for supplying targets, and supplied twelve Bradleys 
(.thus fat.) and four MlXl tanks. These are not protot>‘pes or crash 
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hulks, but fully operational vehicles off the production line. This clear15 
shows that while obtaining targets for live fire testing is currently a 
problem, it need not be an inherent problem (at least for ground yehi- 
cles’). If the services have sufficient motivation, they will supply targets. 

Statistical Validity The problem of statistical validity in destructive defense testing is not 
new. ha!:ing been noted at least as far back as the early 1950’s. Lack of 
statistical validity is related to the unavailability of targets. However, 
the numbers of target.s .JLF officials have specified in their requirements 
and tried to obtain Lvould still be insufficient for statistical analysis. 
Where shot selections are potentially catastrophic, or sufficiently dam- 
aging co invalidate subsequent shots on the target. the cost of supplying 
statistically adequare samples could easily run se\Teral hundred million 
dollars. 

Need for Stat.istica.1 Validits JLF officials and other experts contend that live fire results yield valu- 
able knowledge despite the lack of statistically adequate sample sizes. A 
single shot can identify an excessively vulnerable component or unex- 
pected kill mechanism. reveal model flaws, and generally provide quali- 
tative insights into the vulnerability or lethality of the system and how 
to irnprwe it. A few shots can be used to tentatively characterize these 
phenomena, e.g., show how vulnerability progresses with threat size. 
Matched comparison shots, such as those being fired at the standard 
version Bradley IV:3 and the high suwiLVability h.13, can be particularly 
useful because absolute measllres of \wlnerabilit.y are not required. 

Small numbers pro\4de, at minimum, descriptions of directly observable 
damage. These descriptions can be highly beneficial to llsers. Descrip- 
tions based on direct visual observation a\wid reliance on indirect 
sources with unverified assumptions (e.g., an analjq.ic estimate of what 
would have happened had ammunirion been on board ). 

Small nurnbers would suffice if the same shot could be guaranteed to 
yield precisely the same damage each time it was repeated. i.e., it could 
be predicted tiete~.ministically. U’ith many simpler phenomena. deter- 
ministic prediction is reasonable. For esample, a 23 mm API round 
impacting a hydraulic line will virtually always cut the line. However. 
the collathral structural damage, t.he likelihood of fire and its effect, the 
impact on redundant systems, etc., are much less certain. Total system 
damage mechanisms are inherently complex and involve too many \?ari- 
ables to be predicted deterministically. particularlji for full-up firings. 
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Due to random \:ariations in these variables, results can at best be pre- 
dicted probabilistically. The same type of shaped-charge round fired at 
identical pieces of armor under identical controlled conditions of impact 
produces a variety of spall patterns and damage levels. It is impossible 
to predict detel.ministi~ally the spa11 pattern and damage level produced 
by a specific shot. 

As a result. with small numbers of shots, 

. there is no way to assess whether the test results are typical or at~~pical. 

. there is no way to assess the likely range of Iwiation. 

The problem is most readily. apparent \j,ith JTCG Ob#cti\~e G-the Lrali- 
da1 ion of \’ I, moclels-because of the quantitative precision reqaired. 
Iiowe\w. it also affects the more primary objectives of gathering \’ L 

data and de\veloping insights into design changes. N’ithout confidence 
that the obser\~ed results represent what typically would occ~~r. both the 
data gathered and the design insights it pro\‘ides could be misleacling 
For esample. a decision to harden a particular component on the basis of 
one or a few shots ~voitld be misdirected if the results were atypicaal. 
adding unnecessary cost or performance penalties ro the s~~stem. The 
ptr~blem \vas also noted by the B.wT group, who concluded that- 

. it is extremely unlikel~~ that a statisticalI), credible assessment of \wlner- 
ability will result from the current state of live fire testing. 

. \\,ith so fe\v shots per \veayon. man). unanticipated damage mechanisms 
may be o\.erlooked. 

Acwrding to the .rLF A\ircraft Preliminaq. Plan. tlw number of shot5 per 
test ivould be based cm a combination of statistical. probability analJ4s 
and engineering judgment. III fact. the number of shots has been prim:lr- 
ily determined by target availabilit~~, as has the wan’ the shots are coax- 
figured into a test mat ris Engineering judgment ~vas clearly the nest 
most important factor. \vith staristical. probabilir)- anal>As given little if 
aq’ consideration. One esplanation was that \vith such small samples, 
there was no hope of attaining statistlcxl !,alidit)p and therefore nu point 
in wnsiderin~ it in the test design. Honelrer. it also appeared that the 
test engineers believe their engineering judgment alone \\vill corrtrctl~~ 
guide their design decisions as well as lx-o\,ide i,alid inrerl:~i’etatiotis ot 
test wslllts. 
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Engineering judgment is a necessary tool, particularly when data are 
sparse However. as the sole criteria for interpreting small sample test 
results, it has serious dralvbacks. Each engineer will not necessarily 
interpret a single result in the same way. Some tesr engineers typically 
specify only one shot per condition, claiming it will be obvious that is all 
that is needed. If the result is uncertain, and there is still a component to 
shoot at, the shot can be repeated. If the results of the two shots 
diverge. some may try to ascertain the reason analytically, others rnaJ 
take the average. and still others may fire a “tie-breaker” shot. An old 
problem that has reappeared in .JLF is the lack of upfront coordinated 
planning by test engineers and statisticians. LYhile there have been some 
interactions between JLF test engineers and statisticians, there is no 
requirement that statisticians have input into test design decisions. The 
statistical input has been minimal and has had little effect. Our observa- 
tion is that the input that is provided is not allvays well understood b> 
the testers: as described by one statistician providing consultation for 
JLF, engineers and statisticians are still “talking past each other.” 

Engineering judgment parallels the “clinical” judgment of physicians 
and surgeons in evaluating the effectiveness of new drugs or medical 
and surgical procedures. Much research has shown that in fact clinical 
judgment is not effective for such evaluations, and controlled experi- 
mental trials haLre gradually come to be recognized by the medical com- 
munity as the only reliable \vay of assessing the effectiveness of medical 
innovations. Just as it is precarious to entrust our lives to medical treat- 
ments whose effectiveness is assessed solely by clinical judgment, it 
would seem equally precarious to trust soldiers’ and airmen’s li\,es to 
engineering judgment if the alternative of a more credible procedure is - 
feasible. 

St,atistical i’alidity and P, ,, The limitations of engineering judgment are particularly apparent in the 
generation of probability of kill given a hit P, ,, values. The P, ,, is the 
most common form of quantitati1.e output from \’ L assessment. whether 
live fire or analytical. Component-leirel P, ,,s are the basic input to 
assessing vulnerabilitS7 of the full Lveapon system, and \wlnerability is in 
turn input to successively higher level analyses. such as sur\~ivability. 
mission effectiveness. eschange ratios, and force planning. The P, ,,s are 
generally not actual statistical probabilities-number of kills divided b) 
number of hits-rather, they are products of prior test data, combat 
data, and models, as well as engineering judgment. For esample. it is 
common to assign a P, H based on a single shot; if the shot is a kill. it 
might be assigned a P, ,, of 23. 
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Getting analysts to agree on P, Hs is reportedly vet-y difficult. yet as far 
as we could determine. there has never been any attempt to assess the 
interrater reliability of judgtnent.al assignment of P, “s. Essentially. t he37 
ha\,e no detnonstxated reliability or validity. 

When P, ,,s E based on actual probabilities (i.e., empiricall~~ generated 
relative frequencies) it is often from a very small number of shots; e.g., 
t!vo shots with one kill and one non-kill yielding a P, ,, of 5. Conse- 
quently, estimates are estremelJ7 unstable. JLF officials agree that target 
availability generally precludes doing enough live fire shots to get 
empirical P, ,,s. Probability measures, by their nature, require large sam- 
ples for statistically reliable results. Ftgure 3.1 illustrates how confi- 
dence increases Lvith sample size ivhen the sample results show a P, ,, of 
.5. \Vith only 10 shots. for esample. the approximate 9.5 percenr confi- 
dence interval runs from .19 to 231. As the number of shots gets larger. 
the confidence ititet-x~al narrows, reflecting greater precision and relia- 
bility. Most .JLF tests contain considerably fewer than Ten shots per 
condition. 

Examples of Statistical Analysis In tile few instances in ivhich we found formal statistical tests. bt:e ques- 
in Live Fire Test,s tion t.heir approprtateness. 

1) Bradley Phase II. A key feature of the overall evaluation in BradIe) 
Phase II is a paired comparison of twel\‘e matched RPG-T(; shots against 
the standard \Ter-sion and the high survivability \.ersion of the BradIe) 
iW. The results of t,his comparison test will be used by the Army and 
CISD as pat-t of the information upon which to decide whether to appl) 
the enhancements tested to production vehicles. 

The comparison will be based on a statistical procedure called the sign 
test. This approach has numerous problems. Most importantly, a sign 
test with only twelve pairs of shots will fail to detect differences 
bet\%,een the two \:ehicles unless the differences are very large. K-e per- 
formed t.he test for numerous possible outcomes and found that, barring 
ties and t~c~t~cc~mparable shots. the high .sur\~i\~ability \-et-sion would haLye 
to win ten of t.he twelve shot,s for the comparison to be statistically sig- 
nificant.: In the event of ties or noncomparable shots, the percent of 
\vins needed by the high survivability version would be still greater. 
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of 9591; 
Confidence Intervals by Sample Size, for 
P 5 1.0 
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The LITP does not acknowledge that the sign test will require a difference 
this large for the testers to declare the high survivability \:ersion the 
winner. This crirerion, as well as the significance Ie\:el and rationale, 
should be made explicit in the plan. If these criteria are set after the 
fact. the test’s credibility as a decision tool is damaged. 

The sign test has the following additional problems: 

l It assumes that each pair of data points is an observation on a random 
sample. The assumption is not supported because four of the t\velve 
pairs are based on Phase I shots, which were selected by BRL personnel 
to target areas of uncertainty. As such. they were selected systemati- 
cally. not randomly. 

l It assumes obser\.ations are mutually independent. This assumption is 
not supported. again because the Phase I shots were selected systemati- 
cally. Personnel selecting shots ivere fully cognizant of pt~e~~iousl~ 
selected shots, hence the selections were not independent. Additionally, 
the HAST method specifies w-sampling shots which are duplicative. 
which also violates independence. 
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l The test is inefficient; it only utilizes direction of the difference (hence 
its name,). ignorrng any relevant, information or1 the size of t.he 
differ-ewe. 

l The comparisons \vill be based on casualties, penetrations, and assessed 
le\.els of firepower and mobility loss. HoweLTer? there is no explanation 
of blow these measures will be combined. or how they will be reduced to 
a single Li4ti, loss. or tie. 

2) A-6 dry bay foam. On the aircraft side. a statistical test was applied 
in assessing, the effecti\Teness of reticulated foam in pre\7enting fires in 
the X-6 dry bay. This lit-e fire test was not technically part of .JLF. but 
\vas conducted by the same performing organization and personnel that 
are carqing out the .~~~,‘Xit~aft tests. The results were later used to 
persuade N.WIR ant1 the aircraft’s manufacturer against using that par- 
ticular foam. 

The test design specified six shots each for the foam and baseline (no 
foam) conditions. The outcome measure was fire VS. no fire. Fisher’s 
esact test was the statistical procedur-e selected for the hypothesis test, 
with a specified confidence le\.el of 90 percent. Fisher’s exact test per- 
mits computation of exact probabilities for a 2 X 2 table w~hen, as in this 
case, sample size is too small to meet the assumptions of the rnore com- 
monly wed chi-square approsimation test. The test assumes that. shots 
are sampled at random. which was violated by the engineers’ systematic 
selection of shots. 

The test \\xs applied to all possible outcome scenarios. The test engi- 
neers reported that with sis shots per condition. no outcome pro\:ided 
the 90 percent level of confidence. IInfortunately. the number of shots 
had already been fised by time and budget constraints. The testers con- 
cluded that the statistical anal)$s supported the finding suggested b3’ 
direct obse~~\~atiorl. that the foam was ineffective in impro~~ing 
sw\,i\!ability. In fac*t, the statistical anal)xis suppot‘ts a \‘ery different 
conclusion. i.e., there were not enough shots to conclude that the foam 
was ineffecti\.e. The testers stated they also used engineering judgment. 
which they described as more “critical” than statistics. \\‘e do not dis- 
pute the importance of engineering judgment nor do \ve assert that the 
conclusion of ineffecti\reness was incorrect. Rather, such a conclusion 
simply could not be reached given the statistical basis used. E!‘e do 
assert that application of the statistical test did nothing to improve the 
detrision making 1x7 wss , and by confusing the statistical logic. poten- 
tially mrrddiecl it 
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Efforts to Imps0L.e Statistical 
i’alidity of Lh:e Fire Testing 

~~ 
\Ve learned of three ongoing efforts to make li\ye fire tests statistically 
interpretable. The comnon theme seems to be placing the problem in a. 
stochastic, CJY pmbabllistic, contest. 

1 ‘I Air Force project. X upright-Pattt~~son analyst is attempting to 
de\.elop “front end stochastic simulations.” ivhose theoretical stochastic 
distribution can be used to bracket m expected effect (a stochastic dis- 
tribution incorporates randomness or chance j. X small-sample \:alue 
from a test can be compared to the theoretical clistriblltion. If it falls 
within CJW standard cle\iation of the distribution mean, it ptm9des rea- 
sonable confidence that the test sample is not a statistical outlier. If it 
does not. then the distribution is assumed to be incorrect. The logic is 
reasonable: the problem is how to form the basis for the theoretical dis- 
tribution. Prior test data is an obvious candidate. but the analyst admits 
he will probably start. with engineering judgment, the limitations of 
ivhich were described above. Even if the theoretical distribution is cor- 
rect. a sitbstantial percentage of sample results \vill fall outside one 
standard deviation by chance alone. In these instances. altering the the- 
oretical distributicm to ac~omrnodate the data would represent the 
wrong decision, and potentially mislead itltet.pl’etations of sllbsequent 
test results. 

2) Arnq~ pmjecl. A BRL analyst is doing a Gnilar project for armor. The!, 
have adcled a stochast.ic distribution to the impact point. depth of pcne- 
tration, vehicle geometry. number of spa11 fragments hitting cornpo- 
nents. etc. As in the Air Force project. the problem is how tr) form the 
basis for the theoretical distributions;. Some are based on data (e.g., 
depth of penetration data has been collected from subscale testing). 
others on engineering judgment. llnlike the Air Force project, there is no 
simple interpretation rule for a small sample resrtlt falling outside the 
distribution. 

3) BA!!T project. As a follow\--up to their Bradley shot selection \rnrk, the 
BAST group is attempting to develop a valid statistical apProLic:h to li\Te 
fire test.ing. This will include the determination of sample sizes neecled 
for statistical validity. 

Shot Selection 
Methodology 

Many of the nwthodological issues raised by live fire tcs;ting wrround 
the question of horn to select shots. The immediate cause of the c:ontr?J- 
versy that halted t.he Phase II Bradley tests in April of 198ti was a disa- 
greement between the Army and osn ahcut hcnv the shots should bc 
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selected. The House Armed Services Commit,tee (H-acj investigation con- 
cluded that this was a basic disagreement. about testing methodology. 
The Chairman of the Procurement Subcommit.tee of the House Armed 
Services Committee pointed out that this amounted to a failure to decide 
what the 1iL.e fire test program was about. IM, Los Alamos National Lab- 
oratory (LANL), and the Board on Army Science and Technology (,s.urj 
were asked to examine the issues involved in the disagreement, and B-UT 
was asked to recommend an interim selection method. The Bradley tests 
were suspended until the RAST report on shot selection was produced. 
But the controversy goes beyond the Bradley series to live fire tests in 
general. The question of how shots are to be select,ed is also relevant fo1 
aircraft tests, and will be more apparent when full-up aircraft tests are 
conducted. 

The conditions that define a particular live fire shot include: 

. angle of attack, or azimuth; 
l point of impact. given the azimuth; 
. elevation: 
. velocity at, impact; and 
l range of firing. 

The range at which shots are fired, in particular. can vary from the dis- 
tance limit of the munition to the special case in which a warhead is 
detonated while fised to the vehicle to ensure that a particular point is 
hit.. This case is known as static firing 

Static vs. Dynamic Firing Traditional ballistic testing practice has relied on the static firing of 
warheads. A shaped charge warhead is fixed to the armor surface and 
detonated by remote control. The effect,s 011 a specific preselected loca- 
tion can thus be determined regardless of the munition’s accuracy. Earl) 
in the planning of JLF, there was some question about whether the 
results of this kind of test differ from the results obt.ained when a 
shaped charge munition is fired from a distance as in combat: 

l Some esperts argue that when t.he kinetic energy of a missile’s flight is 
added to the effect of the shaped charge warhead at impact, there is 
additional datnage. especially to lightly armored irehicles. They also note 
that dynamic firing changes the fuzing and yaw angle. It is therefore 
unrealistic to fire such ivarheads statically. 
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l Other esperts argue that the jet produced by shaped charges travels at 
such extreme speeds as it penetrat.es armor that any energy added b> 
missile flight is negligible. 

Apparently the differences between static and dynamic firings had not 
been studied systematically with modern weapons prior to JLF. The ini- 
tial [material deleted] tests in the .January 19% .~~~,iArrnor plan were 
intended to help resolve the issue. 

The JLF; Armor test planners were sufficient 1s’ confident that there 
would no subst,antial differences between the two modes of firing that 
all the shots after the first few were t,entatively planned to be static. 
Because static tests are cheaper. simpler, and more cant rollable, the 
testers wanted to confirm t,heir ability to rely on stat.ic firing. They also 
pointed out that dynamic firings of some foreign munitions would pose 
problems in the absence of a suitable launching platform and a qualified 
operator. 

The former r)w program manager disagreecl. He pressed for dynamic fir- 
ings. in\roking the general principle of masimizing “cornbat reahsm” as 
OSD guidance for the design of .JLF tests. He also asserted that additional 
darnage was obselT:ed to result from dynamically fired ‘RN missiles in 
the Phase I Bradley tests, as compared to one static firing. There \vas 
structural damage to the armor in the sricinity of the impact and addi- 
tional debris. including the body of the missile. entered the \,ehicle and 
causecl further damage. 

\Ve belie\-e that the question cannot be resol\,ed by theoretical argu- 
ments in the absence of relevant evidence. It must be decided by the 
kind of comparati\,e empirical test proposed in the .January 108.5 .lLF!' 
Armor plan. Only then would it be possible to formulate a tnethodologi- 
cal rule for live fire tests stating the conditions under which dynamic 
firings are necessary. 

As part of the Braclley Phase II t.ests. the Army recently conducted a 
limited number of static/dynamic comparisons. [Ising t\vo types of 
threat munitions and multiple measures, the analysts did not find con- 
sistent differences between static and dynamic firings. However, the 
small sample sizes (for some comparisons only three shots‘) and the large 
observed i’ound-t(:~-rc,und variability in effects meant t.hat true differ- 
ences of moderate or smaller size would have been difficult to detect 
statistically in these tests. In addition, the shots were fired on configura- 
tions of Rraclley armor. not on full-up or full-scale lrehicles. 
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\Ve were told that flwther tests using other munitions ha\.e begun as 
part of the first series of JLF tests on the [material deleted] tank. 

The other main contro\.ersy has been over how to select shotlines, i.e.. 
the location and angle of impact. There are two basic approaches. The 
first. adlwated b), both armor and aircraft test planners. emphasizes 
judgment. It holds that shotlines should be chosen bJ7 using: 

9 the knoivledge of designers, \vho are familiar with design feaaut-es and 
developmental test results: 

l kno\vleclge of the way munitions are typically used against targets in 
combat; 

. other aspects of engineering judgment: and 

. the predictions of. and uncertainties identified by. vulnerabilir)i models. 

The rationale for this judgmental approach is that: 

. much is alreadJ7 kno\vn about vulnerability in some areas: 
l judgment based on this h-nowledge and expertise can be used to select 

the shotlines from whicah the most lie\\- knoivledge can be gained; 
. it is a ivaste of scarce test resources to fire shots unlikely to yield new 

knc-mICY~~tJ; 
. if models are improved they can be used to geneWe \vhole-target esti- 

mares of \wlnerabilit~~: 
. shotlines of interest for irnprw’ing rtloclels [vi11 permit extrapolation of 

test resLllts. 

Critics of usitig,iltdgment to select shotlines point out that: 

. it does not make the pwcess of shot selec.tion esplicit enough to be eas- 
ily explained I.)I’ e\.aluated; 

l it relies on fallible processes of judgment that can introduce inad\wtent 
biases into the sample of shotlines; 

. it is ~wlnerable to intentional biases from testers (e.g.. intentionally 
selecting shotlines so as to underestimate system vult~etxbilit)F): 

. it allows the requwements of modeling to @II& the design of tests; 

. it does not prodwe results that can be directly generalized to statements 
about a target’s cx.erall vulnerabilit~~, because the shotlines chosen are 
not representati\-e of combat hits. 

The second approach ro shotline selection, acl\*ocatecl b). the former CIS;I) 
program manager and several outside esperts, uses random selection. 
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most often from a distribution of hits observed in combat (combat distri- 
bution). Attack angle, impact location. and range can be chosen ran- 
domly. The rationale for some form of random selection of shots is that: 

it is the only \vay to ensure that individual or community biases do not 
enter into the shot selection pr-ocesses. even inadvertently; 
it gi\.es shots that leaci to rutexpected occrrrrences a chance to appear in 
the sample of shots: 
selection fr-om combar distr-ibutions of hits theoretically permit test 
results tc.1 be generalized to target vulnerability as a ivhoie. 

Critics of random selection point out that: 

it can be \:ery wasteful of test resources if shots likely to destt-oy targets 
are actualI), fired; 
many of the shotlines chosen kvill be near duplications and pw7icie little 
nen- information; 
sample sizes will still be too small to generalize directly from tests to 
target vuinerabilities; 
combat distributions of hits are biased. 

There is c:onsrderable disagreement o\‘er the validity of combat distribu- 
tions as the principal basis for shot selection. The ct-iticisms and rebut- 
tals generally asserted are as follo\vs: 

Criticism I: Combat distributkms are biased because they fail to include 
aircraft and \&icies that are not recovered. For aircraft. a gap in the 
shot distribution may mean the aircraft is never hit there or it may 
mean that thtssc hits are catastrophic:. For \:ehicies. a gap may mean the 
\vhicle is never hit there or it may mean that \x:hicles hit there arc 
repaired and retur-ned to service. In either. case. the llits clo twt sho~v up 
in combat distributions. 

Rebuttal: For air-craft. it has long been knc-nvn that a low hit-densit>- spot 
on an aircraft signified a catastrophic hit point. rather than a spot 
which avoided hits (during \V\‘CT II, the 8th Air Force recorded locations 
of bullet. shell, and fragment impacts on returning R-17’s; missing lucx- 
tions implied \7rlirterable impact points;). First, they are ts-picAly in 
places where the reason for aircraft loss is readily e\:ident (e.g., prosim- 
it-y to fuel tank ). Second. there are no logical reasons for a par-tiwiar 
spot avoiding hits. given the general urtiforrnit~~ of aircraft hit data. Fol 
vehicles the claim is more justified, but fw the purpose of designing iiLve 
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fire tests, practically unimportant. If the shots in the low density spot 
failed to do serious damage, they are not of primary interest. 

Criticism 2: Combat distributions are biased by particular wars. battles. 
threats, ranges, etc., that do not represent future wars. 

Rebuttal: In fact. distributions of shots on vehicles have been quite simi- 
lar from World War II through the 1973 Middle East war. However, sig- 
nificant increases in missile accuracy could change t,his eventually. 
There is also considerable similarity in air to air hits from U’W II 
t.hrough the 1982 conflict in Lebanon. The criticism may be most justi- 
fied in the case of helicopters, where tactics have changed substantiaiig 
(helicopters now fly lolver than in the I’ietnam era, so shots disperse 
over the entire lower hemisphere, rather than just the lower quadrant). 

Criticism 3: Reporters of damage are frequently inexperienced and may 
incorrectly identify the munition causing the observed damage, or other- 
wise make errors. 

Rebutt.al: Some combat data sets are undoubtedly higher quality than 
others. Howe\w, when the Sur\~i~~abilityi’Vulnerability Information 
Analysis Center (slr~~‘1.w’) receives data, it is cleaned to some extent 
(e.g.. remoi.al of obvious outtiers) and identified bsv collector. Thus, ana- 
lysts can use only clata collected by experienced professionals if they 
wish. On the other hand, we do not know of any systematic interrater 
agreement studies assessing the reliability of the damage assessment 
pI’OWSS. 

Criticism 4: [material deleted] 

Rebuttal: In typical anti-aircraft fire (Inon-missile,‘r. hits CKYW one in 
e\rery 4,C)W8,OCN.) shots: there is no way to aim at a particular spot. For 
vehicles, the criticism is reasonable for close shots SIIC~ as might. OCCUI 

in ambushes or urban warfare, but these cases do not constitute the pre- 
ponderance of the data. In most. battles involving tanks, the weapon is 
aimed at the apparent center of mass so as to maximize hit probability. 

Criticism 5: Combat distributions do not distinguish between kills and 
non-kills 61 vehicles. because 1 ) the enemy will continue to fire on a 
dead ivehicle until the kill is confirmed, and 2) soldiers use dead vehicles 
for target practice. 
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Rebuttal: The first point is not relevant because a combat distribution 
does not presume to identify cause of kill. but simply the distribution of 
hits during combat. The second point is relevant in as much as target 
practice produces non-combat hits. and therefore acids noise and possi- 
bly bias to t,he combat data. However, it is questionable ho\v often 
soldiers will expend their ammunition that way during wartime, so the 
percentage of non-combat hits may be negligible. 

L!Thile not all of the rebuttals are equally convincing. we believe that 
generally. they do refute the criticisms. More importantly, the use of 
combat dist.ributions removes the potential for bias. intentional or inad- 
vertent, intro&wed by systematic selection of shots. 

If combat distributions are very close to t.he uniform distribution. sam- 
pling randomly from t.he uniform distribution would be a sensible SOIU- 

tion-in effect giving all locations on the target an equal chance of being 
selected. It would lla\Fe the advantage of airoiding objections to the use 
of combat data based on possible biases in the data. Lvhile at the same 
time preventing any personal bias from entering into the selection of 
sl1ots. 

Attempts to Keconcile the Two 
12pproaches 

Several attempts have been made to recwncilt~ the &ims made b)’ propo- 
news of these two approaches to the selection of live fire shots. These 
attempts haire sought to use technical principles of st.atistics and esperi- 
mental design to resolve some of the methodolo,gical issues. or to provide 
a shot selection method that meets the concerns of both posit.ions. \5’e 
reviefv three of these here: center-of-mass aiming (Army proposal), the 
L.trvl. p!‘OpcJSal. and the B.&ST prOpOSal. 

1) The Army’s center-of-mass aiming. The first proposal was an .ArmJ 
response to OSD guidance that live fire shots be selected for the Bradley 
Phase 11 tests using combat data. The Army procedure had three steps: 

1 ‘I The most common attack azimllths in combat distributions were 
selected. 

2 1 An ellipse \vas laid o\:er the vehic:le’s apparent center of mass. Its size 
was determined by the dispersion of hits for the weapon in question as 
determined in range tests. 

3) The test director was allowed to select impact points from within t,he 
ellipse. 
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The rationale was to simulate what happens in combat. The ArmS 
claimed that most combat hits would fall within an ellipse of the size 
used. because gunners are taught t,o aim at the target’s center-of-mass 
and the ellipse included 68 percent of the hits expected when shots were 
su aimed. The approach thus combines the use of a combat distribution 
(of azimuths‘r with judgment based on training doctrine, test range data. 
and statistical reasoning. 

The OSD program manager replied that: 

l throllgh an apparent statistical error, Army* analysts had failed to note 
that only’ 39 percent of even test range hits woi~lcl fall iciit hin an ellipse 
of the size rwd ( technically. (UIW standard deviation removed from the 
cwter of mass in each direction j. 

l the apparent center of mass of targets in combat changes as vehicles are 
concealed by terrain in varying degrees, and combat hits therefore occw’ 
“ill1 o\‘er a \.ehicle:” 

9 combat data on EFG-7 hits show that only 29 percent fall within the 
ellipse outlined b)r the Army: 

l a statistical test suggested that the observed combat shots are ttnlikel~v 
to ha\.e c’ome from the distribution hypothesized by the Armor. 

The result of the center-of-mass aimmg approach is to place more shots 
in the center of the \vehicle than could be expected in combat. This was 
important in the case of the Bradley because of controversy about the 
relocation of less \:ulnerable components toward r he center of mass of 
the \.ehicle. 

\5’e note that It is unlikely in general that test data based on center-of- 
mass aiming \\ill reproduce combat distributions, because of additional 
fearures of combat likely to affect hit points. In combat: 

. targets are often nio\ring: 
l gwners arc being fired upon; 
9 smoke and fire &SCIIIP battlefields 

All of these, in addition to the changing apparent center-of-mass of a 
target9 tend lo increase the dispersion of hits. 

The failure of the center-of-mass aiming procedure to rtq~~mcluce combat 
clata is an illustration of how a shot selection procedure can sometime5 
be esposed to the test of data. It demonstrates that a procedure for 
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selecting shots can rely in part on data. take accwnt of training doc- 
Itine, enlplo)v sratistical r~easoning-all of which suggest a sttiving fo1 
1-ealism-and still pt’oduce a sample of shots that is unlike those to be 
found in combat data. And although there is no evidence of intent to 
bias the sample, it is in fact likeI), to be biased in its implications fm 
vulnrmbility assessment. 

2) LANI. rrport. The Statistics and Opet.ations Research (~~mrrp at Los 
Alamos National Labor-atotT t,,LiNL‘) was asked to conduct a statistical 
assessment of t.lle two competing shor selectim methods we ha\.e out- 
lined. They placed the issues in ihe cmtest of statistical sampling the- 
ory and the discipline of espe~‘imental design. Their genwal 
ohsel-vatmns ivere: 

l Fwmal experimental design can help t-vseauAi to be efficient by optimiz- 
ing some criterion that can be measured. 

. The judgmental selection cGteAon that live fire shots be “of interest” 
canmt be stated in a way that espwimental design pCnciples can mari- 
niize it. 

9 The fomer (NJ pt-ogram manager’s detemination to eliminate all possi- 
ble biases in .ILF shot selec*tion \tmtld require the use of some kind of 
tmdom sampling. 

They concluded that the dispute is a matter of differences in objectives 
Both judgmental selection and t~andoni sampling have traditions of use’. 
and both ha\-e str*engths and weaknesses. Thq7 pointed out that: 
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l Simple random sampling is inefficient, which may be important if the 
tests are very costly (e.g., some shots may be nearly duplicati\,e of 
others, Ivhile other al-eas may not be sampled‘). 

In the LWL report. experimental design provides a framework for think- 
ing about shot selection. but we find there are problems with the 
proposal : 

9 WNL treats the judgmental approach as a form of stratified sampling, 
focusing on low. m6dium, and high vulnerability, suggesting that the 
o~w~san~plir~g might be done in high vulnerability areas, where variahil- 
ity and uncertainty are greatest. In fact. variability may be greatest at 
intermediate vulnerabilities. where for example the probability of pene- 
tration of armor is close to 3. 

l It does nothing to resolve the conflict bet,ween the objectives of the com- 
peting positions. 

3) BhXT shot selection proposal. The interim method for choosing shots 
\vorkeci wt by the RAST and adopted by the .41my’s Bradley test officials 
does in fact employ random sampling from a combat distribution. It also 
attempts to meet the criticism that some randomly chosen shots will be 
ivasteful, by constraining the random selection in three ways: 

l If two shotlines are close together, one ivill be discarded. The criterion 
for this iS not specified. 

. In order to focus on the mechanisms producing crew casualties all shot- 
lines will be constrained to pass through the crew compartment. 

l Shots that will clear-ly be catastrophic in effect need not actuaIly be 
fired but simply scored as K-kills. 

Requiring shotlines to pass through the crew compartment limits the 
generalizability of any conclusions to-at most-shotlines that pass 
through the crew compartment. The ILLST prvc*edure sacrifices potential 
knowledge of all those vehicle vulnerabilities in other locations. includ- 
ing any casualty mechanisms that are likely to originate in rnat.erials or 
compom3it.s outside the crew compartment. 

The remaining features of the HAST procedures include: 

l r-andom selection of att,ack azimuth. 
l random choice of the left or right side of the ivehicle. 
. selection of an aim point which is alivays the apparent center of mass 

tvhen \:iw:ecl from the chosen attack angle. 
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l random selection of a range from a distribution based on war games and 
limited combat data. 

However. the actual aim point.s and ranges in the live fire shot are not 
those selected by the above process. Instead, the actual aim point 
i termed the “proposed impact point”) is determined by randomly select- 
ing a right-left distance and an up-down distance from the apparent 
center-of-mass, using dispersion data from tests. These two values 
define the point at \chich t.he shot is actually fired. The actual range is 
set sufficiently close to ensure hit accuracy. \sith kinetic energy rounds 
downloaded to match the impact velocity at the randomly selected 
range. That isi, the randomly selected range is used only to determine the 
appropriate dispersion and t,he impact velocity for kinetic energy 
rollnds. 

Some experts claim that downk~ading is unrealistic. They argue that 
while the downloaded round’s impact velocity may mat1.h that of t.he 
selected range, its yaw and spin do not. Consequently, its penetration 
characteristics are different. 

There are two main differences between the B.GT shot selection method 
and the one proposed earlier bs. the Army. The first is the random selec- 
tion of azimuths and displacements from the center of mass rather than 
allowing the t.est designer to select shot locations. This prevents even 
inadvertent biases from entering into the selection. The second differ- 
ence is that the dispersion data that form the basis for selecting actual 
aim points are carried out to three standard deviations. so that shots 
MN not be restricted to a one srandard del:iation ellipse. Hoivever, the 
use of bi\Fariate normal distributions will still tend to place shots more 
frequently toward the center of the target than at the periphery. and the 
question of whether the selected shots WoUld resemble the distribution 
of combat hits remains. HAKT does not claim that the resulting samples of 
shots Lvill represent combat distributions. 

These proposals are complex compromises ivhose consec~uenws for the 
interpretation of the test data obtained are uncertain and difficult to 
assess. \z’e belie\,e that technical solrltions to shot selection problems like 
those proposed by the Ai-iliy. LANL, and BXST can make some progress 
tn\\wci working out acceptable departures from realism and the avoid- 
ance of bias in shot selection, but the], contmue to ignore the competing 
agendas of participants in the cant rwrersy: 
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l Proponents of judgmental shot selection have confidence in engineering 
judgment and \wlnerability models, and emphasize efficiency and reli- 
ance on expertise. They emphasize the test design features that serve 
vulnerability models. 

l Proponents of random shot selection do not. trust model predictions. and 
emphasize combat realism and the avoidance of bias in tests, at all costs. 
They do not reqilire that \wlnerabilities be the quantitative P,: ,,s of haul- 
net-ability models, but want to locate unespected effects under realistic 
conditions. 

l Something is gamed from developing formal selection methods to pre- 
vent inadvertent bias in estimates. but this does not solve the problem of 
mistrusting motives. 

\Ye do not believe that technical solutions alone can resolve the shot 
selection problem. Some sort of random selection is the only way to 
avoid e\‘en the appearance of bias. yet simple random selection is an 
inherently inefficient ~vay to select shots. Sampling efficiency is para- 
mount in live fire test design because of the espense and scarcity of 
targets. Additionally, random selection renwres the legitimate expertise 
of test designers along with their biases, i.e., the “baby with the 
bathwater”.. AII interim solution might. be to designate that some propor- 
tion of shots be selected judgmentally and others randornl~~ (although 
constrained by rules for excluding clearly ivasteful shots). X more satis- 
factory solution is difficult without a decision on the objecti\Tes of 1il.e 
fire testing and their priority. 

Cha.ract,erizatiol7 of Human Accurate estimation of human effects is essential to estimating casiial- 
Effects ties. TJrpically, plain ply~vooci or instrumented mannequins are used to 

estimate the effects. and the raw damage data is interpreted through 
models based on combat data and ‘or animal esperiments. 

The .January. 1936 .Jw.\rmor plan states that in general. personnel vul- 

nerability is “\vell known,” and the .ITCG ME chief t.old us that casualt>, 
estimates can be obtained by taking some shots and running the data 
through models. However. other sources cast doubt OII the casualty est i- 
mates c:urrentl~~ being produced. 

L’alidity of Damage Assessment First, the validity c~f using mannequins to assess personnel damage is 
questioned. KM reported the folknving observations from the September. 
1985. armor tests: 
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l the assessor teams had difficulty agreeing OII the estent of personnel 
damage that could be inferred from the mannequin damage. 

l spa11 damage can be assessed f~m mannequins, but not pressure, tem- 
perature, or flash damage. 

l mannequins are unrealistic in their flammability and shielding effects. 
l certain reactions found in mannequins but not in people (e.g., splinter- 

ing) make it difficult to assess the accuracy of model predictions. 

The mannequins used in those particular tests and most live fire tests to 
date were the plywood, non-instrumented. non-ar~tht.opomorphic~ type. 
The principal arguments for this type of mannequin are cost (around 
$8). lveight., and comparability with past test results. Instrumented 
anthropomorphic mannequins clearly yield more realistic estimates of 
personnel effects. They are being used for selected shots in the Bradley 
Phase II testing, but according to the draft revised JLF! Armor plan, only 
the plywood mannequins are scheduled for use in .JLF. 

Validity of Animal Testing Second, the validity of the animal testing is questioned. In the 1983 
Bradley Lraporifics tests, test personnel reported they could not get into 
the VehiCk to release the allinlak for 21:) to 30 minutes fObArlllg the 
tests because of the bad post-test environment; a similar phenomenon 
occurred in BRL tank tests in the 1950’s and Ml 13 tests in the 1970’s. 
Such delayed observations do not provide a good picture of the real-time 
behind-armor effects of flash. o\rerpressure, and other phenomena on 
personnel. Additionally, the animals must be heavily drugged for 
humanitarian reasons, exacerbating the usual problems in generalizing 
to humans from animal experiments. Finally, behind armor effects 
affect crew members psychologically as well as physiologically. The 
sudden introduction of brilliant light. choking, fumes, swirling gases. fl],- 
ing nlet.al. jarring motion, loud noise, high temperature. and overpres- 
sure is likely to have a severe psychological effect. The animals cannot 
be interrogated as to their psychological condition follo\\,ing a test, and 
current \wlnerability models do not include any psychological effects 
caused by the penetration; nor do they include the psychological effects 
on non-casualties from observing casualties in the crew c_ompat‘tll~ent. 
Reportedly. the Israelis have some observational data fl-om combat cm 
psychological effects, but nothing quantifiable. 

Validity of Analytic Methodolog!, Third, the analytic methodology used for casualt), estimation is ques- 
tioned. Acc*ording to a RRL paper, there is presently no generally 
accepted quantitative measure of incapacitation from the prime blast 
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Level of Ihphasis in JLF 

threat. The currently used measure-employed in the Bradley tests and 
endorsed by the Army Surgeon General-tends to underestimate casu- 
alty production from blast. The Jw,/Aircraft Master Plan likewise calls 
the method “not fully satisfact.ory.” Specifically. the analysts’ practice 
of equating casualty production to a one percent lethality cur\:e omits 
the casualties that would certainly result from lesser levels of blast 
pressure-duration than defined for this cuwe.6 The BRL paper offers a 
more conservative alternative. but admits that it is sub.jective. neither 
supported nor contradicted by the literature. 

There is also some disagreement over how much ear damage incapaci- 
tates a crew member. The BKL paper maintains that eardrum rupture, 
and its accompanying pain and hearing loss. can render a soldier ineffec- 
tive in performing certain tasks, and therefore offers the 50 percent ear- 
drum damage cur7’e as a threshold for incapacitation. However, there is 
litt.le evidence in the literature to support or reject the claim that eat 
damage results in a casualty. There is also reportedly little data on the 
effects of spalling, o\.erpressure. etc. in combination, i.e.. as they occur 
in combat. 

The dw/Aircraft Preliminary Plan and draft re\%ecl .ILF!‘.4rmor plan are 
both sketchy on crew effects. The objectives for the aircraft plan are 
written more as statements of need than objecti\.es, with no explanation 
of how they will be carried out. None of the FE’1985 or FYl986 tests 
addressed crew effects. According to the .Jw.!‘Xircraft program manager, 
they will not be looking at what kills a pilot, but that the effect of pilot 
loss will be “factored in” t.o P, ,,. He could not offer any more details. 
The armor plan lists personnel as a component (‘this is common in the \’ I, 
community) and says only that the number of casualties will be assessed 
with appropriately clad plywood mannequins. The current OSD program 
manager has asked for more attention to crew effects in the nest 
re\~ision. 

The current OSD program manager believes that historically, the vulner- 
ability community has shown insufficient int.erest in crew survivability 
issues. As noted earlier. he has cited crew sut\w,ability as his principal 
concern, and has asked the .JLF program managers to emphasize it more 
in their test programs. Given the current stat,e of the art, however. we 
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do not believe that precise estimates of casualties can be a r-ealistic 
expectation of .tLF. 

Incentive Structure Stricatly speaking. Dw’s incentive structut’e is not a methodological issue. 
Ho\j:evet-, T&E of high methodological quality requires an environment 
that features and facilitates objective, realistic, and adequately financed 
testing. Consequently, it merits discussion here. 

No Overall Requirement fol 
Aircraft Testing 

Though some aircraft are undergoing live fit-e testing as pat-t of the qual- 
ification process (:described belo~v I. and test officials claim that \wlnera- 
bility issues have higher priority than in the past, but according to JLF’; 

Aircraft officials, there were still no overall requirements for vulnerabil- 
ity testing of airwaft in the acquisition process prior to the passage of 
the live fire legislation. 

The gap is potentially bridged by .w!Airc:raft, but they have not sched- 
uled any full-up firings before FY1989. Given that the program is 
already behind schedule and further delays are esyected. the actual 
date may be s;till later. The phasing logic is perfectly reasonable and 
appropriate from a test&s viewpoint. Howe\.et.. if there are set-ious vul- 
nerabilities that can only be detected by full-up firings. they will remain 
undetected \fvhile the system in question continues to be pt-ocured. 

Lack of Linkage Between Live 
Fire Testing ancl Procurement 

DOD has not established any linkage frum JLF and related live fire testing 
to the procut~etnent cJ-cle. There is nothing requiring the SIW to use the 
test results to improve their systems. and no requirement that produc- 
lion be stopped (-II’ slo~vecl do\vn if serious Iwoblems are found. The only 
exception is the 13t~adle]v. \vhere the input of 1iL.e fire testing to ptncttre- 
ment has been Congressionall~~ mandated. The new lt\,e fire legislation 
tnandates this input for ne\v systems, but will not affect currently 
fielded systems such as those being tested under .IW or the At-my ( Bracl- 
ley escepted’). These sgxtetus are espected to be in the in\w~toty at least 
though the end of the wntury. 

Threatened Interests It 1s clear ft-om the Bradley situation tltat twlistitr. full-up liw fit-e test- 
ing can represent a real and unpredktable threat to the “business as 
ust~al” of lwocurement. It logically follows that some intet-ests Efirhin 
LHII)--specifically, those rewardwl f(.w successfully managing a sJ5tetii 
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through t-he acqutsitimi cycle-are threatened as well. IVe do not ques- 
tion rhe integritJ7 of any of the individuals involved. Howetrer. despite 
claims that the needs of the soldier come first, the current incentive 
structure seems to support other competing goals. 

[material deleted] 

Comparison Programs 

Comparisons Wit.11 Past 
Live Fire Test,ing Progrm~~s 

iu-rtlol 1) I:‘..VXK trials. .ILF ;‘Artuor documents refer to these tests as the last com- 
prehensive series of 1il.e fire tests in\xtl\%lg armored targets. They \vet-e 
conducted in the late 1950s at the Canadian ,~rmament Research and 
Ck~~elopment Es;tablishment (CARDE) as a joint Canadian, I1.K. and ITS. 
effort. Their purpose was IO pro\‘ide data to be used tn the selection of 
rhe size and type of \!whead to be used in [he Shillelagh and Swingfire 
missiles. These tests: 

. \\-ere intended to assess the lethalit), of esperimental 5, 6, i, and cS-inch 
shaped charge \\wheads rat her than fielded munitions; 

. consisted of 68 static detonations against hl-46. h,l-37. and M-48 tanks 
rather than real threat \,ehicles: and 

. emplogied non-functioning rarget vehicles rhat were missing components. 

Eat’l)v JLF ‘-At-tllOY platlning called for JLF to be a lllOdet~tl C-\RDE trial. But 
the JLF goals of testing fielded weapons and \.ehicles. with at least some 
fully. combat loaded shots represents an improvement in the realism of 
test conditions. as compared to C~\RDE. Kcmetheless the CARDE data base 
formed a substantial part of the foundation for the prtmaq’ computer 
vulnetxbilit>. model I:Coml-,at2met~~-~ill) used o\‘er the past 25 years. 

The fatiction that was settled on to represent the CARDE data bvas a curve 
relating the assessed loss of vehic4e firepower or mobility to the size of 
the exit hole pt-educed by the shaped charge at the interior surface of 
the armor. An analysis bJ- the System Planning Corporation (SPC) of the 
\ray the data from these trials 1vet.e aggregated shows that without the 
\-cry large 8” charges. \vhich almost al&a~vs produced a large hole and 
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. 

\‘eq* large assessed kill \~alikes. there is \.eqr little tvencl in the data. 
Althoi~gh there is \.ai’iation in the size of holes for the remaining 
charges. this \xiation is not related to assessed loss of mobilit)- ot’ fire- 
power. It appease the!.efore that all lethality assewnents conducted 
using the computer model consttwted atuuncl the C\RDE data ha\,e con- 
tained a bias in fa\w of those anti-amor weapons producing large exit 
holes behind admits. \vithout cvnside~ation of any other effectiveness 
factors (e.g.. blast. o\reqwessiil-e‘l. 

2) A-11) GAIml-8 (,L.u’F’) tank tests. Bet\veen 1978 and 1980 a total of 41!) 
aei-ial gun firing passes wet-e made b>. A- 10 alwt-aft against am~ys of 
I T.S. M--I’; tanks as pal’t of a pl’ogram to test the effecti\wiess of the 
aninwnition for the GAI.l-8 gu11.; Se\w passes were also made against 
[rnatek~l deleted] and eleven \\.ere made against [material deleted) The 
tests m’et’e called the -4 l(!.~GAI~-8 Lot .~CCe~.JtaliCe \‘etificatioti PI-ogimani 
(L4i.p j. The L.U’P tests wet.e the mly major live fire tests in the Ir.5. with 
amwed vehicles after’ the C:UXDE ti’ials and before N.F. The ~4i.r tests 
W~IY a model fill- the initial proposal of JLF, accwding to the fomier OSLI 
program manager. They illustrate some of the potential uses of full-scale 
1iL.e five tests. as well as some of the difficulties in ionducting them and 
inteqveting the wsiilts. 

The design of the L.A\‘P tests ~vas guided by the effou to be as realistic as 
possible, with a higher lwicwit~~ placed (011 walisin than on scientific 
~ep~cidl~clbilit~~. The hI-3i tanks we-lr-e loaded \vith main gun an~mui~itii,n. 
diesel fuel. lube-ieating oil. ancl cl=ew mannequins (, ~-~Ipw~l fw the earl> 
tests and mild steel for the later tests). They mw-e amy,vd in ~tw~ps 
simulating [matel=ial deleted] and wet-e olmiginally in olwating condition. 
The pilots making the firing passes were instmctecl to tll; at lokv alti- 
tudes and loin dive angles to simulate movement thwugh a hostile air 
defense s!%em but mel-e othetwise unconstrained ( wcall that in .II.F and 
c.)thet. cut-t‘ent li\re fire te&ing. miinitions are not being fiwti from actual 
opemting weapon sptenis). 

Aftet- each pass a tmnbat damage assessment team docutncnrecl aiwvaft 
flight pal-ametevs and a large amormt of infomation about the location 
and effects of each pujectile hit on the tanks The data were published 
by the Na~xl Postgraduate School ancl Lver-e e\-entually stot‘ed in an 
information wtt’ie\Tal s!xtem at Eglin AFB so that the v I. ccunmrmit~ 
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Aircraft 

has access to the test results. The results have been ued to check the 
predictions of vulnerability models. 

Despite the effort to be as realistic as possible, the LX’P tests did depart 
from combat realism in a number of ways. In addition, they raise some 
other issues that are rele\rant to live fire testing in general: 

Alt.hough the RI-47 is in the same class of tanks as the [materlal deleted] 
of interest, most of the targets ivere surrogates rather than [material 
deleted] vehicles. 
The electrical syst,ems and engines of the tanks were not operat,ing dur- 
ing the tests ancl were not testecl before or after the firings. 
The tanks often were missing some components Lvhich, ivhile not them- 
selves critical, are thought to shield critical components in combat con- 
figured vehicles, so that damage le\:els could be higher in the tests than 
they would be in combat. 
For safety reasons higIl explosive ivarheads could Ilot be mstallecl in the 
main gun ammumtion rounds stored in the vehicles. so conventional 
assumptions about the consequences of hits on these rounds nere used. 
Fuel and CJil L!‘ere not heated lo operating temperatures, and so \vere less 
sensitive to fire than they would be in combat. 
The 11sc1 of multiple-hit firing passes. kvhile realistic in allowing aq’ syn- 
ergistic effetrt.s of several nearlgi simultaneous impacts to OCCUI’. made it 
difficult to estimate a kill probability for single hits. 
The USC of a non-standard damage assessment procedure has made scune 
vulnerability analysts reluctant to take account of the results in their 
work. IIowever, the former OSD .ILF program manager and at least. some 
outside experts have a different esplanation: the)’ think modelers have 
a\Cded and discounted I..A\‘P out of fear that it would espose weak- 
nesses in their models. 

1 i Test and Evaluation of Aircraft Sut.vivabilit~v (TEAS). As noted earlier. 
TEAS was the only (1,s. systematic live fire testing program of aircraft. 
.~\ccording to the .JLF!A~ircraft prO~l’~Ill manager. the TEA5 test pro~‘icIing 
the best model for the upcoming .JLF full-up t.esting \cas the F-4 test. In 
ttlis test. So\:iet projectiles, were fired at a full-up operational F-U. 
with the emphasis on fuel system vulnerabilit)~. Ho~e\~er, sei:eral kq 
en\,it.onlnental factors were not simulated: airflow. altitude. altitude his- 
tory. maneu\:er load. and slosh. It is not clear I\-hy airflow was omitted, 
given that other TEAS tests included it (e.g.. A-iD.1. As noted earlier, air- 
flo\z- is being simulated in relevant ,JLF tests. but there is no still no satis- 
factory cxpability to simit1at.e the other en~~ironmental factors. 
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A 1973 evaluation by DOD’S Weapons Systems Evaluation Group CNXEG J 
found a general absence of syst.ematic planning of tests, with few writ- 
ten test plans available for review, and tests underway with no lvritten 
plans. In this regarcl, .rLF!‘,4ircraft has clearly improved upon TC.%&&; all 
individual test plans for FY85, F1’86. and FY87 were writ&n before test- 
ing began. However, the major subst.antive concern stressed in the TEAS 
evaluation remains unresol\Veci in JLF. This w’a~ that the then current 
methodology for estimating \wlnerable areas had two major deficiencies: 
it did not provide for the \:alidation of estimates (P, ,,‘s’) and ir failed to 
re\real the uncertainty in the estimates. Ei’SEG regarded these as “grave 
omissions”. casting doubt on any estimate produced and making it 
impossible to resolve disputes over estimates (estimates can vary con- 
siderably; i’or example, a .JTCG;‘Aircraft report estimated the vulnera- 
bility of the bottom aspect of the A-iD to be 3.6 times higher than the 
aircraft manufac:turer’s est.imate for the same threat). They concluded 
that tile deficiencies would continue unless the TEA\ program developed 
the necessary scientific discipline and data base to s1ibstantiat.e \wlnera- 
bility estimates. Fourteen years later, the conclusion is equally applica- 
ble to .lLF~‘~~irUaft. 

In sum. there appear to have been imprcnwnents in program IJIanning 
and simulating realistic environments, but little or no impro~~ement in 
producing scientifically valid ~wlnerability estimates. 

2’1 Qualification testing. I3etiveen the termination of TE.4.‘; in the mid-i% 
and the beginning of .JLF, there were no live fire testing programs with 
the ot!jecti\,e of quantitatively assessing \7ulnerabilit]V. However, all 
three services have used li\-e fire testing in the qualification process fol 
at least some ne\v aircraft. Typically, an aircraft will have a specific 
sur\..ivability requirement. e.g., the engine must sur\‘iI~e a 12 7 mu 

threat. Li1.e fire testing can be used to validate that this requirement has 
been met. Esamples include sur\i\rability of the A- 1U ( fuel cells and 
structures), t.he F:‘-A-18 c,,engine fuel ingestion), and the LTH-W (,\.arious 
components:). 

Many of these test5 are live fire b>r any definition, \\,ith Scniet rounds, 
full-up components, running engines, and airflow where appropriate. 
Howe\,er. the c)t),iecti\Ves are much more limited than in TEAS or .JLF. For 
esample? SUCI-I a test \\ill attempt to determine whether a particular 
threat kills an aircraft or component; it will not necessarily attempt to 
characterize the kill mechanism, extrapolate to different size or type 
threats, or generally enhance the vulnerability data base in a systematic 
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Comparisons With Foreign batcl.ial c]eleteW 
Live Fire Testing Programs 

IK.K. The L1.K. has a live fire test program for aircraft. It was dew-ihed as 
similar to J1.F. \vith component Lwlnerability trials follmved by “proof” 
tests cm a complete aircraft. Howe~w, the I1.K. testers wportedly prefer 
using surrogate munitions (dm.eloped from captured threat munitions) 
to wing actual threats, and redesigning or- hardening current aircraft 
does not appear to be a program goal: rather, the emphasis is on validat- 
ing methodolt~g~7 for estimatins \xlnerabilit~r. Tat-get a\railabilit)y may be 
less of a lx-obleni than in the Ir.S; as soon as an aircraft becomes surplus, 
the iii-e fire program has first claim on it. This contrasts \\rith the I1.S. 
progrann where numerous other programs \VOllld compete. On the ot heI 
hand, I1.K. testers tJyically ha\.e less nione~~ f(-r testing. 

.II.F Aircraft has a cooperatlrre agreement to eschange live fire test plans 
and reports with the L7.K. T\vo of the aircraft being tested are ccmnwn 
to both nations (.A\‘-8 and IIH-tNi. A Lr.S. tester described the I1.K. plans 
as ingenious. particularly* with respect to design efficienc:~-. 

Thet-e is no anal!$ous coc.prati\~e agreement bet\vecw the Iv.K. and .IL! 

Atmtnc?r. -4 EKL official in contact with the European \. L communities had 
not seen anlr e\klence of British ll\~ fire testing of actual armored irehi- 
&S X British ernbasssr official told US thesr are LWJ~ concrrnwl i\ith 
armored vehicle \xlnerabilit~~. and do some live fire testing. Fmm thrit 
clew-iption, thtgv ma)- focus more than the L1.S. on finding irnl:,t’o~-emetits 
than on satisfying the requirements of the ss’stem being tested. Other 
SOUIWS repot-t tWensi\*e I-T,K. testing against instrumented at~rnc-~~~-b~~~~nti 
simulated \.ehicles. leading IO importarl~ contributions on vaporifics and 
other behind-armor effects. 

[material deleted] 
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Conclusions In this chapter \ve addressed the evaluatwn question, “\Vhat has been 
the rllcthodolo8ical quality of the test and evaluation process’.” Ow cm- 

elusions follow. 

Program Objectives . \!‘ith the escel:uion of the model \Aidation objective. the four JTC’G 
objecti\res for .ILF arc? not stated in an specific e\xluahle wa)‘. There are 
no specified comparisons to be made or criteria to be met. only a state- 
ment that the state of kncnvledge on the vulnerability ur lethality of 
weapon s~xtenis Lvill somehmv be impro\wI. This \7agrlen(?ss means that 
three of the four objectives can appear to ha\re been ac:con~plished 
regardless of the methodological quality. ~c)st-~ffecti\,eness. or usiel’~~l- 
ness of the ptwgrarn. 

. More specific objecti\Tes, such as performing empirical comparisons 
between \- L imprmwtwnts and baseline configurations (,as in Bradley’ 
Phase II A woultl allow more useful Information to be produced. 

l The model \ralidation objecti\.e [vi11 not be acwml:~lishtd in a srient ifi- 
tally defensible wasp houwrer. it is likely the models [\-ill at least be 
imprm~ed. The estent of the imlm~~ement will depencl cm the test t-esulrs 
and hcm~ the). are interprered by the 1’ I. cmmunit~~. 

Overall Planning . The persistent failwe of ow and .JLF Annor test officials to reach an 
agreement aho~~r the appreach to be taken to 1il.e fiw test design has 
caused delays of iml~~lernenrat ion and ivaste of .H.F resour(w in rel-wated 
plan revision. C’onscquently. the first Cm \vns still nc)t in final fom after 
t nw s.ears. 

l In iml>ot’tant respects, the October. 1BNi. draft twised .II.F Armor 
master plan wsembles the 1934 version. ivhich had been rejected by (ISI) 
hecause of inmnsistenc:y with the ob.jectives of JLF. The l!Mi vet’sicm 
specifies that 1 ‘I al~pt’osimawly tuw-thirds of the shots will be warht~ad 
~haractei.izations or studies of hehind ai-nior debris. rathw than shots on 
vehicles, and 2’) target condition is mostly inert or senli-inert. with only 
21) percent of shots on vehicles tu be full-111). 
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%tting Test Objectives l In their present. draft fortn, .JLF,/kknor outline test plans generall~~ 
repeat one or more of the .JTCG statements of overall JLF objectives as 
major tesr ob.itlc~tiVc:s.‘Each outline plan also has one or more spwifk 
objectives. Some of these may be infeasible. 

l The Bradley Pttase II objecti\ves are much more spec4fic. 
l The objective of training damage assessors as part of a single test ivas 

unrealistic. 

l Early DTF’S were primarily dri\,en by target availability and the data 
needs of modekrs. kewer plans are more realistic in their ttwlusic~m of 
lead time for obtaining or de\‘etoping hardware. but some specify that 
targets may not he a\.ailable. 

9 The Bradley cwuro\‘ersy has led to a very rigidly specified 1il.r fire test 
plan \vhkh leaves little to the judgment of testers on the range. The 
Bradley Phase II plan is the most detailed and thoroughly specified live 
fire test plan prodwed to date. 

. The Bradley F’hase II plan places grearer explicit emphasis on casualties 
and on fire and esplrrsion than pre\Wts Bradley or .JLF;‘-kmot’ lii,e fire 
tests. However. it misstates to some extent the position of the R.%<T 
grwp assigned to cle~~elop the test’s shot selection methodology, and 
proposes rht! use of a questionable statistical test. 

l Testers are very sensitiI,e to test efficienq~ from an engineering stand- 
point, i.e.. clesigning tests to c’onserve targets and pre\‘ent testing effects. 

. Within ,ux,‘Armor. a training wd demonstration test has been impk- 
mtwted. It depat-ted from the plan in a number of ways, primarily due to 
changes in rargel a\failability. 

. The inlI)lent~~nt.atiorl of Bradley Phase I was a swt-ce of cxukderablc 
cant r’c‘t~ws~~. Trt avoid I’~~III-I’~~~Y, the DTF for Bradlq~ Phase II t-equires 
explicit I,)SL~ appt.o~al fr)r departures from the plan. 

9 Surrogat,e munittons stored in the [matwial deleted] vehicle maj’ ha\,e 
reacted more violently than actual munitions would ha\*e. potetitiall~ 
btasing t,he BradIe)? \‘s. [material deleted] comparis~~n in favor of the 
E3radley bun-ever. this ~vas not reportt*d to Congress. \Ve believe that 
the use of surrogates and questions about t,heir equi~xlence to actual 
So\+t mrtnitions should have been repot-ted. 

. The tw) .rr.F,~.~rmor reports Ivet-e preliminary drafts that ptv\Tided little 
ittdi~ation of how Ihe data Lvill e\-entualty be anal).zed. 
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l Other than assigning damage assessment \values to the shots, no attempt 
was made to analyze the M-38 tank tr2ining test. 

l The IDA repor-t’s treatment of the M-48:[matt~rial deleted] test as a meth- 
odologic:al wrnparison is questionable. 

Aircraft, 

Setting Test Objectives 

Test Plarming 

. In gencr~al. ..w :Airwaft planning has been well organized and thcwwgh. 

. -1I.F: Aircr-aft established H for-ma1 prwess to designate test pr=ior.it ies; 
hcnvever’, test priorities \vew actually dt*ivtw by more pr-agmatic con- 
ver’ns ( target a\:ailability and the need to ensuw tri-sw\:ice c:ooper~ation 1. 

l Ttw pr*incipal constraint orI realism is the inability to simrrlate flight wn- 
ditions on the grwrnd. Air4rnv is used to simulate airspeed but the CC)\:- 
erxge wea is small, and other erl\‘ir.onrt~ental factor5 affecting fir-e are 
riot simulated at all. 

l 111 F1’85 and FI-85 CtTPS. .JLF ;Xiruaft specified objecti\.es congruent bvith 
the \,ersion of the progarn objecti\:es the]. had established. These were 
genewlly feasibl tt, kvith the escept ion of objecti\res related to determin- 
ing pubabilities. 

. .rr.F.‘-Airwaft test designs aw genes-all>- ccmgruent \vith test objectives. 
effkknt ivith wspcct to wnserving twgets. and realistic gr\‘en their’ lirn- 
itvd ob.jwti\w. 

l Some rn75 q:wified tarpet r~equirements which exceeded the availability 
of chose taI’gt?ts. 

l Testers are highly sensici~~e to test efficaiency frwn an engineering stand- 
jwint. i.e.. designing tests to conserve tar-gets and ptw erit testing effects. 

. LITI’S omit key information (e.g., data analysis plans) and are inconsis- 
tent in select ion elf thtneat \~elocAties. 

9 Tcr the limited estent it-e could obser.\:e them. depat’tures frvm test plans 
ha\x~ generally been i-easonable. 

9 C)nl)- one draft l’epc)rt has been completed-the FlW engine steady state 
fuel ingestion test. This report omitted key information, overstated the 
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generi~liznbilit~~ of results, and presented a highly questionable model. 
Recomrr~endations were congruent with r-esults and sensitive to the like- 
lihood of user acceptance. 

C’onflict Over Objectives l The N-F charter did not define liI,e fire testing well enough to gi\:e rest 
designers a clear direction. 

l . There have been several conflicting versions of the objectives of JLF and 
Ii\,e fire resting in general. This appears to have in part I-esulted from 
thy decision to task the .JTCG’s to implement JLF. 

. The conflict o\w objecti\*es reflects underlying differences between the 
interests of proponents of full-up testing and those of modeler-s. r-esult- 
ing in largely incompatible approaches. 

Availability of Targets 

Statistical \‘alidit~v 

l The principal constraint faced by all JLF test officials is a lack of targets. 
This is in part a I-esult of inadequate planning: there is no assigned 
responsibility to provide targets and r-elated support co .JLF. Ckmse- 
quentl),. test officials have had to spend a substantial portion of their 
time “selling” the program t.o skeptical ser\G~e components. 

. The systems and components that JLF does receive ar-e fr-equently in 
poor condition. yet JLF pro\.ides no funds for restoration. 

. JLF has been further hindered by competing governmental and non-gov- 
crnmental interests and negative attitudes toward destructive testing. 

9 In general. the sample sizes of .JLF and r-elated 1ii.e fire testing have not 
bclen sufficient to produce statlstically reliable results. This \vould be a 
problem e\xw if the number of targets listed in the test plans could be 
obtained. 

. The statistical input to JLF has been minimal and had little effect. and 
the fen’ applications of statistical analyrsis to live fire test data thus fal 
are highly quei;tionable. Several efforts are underwa)- to make li\,e fire 
tests more statistically interpretable. 

l -4s a substitute for srat.istical analysis. engineering judgment-\vhwh is 
hea\.ily relied upon throughout the 1’ L assessment process-has little 
scietltificb \.alidity. being sub,ject to indi\iduaI and collective biases. 
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. txm’s inventive strumire is not entirely couclirci\~e to realistic Live fire 
testing. [matet-ial deleted] 

The most cmnmon form of ~.11117erabilit~;ilethalit~ indicator-probability 
of a kill @\-en a hit P, ,,-- has not been demonstrated to be reliable OL 
ulid. 

Controversy o\.er shot selection is to some degree a conflict betiveen 
sampling efficiency ;md the desire to a\wid bias at all costs. 
Random sampling from combat distributions is a reasonable wq t.o pre- 
clucle intentional or inad\Tertent bias in shot selection. Howe\w. sam- 
pling from a uniform distribution avoids tester bias and biases in the 
combat data. 
The shot selec.tion problem will not be resolved by te&nicxl solutions 
alone. ,411 i~ltWil1~ SdLlticJn might be to designate that some propOrtiOn Of 
shots be selected ~udgmentall~- and or hers randomly-. but ultimately, it 
appears innpossible to agree on ho\v to select live fire shots \vitholit first 
decicling on test objectilres. 

.lI.F plans do not provide an adequate treatment of human effects. 
The c4airns of some .TLF officials that personnel \wlnerabilit~~ is well 
knower are cxret-stated 
Given the cwrrent state of the art, it is unlikely that .ILF will Imduce 
precise estimates of casualties. 

9 The state of the art of li\:e fire testing ha5 improved since prior 1iL.e fire 
testing programs, brrt some potentially solvable problems raised earlier 
ha1.e not been solcecl. For example. little progress has been made in the 
empirical validation of \’ L est irnates (‘P, ,,s’). 

l [material deleted] 
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Summary Conclusion l There is little completed restring on which to base a methodological e\:al- 
uation. Homrever. it is apparent that. the technical capability to do full-up 
testing is not well dc\velopec~. This is partly due t,o the historically ION 
emphasis on live fit-e testing in the U.S. 
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Advantages of Full-Up Full-up, live fire testing offers a unique advantage over all other meth- 

Live Fire Testing 
ods of \’ L assessment. It is the on117 met,hod providing direct visual 
observation of the damage process caused by a weapon;? target int.erac:- 
tion under realistic combat conditions. Conseyuentl~. it is less reliant. on 
unverified assumptions than other methods (e.g., ammunition is on 
board; therefore, analytic estimates of what would have happened had 
ammunition been on board are unnecessary). 

A single shot can identify an escessively vulnerable component or unex- 
pected kill mechanism, reveal model flaws, and generally provide quali- 
tative insights into the vulnerabilitqr or lethality of the sgstem and how 
to improve it. A few shots can tentatively characterize these phenom- 
ena, e.g., show how vulnerabilit~i progresses with threat size. Matched 
comparison shots, such as those being fired at the Bradley M:3 and 
hI31: HS), can be part.icularlg useful because absolute measures of \xlner- 
ability are not required. The descriptions of directly observable damage 
that full-up testing pro\:icles are regarded as highly beneficial to users. 

Ljespite t.he meager amount. of li\ie fire testing to date, there are already 
setreral esamples of li\*e fire “surprises”. i.e., results that vvtw not pre- 
dicted, and might not ha\Je been detected by other means of testing ot 
analysis. 

l The Air Force introduced a new hydraulic fluid, 8320’7, which labora- 
tory tests had demonstratecl to be less flammable than their standard 
hgVdraulic: tluid. 5Wj. However, the .JLF F- 15: 16 h~draulie fluid live fire 
tests with airflow suggested the opposite: i31.l percent of shots on 8.3202 
resulted in fires, compared to 1.5 percent of shots on MOG. 

l III the A-6 dry bay foam tests ( pre-JLF 1. the effectiveness of reticulated 
foam in preventing fires was tested. Xs espected. the foam reduced the 
likelihood of the dry bay catching fire, relati\,e to the baseline (no foam I 
ccmdition. However, when the foam did catch fire. the fire vvas more 
se\w-e ttmn in the baseline condition The results were later used to per- 
suade N.U:AIR and the aircraft’s manufacturer against using that particu- 
lar foam. 

. In the Bradley Phase I tests, the automatic fire suppression system 
r’ AFSS) false alarm rate proved to be unespect edly high. The halon bot- 
rles discharged ~\WI though there was no fire on 45 percent of the shots 
into the space protected by it. 

l In the Bradlq Phase I tests. direct hits by primary penetrators on the 
esplosi\re or propellant sections of on-board ammunititon were sho\vn to 
pose the most significant threat to the BradIes, and its crevv, though 
some impacts appear to be survivable. Although previotts tests and 
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other data indicated the threat posed by penetrator impacts on stored 
ammunition, the findings that some impacts will not produce cata- 
strophic results were disclosed only by the live fire tests. 

Limitations of Full-Up 
Live Fire Testing 

cost 

Target Costs 

Testing Costs 

Restoration Costs 

The primary limitation of full-up live fire testing is cost. principally tar- 
get costs. High testing and restoration costs also contribute substantiall> 
to the total. The Bradley testing was estimated to haire cost. as of 
December. 198G (midway into Phase II), 330-35 million. The Ml .+IlAl 
tank testing is espected to cost $55 million. 

ITS. front line armored systems currently cost as much as $3 million. 
aircraft as much as $35 million. Threat systems pose problems of availa- 
bility as well as cost. By its nature, full-up li\,e fire testing is destructive 
so reuse of targets is limited. Target preservation is the principal ratio- 
nale for departures from full-up configurations in \’ L testing, i.e., to 
exclusion of fuel, ammunition. and ,or hydraulic fluid. Irnfortunately. 
these ingredients are generally considered to be the principal contribu- 
tors to casualties and target kill. and therefore the main reason for doing 
the test. Xnd they are subject to complex interactions (,i.e., synergistic 
effects) that cannot be assessed by separate component tests. 

Setting up and conducting a full-up test requires elaborate facilities 
(including stringent safety precautions). It also requires time consuming 
post-shot data reduction and analysis. and the close attention of senior 
officials. 

M’hen the target is salvageable, damage repair is also costly. Considera- 
ble care mu% be taken to ensure that targets are fuller restored betiveen 
shots. so as to minimize testing effects. \Yhen tests are conducted with 
tlammable substances on board, the time and cost of restoration are 
greatly increased. [material deleted] 
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Testing Costs as a Proportion of \Ye believe that testing costs need to be viewed in the contest of total 
Progra.In costs program costs. By one recent estimate. the total cost of acquiring 6,882 

Wradlegx kvill be S lO.i’4 billion. Thus, even if the total cost of live fire 
testing of the Bradley were to reach %O million it would still be less 
than one-half of one percent of the total progratn cost. And given the 
interruptions and rcclirections that have plagued the Braclley testing, 
and the fact. that it was the first armored system tested (i.e.. initial costs 
of instrumentation. etc., had not been absorbed), its testing costs may be 
unrepresentatively high. 

Limited Information Yield Full-up testing has been criticized within the v. L community on the 
grounds that catastrophic kills ii e., shots that result in the destruction 
of the target j yield very limited information. In their view. a vehicle or 
aircraft is sacriftc:ed for essentially one data point-whether or not it 
blew up. The reason is that all evidence of the kill mechanism. as well as 
much of the instt.umelitation for recording it, is destroyed ivith the car- 
get. Proponents of full-up testing maintain that the information that is 
obtained is the key information needed. both for assessing and redu&g 
\wlnerability, and that full-up testing is the only way to obtain it. 

Different viewpoints aside, it is clear that a completely destroyed target 
leaves little record of the means of it.s destruction. Shotlines cannot be 
traced. component damage cannot be studied. and little is produced of 
use to \‘:L modelers. To the extent that this information is important to 
the \’ I. assessment process, it is better obtained by other means. Hokv- 
ever. the “one data point.” argument is somewhat extreme. A full-up tar- 
get is not completely destroyed or even significantly damaged each time 
it is shot. When it remains intact, it can pt’ovide much of the same 
detailed damage assessment as an inert target, lvithout thr um:ertainties 
of analytic assumptions required by the 111e1-t target. 

____ 
Lirnitecl Ceneralizability of Testing provides point estimates of damage for selectecl values of con- 
Findings trolled variables. However. \’ L estimates (qualitative as well as quanti- 

tative) are required over a range of values for these variables. so these 
point estimates must be generalized to make inferences about conditions 
not tested. Where a reasonable approsimation to a true continuum can 
be tested, as in some component and s~tbcotrlponent testing, general- 
izability is less problematic. It is particularly problematic with full-up 
live fire testing, where typically only a small proportion of relevant test 
conditions ~:a11 actually be tested. 
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Generalization takes t\vo forms: interpolation within the range of tested 
conditions. and extrapolation outside the range. Estrapolations are 
clearlJv the riskier of the two. They must recei1.e additional guidance 
from experience or from an understanding of the physical principles 
invok-ed. Jret experts in the 1’ I, community admit that these principles 
are not IveIl understood with respect to full-up testing. The ID.\ report 
noted that generalization by interpolation is useful and usually valid. 
Howel.er. they neglected to point out that even interpolation is compii- 
cated in li1.e fire testing by the statistical unreliabilitl\v of the point esti- 
mates. If one of those estimates is an atypical result, then interpolations 
computed from it will be atypical as well. 

Limit.ed Redesign 
OpportuniCes 

.JLF aircraft and armor test officials and outside experts belie1.e that li\,e 
fire testing of de\,eloped systems can haIre. at best. limited impact on 
those systems. From preliminary cle\~elopment on. designs tend to be 
“frozen”, making major changes prohibiti\-ely espensi\*e. For example, a 
filee fire test might re\‘eal an aircraft wing to be ercessii.ely \wlnerable. 
E\,en if the aircraft is not yet in production, the ising design \vould haire 
been frozen, possibl), for years. -\IIJ’ change \vould change the perform- 
ance of the fuselage and all related stresses. \Veight tolerances of tacti- 
cal aircraft are estremelJv narrow, so additions of e\.en a few pounds are 
problematic. This is not to srtggest. howe\-er, that important \wlnerabil- 
ity modifications are nei’er feasible after de\-elopment (e.g.. the addition 
of reacti\.e armor tiles to the Bradley, vehicle 1. 

The new li\,e fire legislation (Section 910 of the FY8i defense authoriza- 
tion act) specifies that li\,e fire testing must be completed before pro- 
ceeding beyond low rate initial production (LRIP). LKIP will produce 
targets that are reasonabl)7 representatiire of the final \-ersion. This is 
desirable from the standpoint of realism; howe\rer, testers claim that 
generalI>,. it is already too late to incorporate significant \wlnerabilitJ 
reductions into designs. The)’ recommend li\,e fire testing of components 
during de\.eloptnent (also specified in the legislation’) and “proof” test- 
ing at the end. For* the same reason. theJ7 see the main benefit of JLF and 
otiler live fire tests of fielded systems as reducing ~xlner-abilitsv of 
future sJ3tems through lessons learned. 
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How Do Other In \riew of the above limitations, other methods are brought into the v 1. 

Met hods Complement 
assessment process. Two of these-subscale testing and inert testing- 
are type’s of live fire testing. Two others-analysis of cornhat data and 

Full-Up Live Fire 
Tests? 

modeling-are not. \Z’e discuss all four hew, but in light of rhe c:ontro- 
\wsial role of modeling in 1iL.e fire tesring. modeling is the main focus. 

Subscale Testing Test firings against s)‘stem components are a common source for \-ulner- 
ability data. They can generally support larger sample sizes than full- 
scale tests, and are useful m determining the btrundarics of effects and 
providing inprlt to prediction models. Like full-scale targets, components 
can be inert or frill-up. depending on the objrc:ti\.e (e.g., a fuel tank can 
be tested inert to assess structural damage (:br full-~1) to asstw 
probability of fire:). More basic than component tests. but still related, 
are terminal ballistics tests (for viilnerabiiits.‘) and munitions perform- 
ance tests (for lethalit~7 j. Terminal ballistics tests, in which armor plate 
Or other materials are the ()bJec:ts of test firings, are not necessarily asso- 
ciatecl with specific develcq~mental items. but rather, contribute to the 
dat.a base and prn\wle insights on component \xlnerability. They are 
partwularly useful in the de\~eIopment of pti~xicral theory for munition 
effects on target. elements (e.g., armor plate 1. iVrmition performarwe 
tests provide fragmentation distributions of space, mass, velocity, etc. 
Their use parallels that c,f terminal ballistics tests, h\lt from a lethality 
perspect ii,?. 

The principal limitation of subscale tests. ivhether full-up or inert. is 
their failure to prc)\Jicle direct evidence of interacti\-e (i.c.. q~nergistic) 
effects on realistic targets. For example. an aircraft fuel tank cay1 he 
damaged, leak fuel, but not result in aircraft loss. An engme can ingest 
fuel. stall, recw-er, and not result in aircraft loss. Ho~\ww, when the 
two systems are integratecl by the engine inlet, aircraft loss can occur. 
The fuel now leaks into the inlet, tlows into the engine. and detonates; 
the resulting flame propagates for\\,ard in the inlet to the damaged fuel 
tank, and ignites the leaking fuel. Even though the engine reco~wed. thcb 
aircraft is lost due to the fuel system fire. Subscale tesr ing c’an supple- 
ment full-up. full-scale testing. e.g., in design and illterl:,retation. but 
cannot substitute for it. 

Inert Testing Inert testing of full-sc:ale targets is superior to full-up testing in charac- 
terizing mechanical damage to indi\Tidual cwnponents caused by the 
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residual penetr-ator and spall. Assessors can directly compare the func- 
tioning of indi\ridual components before and after each shot. Since flam- 
mables al-e not onboard t.he target in inert testing, targets remain in 
testable condition longer before having to be discarded. Additionally. 
feu,er internal components require replacement between shots. ,411 are 
reasons ~vhy the \’ L community tends to prefer inert over full-up 

testing. 

Advocates of full-up testing Iview mechanical component damage as of 
secondary concern. To them, making the vehicle inert removes the pri- 
rnary contt.ibuTors to casualties and target kill: flammable substances 
causing catastrophic damage. Catastr-ophic damage cannot be direct15 
obsenred fl-om shots on inert targets. In the M-18 tank tests in Septem- 
ber. 198.5. assessors were instrwcted to score a K-kill if and only if the 
casing of any ammunition t-ound was penetrated. This particular 
method-which followed the standard damage assessment guidelines 
for armor-can underestimate the true likelihood of a K-kill because 
catastrophic fires ma)’ also result from hits in other locations. HoweLver. 
t-‘\~n if a mar-e realistic method were used, inert testing ccwld still on14 
be used to infer catastrophic damage through an indirect analytical pro- 
cess, intrinsically limited by the cur-rent state of kno~~~ledge. Such infor- 
mation is not a direct result of the lest shot, as it is with full-up testing. 

Chn bat, Da t.a Combat data pro\.ides information from realistic. full-up interactions of 
weapons and targets. By definition. combat data prwvides greater’ real- 
ism that1 an\’ other sowce. It can be used to obtain aggregated 
sirr*\~i\~ability measures, ILK% as kill or loss rates, as \\.ell as liE;elJr direr- 
tion of fir-e. distributiun of hits. xwlnerability of subsExtems, and critical 
\wlnet.abilit~’ interactions. Analyzing available data is considerabl~~ less 
expensive than testing. The Israelis report frequent ust? of combat data 
to impr-eve the swvi\~ability of armored \~ehicles. 

One philosophy of li\re fire testing argues that testing should approsi- 
mate combat in any \~a)* possible. inclrtding tactics and formation: scien- 
tific control and related technical concerns are secondary. According to 
this view. combat data is a more useful tool for 1’ L assessment than the 
cont I-oiled testing characteristic of JLF. Nonet heless. combat data are 
otx-iousl)7 limited to munitions and systems that ha\.e actuall)P been 
emplo),ed and may not represent s)-stems of interest. .JI.F includes some 
5Frstetns that ha\.e been in combat, while the iii-e fire tests required bg’ ‘-I- . 
the FJW authorization legislation Lvill, by definition. be confined to non- 
fielded sjxerns. Combat data can be useful for designing live fire tests 
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of such systems, as d~scusseci earlier. But e\‘en with syst.erns having 
been employed in combat. wmbat data pr-oxide less scientific: conttwl 
than testing. and offer no view of the damage process, only the results. 

As noted pt-eviously, the assessment of the suwi\~ability and effeuive- 
ness of Ir.S. \veapons has come to depend irweasingly on computer-ized 
\',L models o\‘er the past twenty-five years. This trend has c:ouesponded 
\vith a period of rapid cosr growth of weapon systems, which has tended 
to limit the amount of full-up 1iL.e fire testing that is feasible. 1. L models 
are seen as a potential solution to the problem of high testing costs. 
Xssun~ing a model is valid, it can peatly increase the genes-alizability of 
a few live fire test. shots. Xdditionally. models have the unique ad\‘an- 
tage of applicability to systems not yer built. This permits a gl-eatet 
range of redesign possibilities than tests on caompleted systems. The out- 
put from v L models is also used in a variety of othe!’ acttivities in mm. 
including ~vat. games, simulation nmdels. \veapons design, and logistical 
planning for repair tirtws and stoczks of spare parts. 

Both live fiw test.s and models are ways of assessing vlllncrability CII 

lethality. A cmsiderable part of the contro\‘ersj- o\‘er the planning and 
direction of the .Iw~Arnior test.s sterns from differing positions ovel- the 
pl-oper nde of v L motiels in live fire tests aucl the wlativc \4rw of mod- 
els end 1ii.e fit-e tests in determining vulnewbility and lethality. Similat 
models are used in assessing aiwraft vulnel-ability*, but their role in the 
.JLF~'.~iIWaft tests has been less controversial. This is larygely became 
they are vieived as less c.entml to the design and interpretation of the 
aiwraft tests. 

The Role of Models in I,i\Fe Fire 
Testing 

The position taken b); [he \wlnerabil~ty anaIysts at HF:L is that live fir-e 
test data alone al-e not sufficient for detemining target vulncl~abilit~ 
and weapon Iethalitg. Targets aw con~pler in their geometries and corn- 
position, theJ7 have many different vornponents. and there are many dif- 
ferent types of munitions. It would thewfor-e be prohibiti\+ espensi\:e 
and time vonslming to c:ortduct live fi1.e tests of rhe effects of all types 
of munitions over all the surface area of all potential targets. 

Hecause of the pmctical limitations. BKL a!$ues that li\,e fi!*e test data 
should be used to “provide critical input and ultimate c4ibtmation of 
e\xluation models” ishich cwwnt ly esist. Theoretic~all~~. if thel’e Lve1.e 
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well-x,alidated models of the effects of threat on targets it would be pas- 
sible to provide accwate predictions about the vulnht~ability and lethal- 
ity of at least some of the targets and munitions which ha\,e not been 
directly tested, including thoie which do not yet exist. 

1 ‘I Armor. The \. L models currently’ used by armor modelers are 
intended to permit the integration of ballistics test results, geometric 
descriptions of the targets and the characteristics of tnunitions to permit 
predictions of the results of the impact of a particular !\‘eapon at a par- 
ticular location, angle, etc. on a target. Calculation of such predict.ions 
for all possible shots then permits general statements about the o\rer-all 
\wlnerability of a I-1.S. armored vehicle to a particular threat. or the 
lethality of a weapon against a threat vehicle. The mapping (Jf a vehi- 
cle’s \-ulnerability over its surface or the deter-rnination of an aircraft’s 
“\wlnerable area”-or some summary index derived from the mays- 
constitute the quant.ification of \~ulnerabilit.y or lethality called for in 
the JLF c’hal’tel-. 

The approach ad\wcated by the HRI. for assessing the \wlrwrability of 
combat vehicles is illustrated in Figure 3.1. It shops the place of full- 
scale live fire tests among modeling and subscale tests, including the 
testing of components and armor-. HKL acknowledges that they have fol- 
loived this app-oath for the past t\vo decades, but \r,ithout benefit of 
full-scale test.ing. In this sense, the modelers hai:e been operating in an 
“open loop.” Linable to realistically test the accuracy of their pt-edic- 
Irons, the)’ ha\,e instead r’elied on engineering judgment and subscale 
tests IO prW’ide input values to the models. 

Fruni this point of view the role of \’ L models in live fit-e testing is fir-9 
t.o “support” the tests. The models: 

9 guide shot selection in test planning, 
l provide pre-shot predictions of the effec:ts of the shotlines selected. and 
l assist in the graphic display of test results. 

The Bradley Phase I hive fire test.s, for erample. used the outpirt from a 
\vlnerability model in each of these lvays. 

Tl~e second aspect is the use of the tests to improve the rtrodels. The 
\wlnerability modelers argue that if li\,e fire test results can be used to 
irnpro\:e the n~ocleIs. the \.alue of the tests is spt-ead to the other uses of 
the 1’ t. models, in more accurate \’ I, pr-edictions for weapons that cannot 
be tested, and in enabling \wlnetxbility reduction programs to examine 
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Figure 4.1: Approach to Vulnerability 
Assessment Preferred by BRL 
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2) Aircraft. The .w,‘Aircraft tests employ models similar to those used 
by armor analysts. These models generate shotlines through geometric 
descriptions of targets, and predict the effects of specific shots--what 
will be hit. penetrated, etc. Models are also used to calculate the vulner- 
able area of an aircraft perpendicular to a shotline, based on the vulner- 
ability of components and t,heir geometries. There are also more 
specialized models to simulate operational aspects of aircraft such as the 
gravitational loads on wings. There is some use of non-computerized 
models, such as formulas on what happens to metal under ballistic 
threats. 

There is, hoivever, less evidence of a unified position on the role of mod- 
els in aircraft testing among the members of the aircraft survivability 
community we inteH.ien-ed. Officials told us that TE.AS had led to a skep- 
tical attitude toward existing vulnerability models in .Jw/‘Aircraft7 
because fire and esplosion were unpredictable. The .x;Aircraft Prelimi- 
nary Plan does acknowledge that a number of the models currently in 
USC are inadequate or lack validation and modelers described to us sev- 
eral ways in which they anticipate impro~~ements to models as a result 
of .JLF tests. It appears that models and the concerns of modelers play a 
less central role in the planning, design. and interpretation of aircraft 
sur\i\Cability tests than in the armor tests. 

3) Critics of modeling. The former OSD program manager and other crit- 
ics of computerized \’ L modeling maintain that vulnerability modeling is 
not credible. They claim that: 

9 I-T.!% vehicles and aircraft procured on the basis of computerized vulner- 
abilit). assessments have been proven escessi\~el~~ vulnerable. 

. anti-armor iveapons have also pro\.ed to be less effectl\re against threat 
I-ehicles than had been predicted by the models. 

l fire and explosion. which are among the most important sources of casu- 
alties, are among the phenomena handled least knell bJv \ulnerabilit!~ 
models. 

The former OSD program manager claimed that the models could only be 
relied on if the)- were to be thoroughly validated by test results. Such 
model \ralidatlon would, he claims, require thousands of shots. He 
argued that it is not practical to conduct these tests. and so models 
should not guide the selection of live fire shots. If modelers are able to 
use the results of randomly selected shots to revise or \,aliclate theil 
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nwciels, this is a secondary benefit of .II,F Rut. he claimed, t hv calibm- 
tion of models is not .ILF’s primat-) purpose. and identif\%yg ~~ulneixbili- 
ties and testing improvements does not I-eqllire mod& 

Models Cm-ent.ly I!sed in 
~‘uh~erability,‘~t.hality 
Assessment 

The ClompaI~tmer~t-Iii11 model traces a shot line t h~-ol~gh a geomet r-ic wl)- 
resentation of an arrno~etl vehicle to the point at which it wters eithetl 
the wew cornpwtrnent 01~ the engine compa~-trnent. At that point it treats 
the inside of a tank as a “black box.” Empi~~icaI ~elntionships aw then 
used to determine the effects of the round hitting that point. The nwst 
important of these is the relationship beti\.een the eqwctcd size of the 
hole pr-educed by a penetrator and the espected loss of mobility or fiw- 
power. The ~IIIXW eqwessing t hew “damage cwwlations” \vew wigi- 
naliy derived from the CARCJE trials. L~rnmimiticm (and in some \wsions 
fuel:, al-e the only intetmal compontwts directly assessed in the \7ehicle 
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interior by the Con~par’tment-E;ill model. If they are intersected by the 
shotline. a K-kill is generally declared. 

2) Inter-nal Point-But-st model. In the early 1970s. dissatisfaction ivith 
the Compartment-Kill approach’s lack of detailed modeling of damage 
mechanisms and reliance on older data sets led modelers to develop a 
more s~)phistitrated modeling appr-oath. It is called “internal point-burst 
modeling.” In this approach the internal interactions of the penetr-ator 
and the at-mar-ed vehicle’s components are simulated in great detail. This 
approach includes tracing the main penetrator all the ivay through the 
ai’inot of the tank and an)- of the internal components it impacts. The 
cnne of spa11 particles produced at the inside of the armor is also 
modeled in a separate submodel. The approach further requires that 
each component in the vehicle that may be impacted bg’ a penetrator 01 

spa11 undergo a \wlnerability analysis of its cJW1 to determine the mass 
and velocity or ener-gy of an impacting object required to damage it to a 
certain level, a component P, ,,. 

3 ) Aircraft models. COURT is the model used by .rLF:‘Aircraft that is 
most like the \wlnerability rnodels used in the armor tests. It simulates 
impacts on a target by warhead fragments. al-r-nor-piercing projectiles. 
and armor-piercili~-incendia~l- projectiles. The program calcrrlates tar-get 
vulnerable area, c:omponent iwlnerable areas, and expected repair times. 
It depends on a detailed geometr-ic target description, and pr-obes it ii-ith 
shot lines like the ones in the armor \’ L models. It calculates the effects 
of a penetrator using the standard JTCG ME penetration equations. In 
addition to the slowdown of the penetrator as it passes through compo- 
nents, the equations compute slowdown in fluids and. for projectiles. 
c:hange in yaw angle. incendiary functioning and t.he break up of the 
penetrator’s core. Like the point-burst ar-mar model, C’CWART requires 
input of P, ,,s based on \wlnerability analyses of components. 

F-ASTGEN, another cc’m~prrter model used by aircraft testers, gi\.es a g-id 
of paths through a component . generating a lat-ge number of possible 
shotlines. It is not a \wlnerability model per se, but is used in the selec- 
tion of shotlines. as is GIFT. Selectron of actual shotlines for testing is a 
matter t-of se~wal considerations including combat data, engineering 
.judgment and the goal of the tests. 

WAGNA stands for “Materially and Geometrically Nonlinrar Analysis.” 
It is strictly a strwtural model of components. It has been used mainly 
to try to determine the I-esidual st,rength (of. say. a wing) after a shot. 
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Loads are put into the model. ,jrtst ab they are in rhe test. t.hen t.he nwclel- 

et5 “damage the model” (simulate a shot into the wing:) and check the 
st t-esses that changed bet ween the undamaged and damaged states fat 
evidence of failure. 

?Lssr.unpt.ions and Limitat ions of (~Jne \vay of assessing models apart from their ability to predict lest data 
Vulnerability Models is to examine their assumptions and limitations. 

1) ~c?mpartrnent--Kill. Although its relative ease of we means that the 
Compartment-Kill mc~clel is still used by KRL for the ma,jority of requests 
for vulnerability assesstnem it has a number of severe limitations: 

9 Its dependence on a single paramt:ter, hole stze diameter. is highly ques- 
tionable. Many orher features of warheacl,; tat-get intet’action may be 
important in producing damage. 

l It is based on data from one kind of \\-at-head and obsolete vehicles that 
dtd not contain rnan~~ of the kinds of components introduced into nwvet 
\&i&5. 

l I3ecause it dws not treat components in detail ir IS wt suirable for vul- 
nerabiltty twlucrion tests. and in general is not thought suitable for sup- 
port ct’ full-up Ii\? fire tests like those in .Jl.F. 

9 It has been shoivn to fail to predict combat and test results in a number 
of cases. 

2 1 F’oiwE3utst. The point-burst model approach is in principle capable of __--~ 
tnucrh mot-e detailed wpresvntation of the ei’enrs that occur when a 
munition impacts an armot~ecl ivehicle and penetrates the armor, brtt it 
has additional limitations 

l It requires much mow input data from armor and component testing to 
function as it was intended. 

l Thv component data and \varhead characterization data are often lack- 
ing for newer items. and the input to the moclels is based on engineering 
judgtnenr instead. 

l It t’eqttit-es much more detailed geometric descriptic,n of the vehicle and 
its components than the C’ompitrttnent-Kill mvdel. 

9 It requires much mot-e computer time and is therefore more espensive 10 
I’LUI, althuugh this is less of a problem with newer computers. 

3 1 General. The armor and aircraft utlnerabili~~~ models also share 
ass;umpt.ions and limitations. 
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l Tat-get geometries are assumed to be correct at the le\:el of detail 
required by the model. The Bradley tests indicat,e that this is not always 
r he case. 

l The basic: physics of warhead-target interaction is not well understood. 
The characteristics of munition and armor types cannot currently be 
inferred from physical lairs. The modeling approach requires that inter- 
actions of warheads and armor be “characterized” in extensive subscale 
tests. E\,en if such data have been obtained. whenever new armor or 
\varhead designs are de\Teloped it is necessary co conduct ne\v tests lo 
characterize their interaction. Man), of the existing armors and tmtni- 
Cons haw not J7et been tested, so the models at-e cur-t~entl~7 dependent on 
engineering estimates rather than test data. 

. There aw different \:ersiotts of the models in existence in several loca- 
tions. and frequent modification of their code has caused the \,ersions to 
di\vet’ge in \va~.s that sometttnes produce very different results. 

l hIan~7 effects of importance in producing damage ancl casttalties are not 
~‘et quell modeled or are not inclrtdect in the models at all. Among tlwse 
are fires and thetr propagation; esplosions; the effects of multil~le hits 
on a componrnl: the synergistic effects of different damage mechanisms 
such as shock and fragment hits; ricochets in the interior of a \*ehicle; 
and effecrs on humans from blast, shock, flash. in7erpresswe. accelera- 
tion. etc. 

P, ,,s as Rleasitres of ~‘itlnerabitit~~ Alttto~~gl~ 1 L models can generate different forms of output, the form 
most commonly tised is P, t,. The original formularion of armored ivehicle 
assessment ttwtl~oclolc~gy defined three kinds of kill: mobility (RI), fire- 
l:wver ( F) and catastrophic ( Ii 1. RIobtlity and firepon’yr P, ,,s are often 
not true lwobabittties or e\‘en srtbjectii.e estimates of probability: 

. The)- are gentuted ty,, comparing the damage caused b>, a hit to a 
Sti~llCl~llTl Diillla~e Xs5essttwttt List (SDAL:l and reading the percaetit loss elf 
ftmcrion associated \\ith the loss of a particular component. 

l X St1 percent M-kill does not mean that the model predicts a 50 percent 
chance of the \rehicle losing all of its mobility, but that the assessed 
damage to components resitlts in a 50 percent toss of mobility. according 
to the SLIAL. The percent loss-of-functions were the produc:ts of consen- 
sus judgtnrnts by a panel of three armor officers produced more r ban 25 
years ago. The). are therefore srrt>jective.lttdjiments \vith an uttkno\vn 
I-eliabilitJr and \4idit\T. 

l The rationale gi\ren for the de\.elopment of a standard damage assess- 
mtw~ list was that assessors are generally unable to decide on the per- 
cent li)ss-of-frtnction tmplied by the lms of a cm~ponettt and in anJT case 
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find it impossible to maintain consistency in such judgments from 
assessor to assessor, test to test, \,ehicle to vehicle. and year to year. In 
other words. the list had to be standardized because the assessment pro- 
cess was so unreliable. 

The SDAL is contained in the vulnerability models used in live fire test- 
ing, so the armor models typically produce output in the form of the 
three types of P, H for each shot. Because it has become a N-AT0 stand- 
ard the SDAL continues to be used. Damage assessments that use other 
criteria for assessing kills cannot be directly compared ivith those per- 
formed using the YDAI,. and at least one notable live fire test, the IA'P 
described earlier. has been ignored by many in the armor vulnerabilit!, 
community in part because it used different criteria. 

L’ulnerability analysts have begun to substitute the term “expected loss 
of function” for the misleading rerm P, ,, in, for example. the detailed 
test plan for the Phase II Bradley li\e fire tests. The users of output 
from \wlnerability analysis have sometimes been unaivare of the nature 
of P, ,,s; their strong subjective, judgmental component: and theil 
unknown \,alidity. Some analysts have proposed that live fire test 
results be compared to model prediction at the level of ph)%cal damage, 
foregoing the use of the SDAL to produce P, H’~. 

K-kills are catastrophic events such as esplosions and sustained fires 
that are judged to be likely to result in the complete loss of the \Tchicle 
and its crew. P, ,,s for K-Kills do therefore have an interpretation as a 
probability. and the predictions of K-kill by vulnerability models do rep- 
resent estimates of the probability that such an e\‘ent will occur as the 
result of a particular shot. 

Component P, ib are required by the point-burst model and a number of 
the aircraft models. Although these are sometimes based on data. the 
required tests haire often not been conducted. especially for ne\v compo- 
nents, and engineering judgment is substituted. 

Validation of Vulnerability 
Models 

In spite of the claims that \’ L models haLre been shown to be poor 
predictors of test and combat data or that they have shown good 01 
acceptable agreement with data. \ve found few instances of serious 
attempts to compare \’ L model predictions with tests or combat data 
sets. %‘e have reviewed the main studies cited b]’ critics as esamples of 
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the models’ inability to predict live fire or combat results, and the stud- 
ies claimed by modelers to sho\v better prediction or the reasons foi 
misprediction. 

1) hIExP0 study. There was at least one effort to validate the Compart- 
ment-Kill model, as part of a program called hltxpo ((Materiel Esploita- 
tion Program). [material deleted] The first used computations that had 
been done previously, in 1970. selecting shots that were closest to those 
in the NEXPO data. The results were then compared to new calculations 
done in 1973 using the precise shotlines in the hlEsPo data. Finally. the 
damage correlation curve used for LT. S. tanks in the Compartment-Kill 
model was replaced by one felt by the analysts to be more representa- 
tive of [material deleted]. A summary of the results and the 19i’3 predic- 
tions appears in Table -I. 1. 

Table 4.1: Comparison of Average P, 
From MEXPO Data and Predictions From Predicted 
Compartment-Kill Model Kill criterion Assessed 1973a 1973b __---- 

I( (Catastrophe) 22 65 ~--___ _____ 
M (Mobility) 

F ifwoowr, 
------------g--L;,B 

, 

“Baseu on damage correlallon cur’be for U 5 larks 

‘Based on damage ccprrelatlon curde for [material ~deletea] 
Source Hafer. T Lethality Model E~~aluallon tBrlellngf Alexandria, VA S,srem; Plannlrq Corporation 
1985 

The 19’73 simulation results did sho\v fairly good agreement for fire- 
power kills, but the obser\ved mobility and K-kills were in poor agree- 
ment with the model predictions. The use of the newer damage 
assessment culye designed for [material deleted] only made the pt-edic- 
tions of K-kills worse. These were not, howe\*er, assessed statistically 01 
using any normative criteria for kralidating models. 

hIEXP0 validation data \vere also analyzed by to.4 in support of‘ .JLF. Focus- 
ing on just those K-kill predictions that were unambiguous (,P, H = 0 or 1) 
the IDA analysis examined shot-by-shot comparisons of the predictions 
with the hIExP0 shots. The data as presented by IDA appear in Table 4.2. 
The report concludes that the model and combat assessments “were in 
general agreement when averaged over all shots.” The model predicted 
that %C; percent of the shots would result in K-kills, and 30 percent of the 
combat shots were in fact K-kills. IDA called the o\:erall percentages 
“global estimates,” but it can be seen that on a shot-by-shot basis, the 
model correctly predicted each outcome (i.e., K-kill or no K-kill} only 59 
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percent ( 16,127) of the time. The report concludes that the computer 
model “does not take advantage of the unique features of each shot” in 
its prediction even though its “global estimates” are similar to the com- 
bat results. IDA noted that the model correctly predicted only 59 percent 
of the sh0t.s. but focused on comparing this figure to the 58 percent, one 
would correctly predict by guessing 30 percent of the time that a K-kill 
would occur, having seen the combat data. We believe that the meaning 
of these data can be made more e\yident by noting that the 523 percent 
correct prediction rate with 27 cases is not significantly different from 
chance (Xl percent:). 

Table 4.2: IDA Presentation of MEXPO 
Data Comparing Combat Results and Model predictions 
Model Predictions Number 

Combat Number correctly 
Outcome results predicted predicted ~__ 
K-Kill a 7 2 

No K-Kill 19 20 14 

Total 27 27 1F 

j16 Correct predlctlons ,oul #A 27 cases = 54”” 7;27 = 26”; K t+lls predicted. &27 = 30”: K tdls 
ohsrrmz On the a.srage’ tne model prellcts talrlp ,vdl 

Source Smllh 12 et dl The Jirlnt LI,~ Fire I?LF; Test Background and Explorator, Tejhng iDraIl 
Alexandna l’s lnstltute for Detense Anal,/ses PJarcn 1986 

The IDA presentation of these data obscures their true implications. \Ve 
have rearranged the data in standard (2 X 2) format in Table 4.3. It is 
clear that the “global assessment’s” agreement with the combat data 
merely reflects the similarity of the marginal distributions of the table. 
Both the obserx*ecl and the predicted data contain roughly the same per- 
centage of K-kills. But the important numbers in assessing the prediction 
accuracy are the ones that fall on the diagonal of correct prediction< 
(predicted K-kill and obselTed K-kill. and predicted No K-kill and 
observed i%o K-kill j. The fact that the marginal frequencies are similar is 
irrelevant to the accuracy of prediction. This point is illustrated by the 
hypothetical data in Table 3.4, in which the marginal frequencies are 
identical (i.e.. both the predicted and observed K-kills were 50 percent) 
but e\yery single shot is predicted incorrectly. 
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Table 4.3: IDA Table Rearranged in 
Conventional 2 X 2 Format 

Combat Results 
K-Kill 
No K-Kill 
Total 

- 
Model predictions 

K-Kill No K-Kill 
2 6 
5 14 

7 (26%) 20 (74%) 

Total 
8 130"1)= 

1 g , 70 :I.:. , 

27 (10046) 

Table 4.4: Hypothetical Counterpart to 
Table 4.3 Model predictions 

Combat Results K-Kill No K-Kill Total 
K-Kill Cl 5 5 l!xl~~:r~ 

No K-Kill 5 i) 5 15w I 

Total 5 posy 5 (50%) 10 (100%) 

3 C#n the a,erage the model predlitlilns ICJC& gooc 50”<. I; i(~lls ars predlcte,d axi 5fl”0 are XEEr~.ed 
l)ut 2,,iri x8$2 preilli tisn 1s *.ranq x4 the USC tit the phrase on !he d .drag? IS misleddlng 

Claims that “on the average” the models predict IveIl can be misleading 
and must therefore be esamined car-efull~~. Such claims ha\.e been made. 
for exmple. in reporting of the Bradley Phase I tests to Congress. Xfter 
pointing out correctly that the outcome of an individual test firing is 
influenced by a number of variables such as I.ourld-to-bound variation in 
warhead penetration and yaw and tandorn variation in spalling, the 
Xrnq~ report then notes that on the a\rerage the preclictions agree fair11 
well with the test results. But lvhat is being a\veraged here is a set of 
4lots from \-arious impact points on the \.ehiclv. Tills is not the same 
thing as a\Teraging o\rer repetitions of a single shotline. Thet-e are in gen- 
rrill tn’o sources of variation in li\:e fire shots. One is the random \,aria- 
rim which \vould OCLW if one shot were repeated maq7 times. X single 
rmdel prediction is the espectation. or a\Terage. result of these shots. 
The other swrce of \wiation is not random. but reslllts fmn the real 
difftwn~e in \-ulnrrabilit~~ in different locations on the \,ehicle. It is 
these variations that are important in locating a \yetiicle’s 
~.l.llti~i.abilitirs. 
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rtwl~s of the Bmdle~. Phase I tesits. In the \validation test. eighreen scat- 
twahle mines \\-we filmed against. M-413 tanks and the resulting assess- 
nwnls of darna~e wew compared to predictions fl-om the inremal point 
but-s;t model. These I.esults al-e presented in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5: [matmal deleted] 

\E’e helie\re that there al-e too few shots in these dara to assess the \.aCa- 
bilit), between neat’ly identical shots. txlt these kinds of near wpeats aw 
inlportant. If live fi1.e tests generally do not inc*lucle repeated firinp at 
the same location (on a target and if vulnerability nwdels include 
stochastic components. the size of the \xiahility in shot mtccme inwr- 
poI*ated in the model will not be hased on lest data. The aggregation of 
Clara ftvm “neal-121 identical shots” is one wan’ to approsiruate the 
stochastic \wiation to Ge espected from I-epetition of the same shot. 
There is some effmt to base the stochastic component of I he cwrent 
point but% model cm test data but the size of the variances in the model 
is la~y+Ay dependent on engineering juclgmt~iit. 

. The t-esults at-e limited to one munition (a minei; so their genel.alizabilit~, 
to other types of anti-amor weapons. iinpacting on surfaces ctthet. than 
the bottom of the tank. is in question 
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appeat- that the results wer-e the occasion for cwisidel-ing any revision in 
the model. 

:3 ‘1 Ls’r studies. In the L;\\‘P tests of the A-lO:‘GX~U-S gun conducted 
Gen 1978 and l%N, pilots fired from the A-10 c+.~e-support aircraft 
against simulated Soviet lank companies in order to e\valuate the effect-s 
of the GA\! 1-8’s ~3~~rnm antitank ammunition. [marwial deleted] most of 
the targets \\‘er.e cwmbat-loaded II. S. M-37 tanks. Though the LS’P nests 
wwe not intended primar*ily as model \.alidation studies. rhe data have 
nevet*theless been compxed to \Ulerabilit>y model pwdictions in mow 
rhan one analysis conducted since the ol-iginal tests \vet.e done. 

Initial analyses at the -Ait. For-ce At-mament Laboratory ~.AF.ATI.). shrm’ed 
notable discrepancies between lwedic:tions fwm a \,ersion of the Com- 
pwtment-Kill model and rest data. especially for K-kills per pass by rhe 
A-10. Table 3.Ci contains one summar-y of I-.U.P data and model predic- 
tions for I-1. S. IV-47 tanks and a small number of [material deleted] I 
Tlwse average K-Kills peg pass a1.e an exception to the small number of 
cases gcner~~lly found in vulner.abilirl, model \validaticrn studies. This ini- 
tial c’omlx~~wrn has been ciwcl by wirics of ~xlnewbility models as a 
notable e\-ample c.)f mlodel mispredictivn. 

Table 4.6: [material deleted] 

In a later srucl). rising the L-A\? Clara. analpts at XF.ATL made a s>xtematic 
effort cc) account for the o@nal discI-epancies between moclel preclic- 
tions and test data. Some of the factors they considered involve diffw 
ences between the assessment pr-oceclwes used in II\\7 and those 
assumed by the model(s) and traditionall), used bJ7 arwor ~wlnerabilitJ: 
analysts. C)t,hew had tc~ do \vith the data input to the models on the char- 
actet’istics of the target tanks, such as the thickness and bar-dness of the 
armc~r. Estimares \vew gener*atecl using both a C’oml~al’tment Kill model 
(c,alled CONIC) and a \!erxion of the point-bur-st model (called F’JMM 1. 
The alxlily of the pint-burw model To acu~unt for t~on~ponent damage in 
detail was expected to result in better. predictions than the trompa~~t- 
menr-kill model. AFATL c:onclucled that: 

9 Nearly e\‘eqr hit I JII a myior critical compcment was appal-ently assessed 
as a kill of that cwiiponent. These component damage assessments differ 
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Table 4.7 pt’esents one set of cnlnpa~isolls tNX~\W!ll the ve\%ed mc~clcl 
pedictions and 1,4\‘F’ test data. IWe that thew is now veq’ close agwe- 
ment hetwwn model estimates and test data t’cw K-kills. The M-kill csti- 
mates did not appear to imIxu\-e. and the F-kill estimates may be 
sllghtl~~ wme. ( Further anallxis indicated that much of thv discwI~arq~ 
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cvuld possibly be attributed to the model’s assumption of the indepen- 
dence of shots in a t?lu’~t ). These data are not otherwise directly compar- 
able ivith those in Table 4.6. because dat.a from the last six missions, 
consisting of 83 passes. had not yet been entered into the clata base 
\vhen thy earlier analysis was performed, and passes at dive angles 
greater than ten degrees and rear attacks are excluded from the reanal- 
ysis. Rloreover. OII~ earlier caution aboat aggregated or “global” esti- 
mates is rele\xnt here. 

____ 
Table 4.7: Comparison of A-10 GAU-8 
(LAVP) Test Data and Revised Model 
Predictionsa Kill criterion 

K (btastrophlcl 

L4 (r\w3llty) 

F (Fvepowr 1 

Model 
Test (LAVP) predictions 

20 21 

44 5’ 

56 ii 

In some ways. this use of live-fire data to investigate and nwclit’y a vui- 
nerability model was esemplary. It s~Wem;itically and cat’efrlllJr c’om- 
pared ~iiri(~l~s sets of asswnptions about the interpretat ion CJ~ test 
results and adjr~stments to the models;. seeking those that accounted for 
feat[Lrrs (bf the data or improved prediction. Iienetration and component 
damage predictions ww-e eramined as well as overall kill predictiow X 
sensiti\Tit)r anal~xis of the debris model Ivan also conducted. It varied 
average number and mass of the spall particles. and showed that this 
submodel did not contribute tn lxwr l~t‘ecliction. bec.ause \wiations of as 
much as l.XV’Il of the original values had little effect on predictions of 
damage. The test data were disapgregarecl by attack angle ( left and right 
side. or rear‘), where appropriate. and by the estimated im1xu.t velotritj 
(of the GAI r-8 projectiles Cone of the main variables affecting the 
prc4bability l:)f penetration and damage. apart from impact Iocation’I. 
This aided efforts to locate and identify the wuses of poor 1:wcliction. 

This is also the onl~~ model \~alidation study. u’e ha\.e seen in which there 
LV~IS some effort at statistical assessment of the fit between model and 
test data. made possible by the large number of test show. For each of 
the impact velocities and for each attacak direction. m(.lst of the predic- 
tions from the adjusted point-burst model were ivithin the 9.)“;‘, cnnfi- 
dencc limits of the mean I-\\‘F P, ,,s. 
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There are. ho\r-ewr, limitations to the atlalysis as a model for the use of 
live fit-e tests for \-ulnerability model improvement. 

9 Most d.,f the in\.est igations of reasons for discrepancies \vere only possi- 
ble becxitse of the large nirmber of L.u7’ test shots. Analysts cat\ he confi- 
dent that ohstwed aLTerage P, ,,s w kills per pass at-e not just statistical 
outliet’s (oddities that might appear- in small samples but be expected to 
disappear in larger samples). 

9 Ad hoc “data fitring” can make a re\Ged model’s pr-edictions look good. 
but nor generalize to new test data sets. Some of the hardness adjust- 
ments appear to haire this chatxter. A pt-oper test of whet her the \ul- 
nerabilit~~ models have been itnproi-ed in a general way rather than just 
being adjusted to the LA\? data set would in\whve using the modified 
model to predict nen’ tests on comparable targets. Given the large 
number of shots a\,ailable. this sort of cl~oss-\.alidaticln could also ha\‘e 
been performed by holding out a portion of the L.u’t’ data from use in 
modtfying the model, and then testing the modified model on that 
porrion. 

3’) Aitxrraft P, ,, wtdv. ?l’e clid not learn of any large scale sl rtdies in 
which aircraft mc?c-lel pt-edictions were formally compared \vilh data. \s’e 
1i’et.e told by modelers that modifications are made in light of rest resttlts 
WI a smaller scalle. In OIW small-scale validation study desct-ibed as fait-l) 
typical. the aircraft P, ,, niethodologJ~ fw assessing damage to compo- 
netits was compared with seven shots into push-pull tubes used in air- 
craft contr-ok. The dara appear in Table 1.8. Although the measures c.)f 
t-esidual capability (IX) and the assessment of P, ,, shitn- reasonable 
agreement, the assessment is a fairly uncomplicared one. ’ The meaning 
of the results of these sel’en shots for aircraft P, ,, methodology in $en- 
et-al is qiiestic.miible. 

Table 4.8: [matenai deleted] 

In another test. a model ivas uswj to p-edict the likelihood that a ptvjec- 
tile would penetrate the rear wall of a jet engine with enough force to 
damage cxmponents beyond it. For lack of test data C)n nl)nhoniogeneolts 
components such as wiring bundles and a\wnics. those cotnpotwus 
were modeled as equivalent densities of steel or aluminum. based on the 
component’s density. Test results from 31 shots indicated that a model 
based on such simplifications did not predict actual ballistic rcsistanc:e. 
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Ad,justments of the ballistic penetration constant were not satisfactory. 
The tester-s \\‘et-e forced to conclude that the model \j’as too simple; a 
more cornples representation of the engine woulcl be needed to match 
the test data. 

5;) Braclley Phase I tests. The vulnerability modelers maintain that. rhe 
point burst model used in the Phase I BraclleJ* tests showed acceptable 
agreement M’ith the full-up test data. while the former CJSD program man- 
ager in a separate report chat-acterized the results as showing dramatic 
model nlisI>t.edictic,n. He found reasonable agt-eetnent with the predk- 
tions in 10 percent of the Braclleq- shots and 62 pet-cent of the shots OII 

the [ tnatet-ial deleted] and stated that the predictions were “grossI) 
tncorrec:t” in the remaining cases. 

These results are presented in Table 3.9. The former OSCI program tnana- 
gw’s designation of shots on which model predictions ivet-e in reasonable 
agreement with test results is shomm in the table. The criterion ivas that 
no pr-eclic~tioti shct~ld differ from the assessed kill 1~~. more than :3O per- 
ventage points. \\‘hile perhaps reasonable, the 30 percentage point crire- 
rion is arbitrary. The percentages resulttng from it are likely to be 
unstable \\.ith such small numbet~s. 
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Table 4.9: Point-Burst Model Predictions Compared to Full-Up Live Fire Test Results on Bradley Vehicle and [Material Deletedla 
PK,liSb 

M (Mobility) F (Firepower) K (Catastrophic) “Reasonable 
Shota Test Model Test Model Test Model AgreemeWC 
1 100 100 20 100 0 100 NO 
2 28 0 38 90 0 0 Yes 

3 0 100 0 100 0 100 No 
4 0 0 45 0 0 0 NO 

5 25 100 52 100 IO 100 NO 

6 
7 ____~ 
8 

5 

100 

0 

69 

100 

0 

NO 
'Yes ~- 
'Yes 

9 
10 

11 

12 

100 

0 
26 

0 

100 

0 
10 

0 

0 

100 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

6 

100 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
rd0 

13 

14 

ii- 
16 

100 

100 

0 
100 

100 

2 

100 

100 

15 

100 

0 

0 
0 

100 

100 

100 

100 

30 
100 

6 

100 

0 

0 
4 

100 

20 

100 

5 

100 

100 

100 

100 

0 

1t00 

100 

0 
100 

100 

Yes 

r-40 
rd0 ~- 
Yes 

17 23 25 79 95 0 1) Y&S 

18- 44 0 49 49 0 0 NO 

“F.4 and F are percent loss c,f funchon K IS probabtl~l, ot catastrophic fire or eaplos~on I> 1001 

~rJSD program manager s determlnatlori 
Source U S Arm; Eallrstlcs Research Laboratorv Bradle, ~IJrWVahlht,, Enhancement Program-Phase 
I Results Aberdeen Provmg GrGund Fnar,iland DecemDer, 198: 

6) Our analysis. The few model validation studies we have re\riewed do 
not represent a firm basis for concluding either that \wlnerability mod- 
els are uniformly poor predictors of combat or test data or that t-he> 
have shown acceptable agreement with such data. 

l There are some instances of notable failure to predict the results of par- 
ticular shots or series of K-kills, but this is more often true for oldel 
models than those to be used in live fire tests. 

l The numbers of \Aidation shots are almost without exception too small 
to provide a sound basis for statistical assessments of the goodness of fit 
of models to data. 
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l U’hat crmstitutes good prediction depends on the use to be made of the 
predictions and thie le\rel of aggregation of the data appropriate for that 
use. ~lotiel ~Aidation therefore has to be \:ie\ved in that contest. The IDA 
report suggested that knowing that predictions of culnerability were 
accurate to ivithin 30 percentage points would be adequatv for typical 
LIWI’S of ~~uInerability estimates: those interested in \wlnerabilit)- ague- 
#ted I.)\w a \rchicle. Rut these IISCI‘S are primarily \<w garners. ~.ho we 
the data as inprlt to [heir simulations. Hut for users \vho are wnc’etmed 
u,ith ~wlnerability reduction, greater precision ma). be needed. For 
csample. decisic~ms to intmduce specific design changes \vcu~ld require 
greater accutx(y about the expected effects of a shot in a particular 
loc.ation. 

The sample sizes of li\,e fire tests are likely to remain restricted. If li1.e 
fire tests as cwwntl~- plannecl ivill not generate tile kind or clllantit), (of 
t~rperimentnl data needed for fortnat model \Aidation. t hew is a c~ucs- 
ticm about ho\v li\,e fire tests will actuall~~ be used by, the \wltwrabilit~ 
niodelers. Alert from fornial attempts to i.alidate ~-~~lnei~abilit~~ models 
bJ7 cm1paring tht>ir predictions with test or combat data, WY sought out 
instanc.es of the use of data as a basis for tw.ising ~~illnel.al:~ilit~~ models, 
as some indic’nticm of bon, liw fire data may actually- be used by the 
niodelin,~ r.~on~nu~nit~7. 

EL-et1 if attempts were made to repthat all the conditwls of a shot as 
exactly as possible. there \\wId be I.orincl-to-t.clilnd variations in nianl1- 
fal:tiui-e. impact \xAwity. >.a\\-. etc. for niimitivns, and \‘ariations in tar- 
get ~olifiRllt.atii)n. a~m-~~’ thickness. the patttm of spall. and whether 
clmiponents are broken or fires started. Such \variation is accounted for 
in a stochastic. w probabilistic. model. The modelerr; ha\.c incorporwtrd 
a tiunibe~~ of stochastic or ~~i~iti~-mil~~ \wJ.ing eltments into rhe point 
burst niodel in use at HKI.. Predictions from this stochastic model (1101~~ 
called SC)1 1.ASI-I ). rather than being a single nunlb~r are dlstriblrtic.ms of 
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predicted outcomes. There is also some effort by aircraft analysts to 
introduce stochastic components into their models. 

\Ye note several features about the move to stochastic vulnerability 
modeling: 

. It does in fact appear to reflect the highly \.ariable nature of full-up li1.e 
fire tests. 

l It was prompted in part by 1ii.e fire test results. specificaIlS the results 
of Phase I Bradley tests and the claim that the models did not predict 
them well. 

. One consequence of making the model stochastic is that it is esplicitlb 
protected from in\ralidation by the results of’ a single li\,e fire shot. Most 
damage states are likely to be consistent with the distribution of 
expected outcomes. 

II’e ivere told that \vith small numbers of 1ii.e fire shots it is difficult to 
claim that any one result is incompatible with the model and the 
stochastic revision of the point burst model just makes this fact esplicit. 
But, according to the author of the model. it is possible to detect biases 
in submodels over a series of shots. For esample. if the number of spall 
fragments striking components is consistently smaller or larger than the 
number predicted t>- the model. it might be necessary to rr\.ise the spa11 
model. 

There ivere other model re\risions as a result of the Rradle)’ Phase I 
testing: 

. Errors in the geometric description of the Rraclley \.ehicle were discov- 
ered during the Bradley Phase I tests: A critical wire that \vas cut in one 
test shot. immobilizing the turret, had been left out of the geometry. and 
the length of the KM missile had at first been entered incorrectl~~. Fail- 
ure to predict the results of a test shot led to reiisions in the target 
description that is input to the model. 

. llnspecified improivements in the way the model handles electrical sys- 
tems resulted from the Bradley Phase I tests, according to the AIYIIJ~ 
report to Congress. 

2) Other instances. Other instances in Lvhich models or input data ha\.e 
been revised to accommodate test results include: 

. The XIEXPO results led to abandoning the proposed [material deleted] 
cur\‘e for the Compartment-Kill Model. 
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l Discrepancies between LAI’P results and predictions from a version (Jf the 

point burst model led to revisions in assumpt.ions about the hardness of 
the target’s armor and recalculation of the predictions. 

9 Aircraft. modelers said that they learned during a series of live fire tests 
that one lving, model \vas “always on the stiff side” because it left out 
rotational forces. TheJ, anticipate getting data from .JLF which will 
enable them to re\Jise it. 

. The .JLv-Aircraft .A1v-8R flight control tests are reportedly being used to 
revise a mnclel. 

l [material deleted] 

3 ) Model revision as an informal process. The connections betiveen live 
fire data and model revision in all of these examples are more tenuous 
than is suggested by terms like “model ixlidation” and “model calibra- 
rion” and the process is more informal and more dependent on the mod- 
eler’s judgment. 0~’ inter\ie\vs with vulnerability analysts along with 
statements in the BratlleJr Phase II plan and the draft revised ,~u:‘Armor 
plan suggest that future model revisions will generally not be based on 
the results of any single live fire shot. Determination of the need fo1 
model re\*ision will continue to be based on trends obser\.ed in a series of 
shots. The decision that a model is in need of re\ision ~111 remain in the 
hands of the modelers themselves. 

The pot.ential p~~oblems with this approach are that: 

l The process by which live fire test results will be used to update IN 
t-evise models is urtderspecif~ed. 

9 Stochastica models prw,ide an unkno\\.n le\4 of protection from itI\-ali- 
dation by test data. It is not clear exactI), w:hat degree of discrepanq~ 
betiveen model predictions and test results is required to sh<nv that the 
model is i~worrect. 

l A large part of the modeling and model reirision process is closed to 
outside analysts, including weapons designers. This has led to claims 
that modelers ignore or misspecify important \- L mechanisms, or that 
they are accountable only to their WVII community. 

Conclusions In this chapter we addt~essecl the evaluation question. ‘.\l’hat are the 
advantages and limitations of full-up live fire testing, and how do other 
methods complement full-up testing?” Our conclusions follo\v. 
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Advantages of Live Fire l As the only method providing direct visual obser\‘ation of the damage 
Testing process carlscd by a Iveapon itarget interact ion iincler realist.ic combat 

~onclitions. full-up live fire testing offers a unique adLrantage tn’er ail 
(uther methods of 1’ L assessment. 

l The descriptions of directly obsenvable damage that full-up testing pro- 
vides are regarded as highly beneficial by users. 

l Full-up testing has already demonstrated some value by producing sev- 
eral “surprises”. i.e.. results that were not predicted, and might not have 
been detected by other methods of testing or analysis. 

Limitations of Live Fire 
Testing 

High Cost. 

Limited Infomation 

Limked Gerwalizabilit~ 

. The primary limitation of full-up, full-scale li\ve fire testing is cwt. On a 
per shot basis. it is considerably- more espensive than inerr or subscale 
testing. primarily clue to the high cost and limited a\,ailabilit), of targets. 
Testing and restoration costs are also higher, as are their associated 
time req[lirements. Nonetheless, 1ii.e fire resting costs are a \;ery small 
percentage of total Iu’ogram c’osw 

l Fllll-lip testing potentialI)- yields less information abaut damage mecha- 
nisms per shot than inert or subscale testing. primarily because cam- 
strophic kills destroy the target and its components, along with much of 
the instrumenrnt ion usecl to wu~rcl the damage. Hokvever. not. all full-up 
shots result in catastrophic kills; SLIL.~ shots potentially \7ield more inter- 
pretable information than eqlli\ralent inert shots. 

9 Full-up 1iL.e fire test results tj~pically are less easily genet-alizecl beyond 
the specific test conditions than inert or subscale testing. Full-up testing 
brings a larger number of \-ariables into play that porentiall). affect out- 
wnws. yet because full-up testing destroys targets. a smaller proportion 
of rele\xit test conclitions can be esamined. 

Limited Redesign Oppwttunities l Tile impac? of live fire testing of developed systems is limited by “fro- 
zen” designs whi& are prohibitively espensi\,e to change. For this rea- 
son. test officials see the main benefit (of .JLF and related programs as 
wclucing \~ulnerability of future systems through lessons learned. This is 
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nut to sugest, howe\,er, that important v L modifications are never 
feasible. ’ 

Other Met.hods That. 
Cbrnplement Full-LTp I,i\Fe 
Fire Teds 

Clombat Data 

l Subscak tests can support larger sample size5 than full-scale tests 
(whether full-up or inerC). and are useful in bounding effects and pro- 
\vling input to models. Certain types of subscale testing are also useful 
t‘c w de\.eloping generic characterization of munitions effects. 

l Subscale tests can pwide only indirect e\idenc:e of synergistic effects 
cm realistic targets, \f.hich must be inferred through an unpro~~en analyt- 
ical process (modeling). Therefore, subscale testing can supplement full- 
111:1. full- scale testing but not sltbstitute for it. 

9 Inert testing of full-scale targets is superior to full-up testing in chaix- 
rerizing mechanical damage to indi\vidual components and in conserving 
hot h components and targets. 

l Catastrophic. damage cannot be obserired directly from shots on inert 
targets. and the standard method for inferring a K-kill underestimates 
its true likelihood. Like subscale tests. inert tests can pro\Ade only irtdi- 
rect e\.idenc:c of effects on realistic (,i.r., full-up1 targets. inferred 
through models acknowledged to be \j.eak on combustibles. Therefore. 
inert testing c-an wpplement full-up. full-scale testing but not substitute 
for it, 

l Anal~~sis of combat data, if a\Glable. has st~\wal advantages over \ L 
testing: it pro\*idrs greater realism. includes information abo\,e the It)\,el 
of ~wlnerabilit~- and lethality (e.g.. a,, o”regatecl sur\~i\~ability measures 1, 
and is considerably less espensivc. 

. Combat data pro\%le less scientific control than testing. are limited tr‘) 
munitions and s~xems that have been emplo>-ed in combat. and offer nu 
direct \iew of the damage process or the conditions of firing. Like sub- 
scale and inert testing, combat data can supplement full-up. full-scale 
testing but not substitute for it. 
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l \’ L models support the design md interpretation of live fire tests. and 
are potentially useful in extrapolating beyond test results. A uniqrle 
advantage of models o17er testing is their applicability to systems not yet 
built. 

l lUodels are ividely used in \. L assessment generally. but play a more cwi- 
tral role III the design and interpretaticm of armor tests than in aitwaft 
tests. 

l It does not appear that models have as yet played as great H role in the 
design of li\-e fire tests as some statements by the modelers nwrld 

indicate. 
l Input data on warhead armor interac.tion and bt~hind-arrno~. debris 

required 1~~. the logic of the models is often lacking. The planned use of 
.ILF resourc’es by JLF. Armor to obtain this kind of data prin~arily serves 
the mput needs of models. 

. Current \mlnerability models share nmwrous limitations; spec:ifically. 
fire. t3~3ltJSitul. multiple hits. ricochets, synergistic effects, and hllman 
effects are not sret well modeled. 

. hIany of the most important mechanisms for producing casualties are 
p~)rly modeled. if at all. U’ithout specific efforts to bring these casualt> 
mechanisms into the modeling prwess, \- L models can be expected to be 
of limited utilit). in predicting casualties or providing insights into the 
casualty reduction. 

. Currently used L’ L models are inadequately \Talidated. 
l .A large part of the modelincg and model re\%ion process is closed to 

outside analysts, including weapons designers. This has led to claims 
that nwlt~lers ignore or missgwify important \’ L mechanisms, or that 
they are acmuntable only to their own conununit~‘. 

l Clainis that “on the average” models predict well can be misleading, and 
in general suc~i 4aims milst be esa~-tiinecl cm*efully. 

l Bemuse there are no clear vrlteria for sucwss and failure in model pre- 
clictlm. proponents and opponents of modeling can both claim supputt 

fwm the same data. This happened in the rep~orting of BradIvy Phase I. 
l Claims that vulnerability m!)dels predicat poorIs. are some~vhat m’w- 

stated, often referring to prtdwtions from older models nc>t expected tcl 
be used in li\re fire tests, and insufficient test or con~bat data to pet-mit 
unqualified cmclllsions. Additionall~~. little attenticm 11;s been paid to 
the different le\,els of accur;lcy required for different users’ puq~~.ws. 

l The stochastic~ uxnpon~nrs introtiuwd into \wlnerabilitj~ models after 
the Bradley Phase I tests prwide an ll~lkni)\z-~l Itv~el of protection from 
in\~alidaticw b>. test data. 

. Therz arc no clearly specified nwc+anisnls for using li\,e fire test data to 
calibrate or revise nu~dels. Models frequentl~~ are re\isecl on tlw basis of 



Chapter 4 
What Are the Advantages and Lirrlitatinns of 
Full-Up Live Fire Testing, and How Do Other 
Methods Complement Full-lip Testing? 

test data. hut the process is more informal and judgmental than the 
terms “\~alidation” and “calibration” would suggest. 

l It is doubtful that .ILF or any future live fire testing will produce the 
kmd or quantity of lii,e fire data that wo~~lcl be required to \:alidate 
sophisticated \- L models. Howe\,er, the body of live fire data that 
actrumulates shc)ulcl provide a basis for checking on whether model re\,i- 
sions do in fact impro\~e predictions. 
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Chapter 5 

How Can Live F’ire Testing Be Improved? 

Some important concerns arising from the uncertaint,ies of .ILF will be 
resohred for future systems by the new live fire testing legislation. Spe- 
cifically. the act establishes: 

l service responsibility for supplying targets, 
l linkage to the procurement process, and 
. a requirement for full-up and full-scale testing. 

Future live fire tests should improve as a result. However. other areas 
for impro\rement remain. 

\t’e believe that the following improvements should be considered. We 
divide these into technical improvements-improvements in the design. 
conduct, and interpretation of live fire tests-and general impro\7e- - 
ments-impro\rements to facilitate realistic liire fire testing and the use- 
fulness of its results. These are suggestions, not recommendations. Our 
recommendations appear in the next chapter. 

Technical IYe suggest that DOD 

Improvements 1. [material deleted] 

2. improve the estimation of human effects. Begin by replacing non- 
instrumented plywood mannequins with the instrumented anthropomor- 
phic type. 

3. improve the reliability and validity of quantitati\-e \- L estimates. Fol 
example, interrater agreement studies couId determine the magnitude of 
the reliability problem, and pro\4de insights into reducing it. 

4. espand efforts to improve statistical iralidity. and establish guidelines 
for the statistical interpretation of small-sample live fire test results. 

5. concentrate model improvements on currently kveak areas vital to cas- 
ualty estimation-fire and esplosion and human effects. 

6. establish guidelines for how models can better support the design and 
interpretation of 1iL.e fire tests. 

7. establish guidelines for how live fire test results can be used in the 
revision of models. 
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C’hapter 5 
How Can Live Fire Testing Be Improved? 

3. allow outside analysts into the modeling and modeling re\%ion pro- 
cess, and provide better documentation of the process for use by those 
analysts. 

9. accumulate comparisons of model predictions with li\Te fire test 
results o\‘er multiple tests in order to assess improvements in models, 
and make results available to outside analysts; also, redo predictions of 
earlier 1iL.e fire shots after models halve been re\rised in order to lralidate 
improvements. 

10. require that detailed test plans include shotlines, munitions, sample 
sizes. pwdictions, analysis plans. rationales for decisions. and other crit- 
ical information to enable proper o\rersight. Keeping plans unclassified 
should not be a justification for omitting key information. 

11. de\.elop. modify, or procure instl’llmentatic,n to yield more informa- 
tion from catastrophic shots. For esample: 

. \vays of hardening instrltrnentation to siw\.ive in a full-up live fire en\i- 
ronment shc~ulti be developed (,e.g., employ localized fire suppression 
systems that do not affect conditions of adjacent componentsJ 

. \vays to use cheaper instrumentation for shots likely to go catastrophic 
slloulcl be esplored (e.g., low quality pressure transducers, lower grade 
ammunition in ammunition stores, expendable remote video cameras). 

l in general, the state of the art of hire fire testing instl’llnlelltation should 
be improved (e. g., there is currently 110 unobtrusive met hod to measure 
fuel: air ratio, or dynaniicall~~ measure fuel ingestion rate). 

12. imprwye methods for simulating in-flight conditions: specificall)- alti- 
tude, altitude history, maneu\.er load, and slosh. 

General Improvements \!‘e suggw that m-In 

1. alwid requiring unrealistic or i1lconlpatib~e objecti\!es in fut-we live 
fire tests I’e g.? combat realism and model ~xliclation). 

2 consider total pt’ogram costs in considerations of target costs. includ- 
ing the for example concept of a percentage set -asicle for live fire 
testing. 
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How CalI Li\e Fire Testing Be Improved’? 

4. determine to the extent possible the Cost of live fire testing of nem 
sJxtems, and the wlative costs and benefits of different Rppl’ORCh~s to 
1iL.e fire testing. Currently. there are claims and voimter-claim about 
the costs of full-up vs. subscale tests. but little data. 

5. promote aw2rcness of the benefits to be obtained from destructi\ve 
testing to top level militaiy and civilian officials. 

ti Ivith the legislaticm as a foundation. continue to strengthen incenti\-es 
that. support realistic li\-e fire testing. 
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Chapter 6 

Recommendations and Agency Comments 

Recommendations to In addition to the improvements noted in Chapter 5. there is a need to 

the Secretary 
of Defense 

resolve current conflicts about the purpose of li1.e fire tests and to make 
clear that the objective of reducing vulnerability and increasing lethalit) 
of l1.S. systems is the primary emphasis of testing. Accordingly. we rec- 
ommend that the Secretary of Defense 

1. conduct full-up tests of dei,eloping systems. first at the subscale leLFel 
as subscale systems are deireloped, and later at the full-scale le\,el man- 
dated in the legislation. This will minimize vulnerability “stirprises” at 
the full-scale level, at which time design changes are more difficult and 
costly. 

2. establish guidelines on the role live fire testing will play in 
procurement. 

3. establish guidelines on the objectives and conduct of live fire testing 
of new systems. with particular attention to clarifying what is to be 
expected from the ser\vices. 

4. ensure that the primary users’ priorities drii,e the objectiires of live 
fire tests. Modelers are secondary users. 

Recent hire fire legislation requires the services to pro\.ide targets for 
testing new systems, but there is no similar requirement for the fielded 
systems in .JLF. where lack of targets has impeded testing. Accordingl~~. 
ive recommend that the Secretary of Defense 

-5. provide more support to JLF for obtaining targets. 

Agency Comments DOD provided oral comments on the report. D(X) concurred with all rec- 
ommendations and most findings, and made se\reral suggestions to 
improve technical accuracy. GW made changes based on these sugges- 
tions where appropriate. 
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Appendis I 

Request Letter 

Congress of the %lnited States 
Roast of ltqtresenratioes 
mashingtml, b& ml5 

may 12, 1988 

Honorable Charles A. Bowsner 
Comptroller General of the Urnted States 
U.S. General Accounting Offlce 
441 G Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Bowsher: 

As you know, U.S. conventlonal weapons systems and munnlons have 
grown lncreasln9lv emenslve and tecnnologlcallv complex. At the same time 
trme, weapon program managers are under IncreasIng pressure to meet 
cost scnedules and timetables. Consequently, productlon declslons 
sometimes Precede reallstlc aemonstratlons of effective technlcal and 
oper3tional performance In a combat environment. 

Two Important aspects of performance are vulnerab:llty (for weapons 
systems) and lethality (for munltlons ). Too often, our systems are 
procured with rJn!v computer-oaseo vulnerabilny and lethality estimates, 
wltn little or no data on the performance of the system against actual threat 
svstems, I.e., live fire data. Experiences tn Korea, Vietnam, and 
elsewhere revealea U.S. warheads faiilng to kill enemy tanks as exDerted, 
U.S. tanks and fighters proving eucesstvcly flammable, and so forth. These 
are shortcomings that might have been uncovered nV live fire :est!ng. 

The Joint Live Fire Test program, rhlch began In late FY83 and 
encompasses more than 35 weapon sVstems and subsystems, was lntenaed to 
correct this problem. In this Drogram, real Soviet munitions are fired at 
combat loaded U.S. systems, and converselv, U.S. munltlons are fired at 
romoat loaded Soviet systems. Its purpose 15 to ensure that U.S. weapons 
platforms do not unnecessarrly endanger their crews, and that tne munltron: 
U.S. servicemen fire actually stop tne enemy. Accoralng to one estimate, 
the program affects the IiVes of over 300,000 servIcemen who may haie to 
use this equipment in combat. To furtner broaoen tne applrcatlon of live ilre 
resting , : naVe Introduced h.R. 4451, wnlch WO?ila :equlre ibe ilre testlnq 

for iertaln C9nVentlOn3l weapons SVStemS an0 munrtlohs programs before the 
productjon of such svstems or munitions IS begun. 

1 would llke GAO to evaluate thl3 ongoing Joint Ltve Fire Test program, 

one of man\ JT&E programs, from a broader perspective. I am Interested In 

rne testing process Itself ana woula llke to know, for a variety of tests, ,wnat 
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Honorable Cnarles A. Bowsher 
May 12, IQ86 
Page two 

the methodolaglcai rlgor of the process has been and how It neells 15 be 
Improve;l. I understand that live fire test data has llmltatrons, and that 
other means mav De needed to complement test results, includmg computer 
modeling and slmulatlon. Because I am interested In testlng Issues In 
general (l.c.. beyond the l!ve frre tests), I would also like a better 
understanalng of what kinds of questIons live fire testing can and cannot 
address. 

After sPeaklng wltn staff from vour Program Evaluation anr3 
WethodGlfjg?, DIVISION and revrewing some of their previous related work 
(e.g., IPE-C-82- I on tne NaverIck mIsslIe, PEMD-84-3 on :he Joint Test and 
Evalua!lon program), I am requesting that tney perform this work as 3 
foll,sw-on stuoy to !nerr earlier -iolnt Test & Evaluation report. I would llke 
them to apply slmllar tecnnlques to the Jolnt Live Fire program. Their 
melhodologlcal expertise will be crltlcal In assessing the teihnlcal ql;alitv of 
the Joint Live Fire lest Program. 

I would lire thl: work to result In a brleflng report by February, 1987, 
to be useful In the committees next round of R&D hearings. I recynize that 
3 comprehensiSie evaluation IS not possible tn t?is time frame, and may 
request a longer term fDllC#W-IJp report of broader scope le.g., 
~dentlflcatlon of promlslng methooologlcal praitties and their potential 
t.r3n:.ferjolllty). 

Please Iave yollr Staff contact Mr. Josepn ~~IrlIl~lOne at ?::-Q57! If 
‘here .art an\ questlon:. I look iJrharil to soelng the results 3f the studs. 

Wltr. kindest regards, I am 

Slncerelr. - 

Cnalrman. SeapowvP: Subcommittee 
Commlttee ,on Armed :er,Vlres 

iEB:ems 
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Xtx>endis II 

Review of Individual Tests 

[rnatetGl deleted] 

Armor 

[material deleted] [matet’ial deleted] 

Sett.ing Test Objectiires [material cleletecl] and 3 1 use the models to gener-alize the t’esults to the 
o\ret.all \wlnetxbility of each newer \*ehicle‘). 

9 Test the difference hetiveen “static” detonation of shaped-charge war- 
heads fixed to the swface nf \Tehicles and “dynamic” firings from walis- 
tic ranges. If the results did not diffet.. most subsequent shots would 
ha\.e been fired staticallJ7. to take advantage of the louw cosit and 
incwascd pr-ecision of static detonations. 

The Cktobet- 1986 dt-aft t.evised .JLF,, ,Qtnor plan dtvppecl the proposed 
c*ompat%on of static and dynamic fitings. as guidance ftwm osu had 
etnphasized the dynamic firing of mutiitions. The issue of when the less 
espensive and mcwe conttwllable static kings are equi\,alent to dynamic 
launches at combat ranges has been a persistent sowce of conttvvetx~ 
in Ii\-e fire testing methodology. \!Te be1ieL.e that cost considerations in 
1ii.e fit-e testing do watv-ant an empit.ical comparison of the t\vo methods, 
as (-)~igim~ll~ pt’olwsed. The At-mJ7 has t’ecently conducted some such 
tests as part of the lkadley Phase II rests, and we \vet=e told that fut-thet 
static,idyr~amic compatktn tests will be included in the .JI.F.~,~-~IIc~- tests. 

Test. Planning [material deleted] 

Xgain. although negotiations precedecl this iwsion of the plan OSD and 
the .JTK hw: test planners were still rwt in agt*cement about the tule of 
inwt and frill-up tests in .ILF. The DTP was rqjected by. the fat-rner ct.sn 
pt~ogrxn rnanagetv in pat’t because of the proposal to shoot at inet-t 
tat.g&s. with guidance that a t*e\rision should inc~lucle a majority of frtll- 
up shots. The test outline in the October 19% dr-aft t.e\%ed plan srtbrnit- 
ted to t hcb current OX) f)rogt*am manager t’etutws to I he we of a majority 
of itiet-t ~~t4iick~ tesits. 

[tnalerial deleted] 
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.4ppendix Kl 
Re\ien of Lndividual Tests 

The sequencing of shots was sensitive to target conservation. and “test- 
ing effects.” (Testing effects are biases resulting from shooting repeat- 
edly at the same target. ..A target which has been degraded by earlier 
shots reacts differently.) Firings were t,o progress from the smallest and 
least damaging to the larger munitions. There were two reasons for this: 
to preserve the targets’ condition as long as possible and to permit data 
acquisition and test procedures to be “perfected” on the less expensive 
tests so that all the desired data would be obtained on the more espen- 
sive tests with the larger munitions. 

Implementation, Analysis and The .JLF [materia) deleted] tests had not been implemented as of Decem- 
Reporting bet- 1986. and hence there is neither anal>% nor a report to assess. 

U.S. M-48 Tank 

Setting Test Objectives 

This test \vas not in the .u:Armor 198.5 Plan and does not appear in an2 
JLF schedule. It was set up in order to have some testing occur within JLF 
in FY 8.5. 

The objectiives of this test ivere to train damage assessors and add to the 
data on the effectiveness of long-rod kinetic energy penetrators on tanks 
of the \I--@~[material deleted] class. The I~~.!$ M-48 is an older tank (,the 
one tested was built in 1953) unlike those first-line \,ehicles identified as 
the main interest of JLF. 

This test’s objective of training damage assessors who could be used in 
subsequent JLF tests does not follow simply from the program objectives 
and is not mentioned in the master plan. The assessment of damage from 
combat or li\.e fire shots is difficult, and apparently there are insuffi- 
cient numbers of people with experience in it at armor test facilities. 
One experienced tester thought it would not be possible to train damage 
assessors during the course of a test. The test proved the objective to be 
unrealistic. The brief course conducted at the test site did not succeed in 
training the damage assessment teams to fill out forms with acceptable 
accuracy or consistency across assessors. The training consisted of only 
a few class sessions supplemented by discussions with the instructor 
betnreen the shots. One tester suggested that a full year’s experience 
might be necessary to produce an acceptable level of competence in 
damage assessment. 
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Appendix II 
Rmicn of Individual Tests 

Implementation 

To take adirantage of a previously tested. brlrned-out hulk of a [material 
deleted] tank that had become available, it was decided t.o include sev- 
eral shots a.gainst this target during the time the M-48 was being tested. 
These shots Evere not included in the M-48 plan. 

An M-38~ tank was used in lieu of obtaining an actual M-48. A training 
version of the M-18, the M-3&~ has a “mild steel” hull rather than acrual 
arn~w. rendering it unsuitable for combat. Realistic shots Lvere therefore 
restricted to its turret or external components other r han the hull. The 
(material deleted] hulk had been tested and burned before. and was 
missing man)’ internal components. Because a target that has been 
degraded by earlier tests reacts differently from one which has not, and 
becauw internal components affect the results. little information was 
prodtwed that could be generalized to combat-read), [material deleted]. 
The lw of these Lrehicles as targets represents a departure from the 
original .rLF goal of shooting ar operational first-line \:ehicles. It was in 
part dictated bl. the failure to obtain actual [material deleted] in good 
condition. to cc,nduct the first scht~d~.llecl .JLF tests. 

The [ materul deleted] hulk was loaded wth c:ombust ibles before shots 
were fired at it. ivhile the M-48 \vas kept inert. iu part to explore the 
(unsequences of the different target conditions for the c*t~nclucr of tests 

and damage assessment. 

Tire test \ws also to add to the data base on the effectiveness of long-rod 
penetrarors on tanks of the 51-38 [material deleted] class. Hwx~ver, the 
munition employed against the hI--18~ MYI~ not an [material deleted] 
munition but a simulant produced I~>, a foreign country. It is not known 
whet her or h0w the effects of the simulant differ from the [material 
deleted] tiiunitwui. 

The drafr plan does not gi\.e a rationale for the shotlines selected. Three 
slwts were to be fired from the front. t\\u at rhe turret and one at the 
hull in the Iocatlon of the drii-er. The other u’as to be fwed from the 
right sicle at the turret. 

The test inllplenientation deparred from the draft I)lan for tht hl-48 test 
in a number of wa\:s: 

l As noted abo\,e, the plan uxs kvritten for the M--B alone. L’e \vere rold 
that the (material deleted] hulk was made a\xilable only later. 
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Analysis and Reporting 

l The personnel to be trained as damage assessors \vere used to assess 
only the first three shots. BRI. personnel assessed the final shot. Test 
officials told us that they realized it was not possible to train damage 
assessors in the time a\,ailable (limited to a few classroom sessions). con- 
cluding that such training could take as much as a year. 

. Because the M-38 a\,ailable for testing. an M-4&. did not have a hull of 
actual armor. a shot against a track had to be substituted for the me 

pLanned against the hull at the dri\7er’s position. 

The preliminar~y draft of the \I-18 .JLF report contains raw data in the 
form of photographs and damage assessment forms. The text describes 
the test and efforts to train damage assessors. i’alues for RI. F. and K- 
kills were assigned to each shot by BRL perwmrlel. but the wsults wel’e 
not analyzed further. It is not possible from the draft to assess the wan 
the data Lvill e!7entuallg7 be analyzed. 

The results of the shots against the [material deleted] hulk \verc not pub- 
lished in a .Iw report by .rrcG htE, but only in the March 1986 m.4 report 
on the FY85 .ILF activities. This wpwt treats the [material deleted] ‘M-48 
test as a comparison of two methodological approaches to 1iL.e fire trst- 
ing: inert LX. full-up. The report states that the [material deleted] hulk 
\vas fired at three times, f~11ly loaded with ammunition and fuel (though 
hJ,draulic lines \vere not present 1. and each shot resulted in a c’ata- 
strophic kill in the form of an explosion or uncontrolled fire. The IV-48. 
by contrast ivas inert, with water in its fuel tanks and d~rnrn~~ ammuni- 
tion stowed aboard. IDA concluded that there are tradeoffs in the meth- 
odologies: inert testing provides detailed information on behind armor 
effects, ivhile full-up testing proi$les unambiguous information on cata- 
strophic kills. 

U’e belie1.e that there Lvere too man)’ differences between these t\vo 
targets to regard the test as a fair comparison of the inert \‘ersus full-up 
test approaches. The two vehicles. although of the same general class of 
tank, were different models. and their state of repair and completeness 
Lvere \w-y different e\‘en before the [material deleted] was loaded ivith 
combustibles and the RI-18 was left inert. The [matwial deleted] \vas lit- 
tle more than an empty hulk: that is. it was in ~nm condition and most 
of its internal components were missing. Sheet metal \vas used to simu- 
late some of the internal components only after some question ~~3s 
raised about the possible masking effects of components, after the first 
shot. The fact that it was impossible to trace component damage in the 
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(matertal deleted] after the shots does not imply that this wo~~lcl gener- 
ally be rhe case in full-up tests of tanks, as the IDA report suggests. 

[Material Deleted] i?ehicle The Army trondwted tivo series of full-up 1ii.e fire shots, againsr the 
[material deleted] vehicle and the iV901 Irnptw7ed 1131’ i’ehicle (IT\‘) 
\wsion of the I’S Ml 13 armored personnel carrier. ln late FY8.5. 

Setting Test Objec$i\res These tests were intended to pro\‘ide baseline data for assessing the rel- 
ative \wlnerability of the Bradley and these Lrehicles. The rationale 
e!qAicGtly mentions the biased or “skewed” perceptmns created in 
obset-vers by the results of tests against the BradIe). \vith overmatching 
munitions. The wmparison tests were designed to “anchor” perceptions 
of the \~ulnerability of I!.$. irehicles sucth as the Bradley by demonstrat- 
ing the IethalitJ. of Lv.S. rnunit.ions against ccm~l~aral~le [mateiial deleted] 
\.ehic:les. 

Test Planning These ten Bradley cornpar-isvn shots: on the [material dcletedj are not the 
entire series of live fire tests originally scheduled. The .Januaq7 1985 
plan indicates that there were to have been between 2’35 and 291 shots 
at the [material deleted] w7ith 22 different mllniticm. Rather tlmn sys- 
tematicnlly exploring the lethality of a tm$e of U.S. munitions against 
the [ mat.erial deleted], as had been or-iginally proposed, the ten uml:m~i- 
son shots ( fur&cl and conducted by the ,~rniy rather than .ll.F) rnwA~~ 
provided some contest for interpretation of the Army’s Bradley shots. 
The [ITP for the [material cleleted] (written as part of ,JLF) was a bare 
outline. fi\v? pages of double-spaced text plus shot diagrams. 

Thet-e at-e two iw-sions of the [material deleted] \v3iicle, the [material 
deleted]. The main differences al-e in the tut-ret armor and gun OnIs, 
[niater-ial deleted] \c’ew available for .JI.F testing. The [material deleted] 
was simulated by modifications to the turr-et of a [marerial deleted]. 
including the main @m. This appears to ha\.e been a twsonable sirnulmt 
of the [material deleted]. 

The l:)lan specified that the tests ivere to be full-up. The tkl cells wer-e 
to be S-l full of diesel fuel and live anmwlition of the type and cluantit~v 
used for the particular model of [material deleted] \vas tr) be stmvtd in 
the \vehivle 
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. 

Implementat ion 

The munitions selected for firing at the [material deleted] were the same 
type as those selected for the Bradley tests. which had focused on 
“overmatching weapons,” more powerful than those the system was 
designed to withstand. They are therefore considerable overmatches for 
the [material deleted] as well, almost guaranteed to penetrate and make 
the [material deleted] look vulnerable. The smaller munitions, perhaps 
more representative of the munitions that infantry would be firing at 
[material deleted] were not included. While the selection is appropriate 
for the Bradley comparison, it limits the generality of the results and 
leaves open the possibility that perception of the [material deleted] vul- 
nerability Lvill be “skewed” by the lack of context. Other munitions are 
scheduled for testing against the [material deleted] later in JLF. 

The ten shots of shaped-charge munitions were selected to match the 
full-up shots taken on the Bradley. The matchups ivere not restricted to 
precise duplications of impact locations. because of differences in vehi- 
cle design (e.g. a shot into the right rear door [YouId impact stored fuel 
in the [material deleted] but not in the ITI’.) The effect of these depar- 
tures from strict matching is not known. That is, it is uncertain whether 
differences in the assessed vutnerabilitS~ are the result of the failure to 
find truly* comparable impact locations, or differences in the \:ehicles’ 
“true” \wlnerabitity at equivalent impact locations. This issue wilt arise 
whenei,er t\vo vehicles are compared on shots that are not representa- 
ti\,e (or randomly chosen) samples of the hits to be espected on the vehi- 
cle tl’pe m combat. 

The DTP stated that [material deleted] munitions would be stoived on the 
[material deleted] if they were available. But the short deadline led to 
the use of IX munitions in place of [material deleted]. The list of muni- 
tions chosen and some of the reasons for their choice are reported in the 
draft. O\,eralt, the selected munitions were thought to approximate the 
placement, size and general explosive layout of the threat vehicles. But 

“The esplosive Iveights are generally greater than the threat sgstpms and in some 
~‘ases. the t&rplosi\-e type IS of higher brwuwe [shattering i)r crushing effect!. The 
owrall effect uf these differcnres could make the [material deleted] vehicles 
respond ma>re \,ic,lenrly to wermatching projectiles.” 

The draft report then argues that because the [material deleted] muni- 
tions on the [material deleted] are packed very densely “the effects on 
the \.ehicle should be quite similar to the knoLvn battlefield effects of 
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oi7ermatching penetrations on the [material deleted].” The surrogates 
were for this reason “considered adequate for these tests.” 

But the stated purpose of this test series was to provide a comparison 
for the Bradley tests. because “the very nature of those tests-over- 
matching munitions which are guaranteed to perforate the armor 
shell-tends to skew the perception of some obser\yers as to the vulnera- 
bilitsr of 1% equipment to enemy munitions.” So the series was intended 
to sho\v that the [material deletedj was also vulnerable to o\7ermatching 
Lveapons. and to compare its \wlnerability to the Bradley’s The results 
were to be used to put the Bradley’s vulnerability in contest. Any bias in 
the tests that tends to make the [material deleted] look more vulnerable 
has the effect of reducing the Bradle),‘s apparent relati\.e iwlnerability. 
Xlthough the test report argues that the effects of the surrogates cm the 
\,ehicle should be similar to that of the [material deleted] ammunition. in 
fact the magnitude of any difference in reactivity of the surrogates is 
unknown. Because the direction of an)’ departure from the actual \wl- 
nerability of the original [material deleted] munitions is thought to be in 
the Bradley’s fa\w, this possible bias could constitute a threat to the 
\,alidit). of the [material deleted] Bradley comparison. 

The [material deleted] test report \\.as 111 fact candid about the potential 
problem with the surrogate munitions. though it I-elied on engineering 
Judgment to conclude that the problem \vas probably not serious. Test 
officials also argued that only one of the ten cornpar-ison shots could 
ha\~ been strongly affected b)* the use of more \Wierable surrogates, so 
an). bias \vas insignificant. Ho~ve~w, one year after the completion of 
the test series the JLF report of the [material deleted] tests esisted onl)’ 
as a rough preliminary draft. It has not therefore been generally a\raila- 
hle co decision makers who must assess the \ulnerabilitJ. of the Bradlc), 
OI’ other esperts who might have alternatr\‘e interpretations. The 1x1~ 
form of these results made available to Congress, for esample. is their 
treatment in the Bradley Phase I report of December 1985. In that 
report there is no mention of the reser\.ations about the possibl), esces- 
sive esplosi\7eness of the surrogate munitions sto\ved on the [material 
deleted] that \vere espressed in the unreleased draft of the full [material 
deleted] report. In fact the report to Congress states that both the [mate- 
rial deleted] and the IT\’ “\vere loaded \vith the full complement of 
ammunition and supplies the>- carr)’ into combat.” Furthermot~e the 
Bradley report specificall). concluded that the Bradle), \vas less vuInera- 
ble than the [material deleted], citing the comparison tests as evidence. 
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Testers acknowledge that the choice of surrogates for [material deleted] 
munitions is complicated by different design philosophies. For esample, 
[material deleted] shaped charges have generally used more Lwlnerable 
esplosives. but less vulnerable metal cases around them. In the absence 
of tests demonstrating the equi\,alence of surrogates and threats, the 
\.alidity of test results must be open to argument. Therefore we believe 
that departures from combat realism. such as the use of surrogate load- 
ings of questionable equivalence to actual threat munitions, should be 
included in reports of live fire tests (including reports to Congress). 
along ivith arguments and data concerning the choice of surrogates and 
the practical effects of their use. 

U.S. Bradley Vehicle Phase There was much contro\rersy over the objectives, planning, design. and 
I and II reporting of the Bradley Phase I live fire test funded and conducted by 

the Army.l These are treated in some detail in a previous G.W report and 
a report by the staff of the HASC. Brit~fly. concerns ivere espressed over: 

. The proper priority of test objectives. The JLF CRD program rnanagel 
stated that the predominant purpose of .JLF was to locate sources of cas- 
ualties and provide insight into modifications that woulcl reduce casual- 
ties. In contrast, the army testers at BRL focused on obtaining 
information useful for calibrating or checking computerized lxilnerabil- 
ity models. 

l \‘ehicle selection. There are two versions of the Bradley. the hl2 infantry 
version. which carries nine troops. and the hI3 ca\ralry Lier-sion, which 
carries five. The infantrsv version. which is more susceptible to larger 
numbers of casualties. xas not tested. 

l Shot selection. Reflecting the conflict over the test ot>qjecti\ves’ priority! 
the Phase I Bradley test shots conducted during 1985 were selected to 
resoli,e \xlnerability uncertainties. All ten full-up shots were aimed so 
as to al’oid ammunition. because it was felt b), Army testers that there 
was little uncertainty about the effects of shots into stored ammunition. 
This shot selection represents a departure from the standard of combat 
realism emphasized by the osn program manager, but not necessaril!, 
from the .ILF obJectives in the charter and the approved .JanualJv. 1985 
Master Plan. The shots were not selected randomlJ7 or to be representa- 
ti1.e of combat hits. The procedure was justified by the test planners in 
this case as efficient for obtaining information they judged to be most 
useful without escessii,e risk of destroying test assets. 
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Test Planning 

The previous in\,estigators did not conclude that the selection of shots 
had been intentionally biased to make the BradIe), appear less \-ulnera- 
ble. However, the general issue of bias in shot selection is that any judg- 
mental or intuitive basis for selecting shots is open to the influence of 
inadvertent bias or at least its appearance. Some form of random selec- 
tion is the only way to a\,oid charges of bias. The Board on Army Sci- 
ence and Technology (:BAsT‘I of the National Research Council was 
requested b)’ OSD and the Arm). to develop a method for selecting unbi- 
ased and combat-realistic shots in li\,e fire testing. Their recommenda- 
tions were followed in producing the final form of the Bradley Phase 11 
test plan. 

The Army’s Phase II Bradley plan is the most detailed and thorough13 
specified of the live fire test plans we ha\re re\-ien-ed. Its six volumes 
include detailed descriptions of the procedures to be followed in all the 
subtests, predictions generated by ~ulnerabilit~~ models for all proposed 
impacts. detailed diagrams of the vehicle configuration and stowage 
plans and a detailed evaluation or analysis plan. It remo\.es all test 
implementation decisions from the informal judgments of testers, speci- 
fying elaborate contingency plans for departures from planned proce- 
dures during the tests. 

\Ve note fi\.e of the plan’s features: 

1 ) Emphasis on casualties. This is the onl~~ DTP we saw that esplicitl), 
emphasized casualty estimation in the objectives. The objectives for the 
full-up firings include: 

l to generate baseline data on the number of casualties espected for com- 
parable firings at the IV12 and hi3 Bradleys (infantry and ca\,alrJ, 
versions). 

l to generate baseline casualty and vehicle \ulnerabilit~v data for the IU2. 

2’) Emphasis on fire and esplosion. XII but one test, including component 
tests, invol\:e fire ancl:or esplosion in some way, despite the risk to test 
assets. This is in contrast to the earlier BradIeS. testing ivhich was criti- 
cized for avoiding shots resulting in fire and explosion. 

3 ) Shot selection. The plan adopts a shot selection n~ethndolog~v based on 
random selection of impact locations from combat distributions. de\-el- 
oped by the H.W- group specificall for use in the Bradley testing. The 
plan claims that EMT selected the shotlines for the Army, but strictly, 
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speaking. this misstates ILAST's role in the process. The E&ST report and 
Its co\‘er letter make it clear that PAST was only suggesting an interim 
method for selecting shotlines. BA!!T specifically stated that the shotlines 
appended to their report were the results of a -*trial we” of the method. 
and did not. ronstirute recclnlmendations as to ivhrch shotlines should be 
used for the Bradley. They stated that the responsibility for choosing 
shot lines \c’as the Army’s The plan states that the R4ST selec*tions met 
t Ile ArmJ7’s goals and so the complete set of H.L!T shots ~vas adopted blv 
the Army without modification. 

4) Sample size The plan states that BAhT recomt~~endecl the minimum 
number of shots required per munition type to establish with reasonable 
confidence that obser\vecl \wlnerabilitJ7 differences between specified 
test. targets arc true differences. But BXST expliciti), stated in thei! 
report that the number of li1.e fire shots required for reliable vulnerabil- 
it), assessment is an open question. and their selection of XI shots \vas 
dictatecl by t 11e i)st) request, not b)’ stat istlcal considerat ions. 0s~ origi- 
nally requested that HAST provide a method for selecting 13 shots fot 
coni~)arativc test.s. H.GT felt that ‘30 shots distributed among four muni- 
tion types wr~~11d be “more reprcsentatlve” but cautioned that the use of 
20 shots should not be interpreted as an indication that this sample size 
is adequate for reliable vulnerability assessments or statistically mean- 
ingful conclusions. 

5) Statistical analysis. The plan proposes a questionable statistical anal- 
ysis. A procedure known as the sign test will be used to cru~~pat’e twel\,e 
matched shots on the xtanclard version and the high survivability ver- 
sion of’ the Bradley IC3. However. a sign test with only twt4vc pairs of 
shots \vill fail to detect differences bet\veen the two \x9lic*les unless the 
differences are very large. The prow-lure has additional problems. 
detailed in the general discussion of statistical l.alidity in Chapter :3. 

Aircraft 
-----__ 

As nc)te’cl earlier. only. one .w AIrcraft test has twen ~ortipletcd arid writ- 
ttrn III,. Consequently, only one report was a\4able fc~r 0~1r re\.iew, and 
it uxs in draft form. This was the FY% test on steady state fowl inges- 
tion in the FlW engine. which po\vers both the F-15 and F-11: aircraft. 

FlOO Engine Steady State Fuel ingestion is a potential kill mei~hanism csperitwwd b>. -jet aircraft 
Fuel Ingestion Test ~.heri a prolectilc (small arms, \vartiead fragment ) ptwt~tt’ates a fuel cell 

in such a manner that fuel is injected into the engine inlet 
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Setting Test Objecti\-es In the original DTP, this tesl had two objecti\wes: 

. Dewrmine the fuel ingestion tolerance of the FlUi turbofan engine \vhen 
esposed to contwlled steady state fuel leakage. 

l Compare the results with pre\rious vulnerability analj7ses and identify 
the degwe of enhancement which might be required in applicable mod- 
els of the FlOO. 

The draft report retained these two objecti\,es and added a third: 

. Identify possible pilot responses. different from those published in flight 
manuals. \vhich might improire the probability of sur\*ival during a fuel 
ingestion incident. 

All \vere consistent with the program obJectives as specified by .JTCG AS. 

Test Planning 

Implementation 

The FlI)?) DTP was congruenl with the test objecti\.es. A test matris M’S 
specified. but sample size (number of I-WIS) was non. on grounds that the 
specific number of runs cannor be known until the tests are conducted 
( the test ends \~.hen the engine is destroyed). 

Three positwns for fwl injection \cere selected along the inlet duct-%), 
8i). and 120 inches from the engine face. HoureLrer. no ralionak u’as p~‘o- 
vided for these positions, and no mention was made of hole size. In the 
draft test report, the test matrix shoived the hole size and its position on 
the inlet duct for each test run, and also stated that clean round holes 
i!‘ere selected over other hole geometries. in part to meet the primaqr 
obdectilre of “controlled” fuel ingestion. Hon-elrer. there was no menlion 
of the size or tlye of ballistic threat the holes are supposed to be siniu- 
lating. e\‘en though the report is classified; nw WIS I here an!. rationale 
for the choice of hole sizes and posit ions. 

The DTP contained no pretesT predictions. but stated that predictions 
would be pwlwecf later. 

The report re\.ealed that the basic test conditions had changed since thy 
D-w. Inlet ram pl’essul’e originally- ivas to be supplkd to simulate flight at 
Nach 23, 3.000 ft. abo\.e sea lei-el. In i~nplenie~lntall(.,n. conditions were 
set at Mach .i . 3.280 ft. abo1.e sea le\.el. No explanation for the change 
nxs pro\~ided. 
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Test officials appeared to be making all reasonable efforts to maintain 
the realism of test conditions. For esample: 

l The engine was “trimmed” to establish nominal relationships among 
engine temperatures, pressures, and rotor speeds. This \vas done to 
ensure that the engine’s reaction to fuel ingestion would be representa- 
ti\.e of twgines curi~entl~ in use. 

l Some equipment problems were obser\x?d in the early IW~~S. ( i.e.. flood 
lamps and cameras failing due to engine Abration. difficulty establish- 
ing and maintaining the desired fuel injector pressure drop’), but Lvere 
e\~entiiall>~ sol\-ccl. 

Analysis and Reporting [ matenal deleted] 

The report states that the pressure of the inlet air swcessfully simu- 
lated the specified flight conditions of hlach .7. _+ 9 ‘-30 ft. above sea le\-el, 
but the temperature corresponded to a very hot day-about 113 degrees 
F. at sea le\,eL2 To simulate Mach .‘i on a cooler day \vould have required 
a different inlet pressure and temperature \valtres. The report states that 
total pressure and densit), describe not just a single hIach altrtucle flight 
condition. but a locus of points in the RIach altitude map; therefore, the 
test data are applicable to flight conditions other than those tested, 
including some kvith cooler temperatures (i. e.. Mach 1.51, 5,000 ft., %.I 
degrees F.). It also states that the flight conditions simulated in the test 
are \vithin the flight eni’elopes of the F- 1.5 and F- 16. 

R’e belie\ve the draft report overstates the generalizability of the fincl- 
in.@. No statement is possible on the effect of changing a single pararne- 
ter-all :3 must change. So, for esample. the effect of hlach .‘i. 2,230 ft. 
at a cooler temperature (one representati1.e of a European scenario I can- 
nor be inferrecl. The fact that the test conditions were !vithin the flight 
en\.elopes is irrele\‘ant; it does not make them generalizable. Only addi- 
tional testing could do that. 

The report presented a CYMII~~IWL’ model for predic-ting damage from a 
steads, flow of fuel into a turbofan inlet. It was det=i\fed principally from 
the FlW test resrllts, althwgh in pat-t from “the author’s intuition 
alone.” 

[material deleted] 
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The user tnputs inlet duct diameter. tngestant flow rare, allitude. IUach 
number. distanc:e of ~vouncl from engine face, and \,arious other parame- 
ters. The output indicates presence or absence of engine failure and \rar- 
ious other information. 

. A small model (less than 31 lines of wde:r. it c~nl~’ addresses Iitrhine sec- 
tion t hertnal failure: no olher failure modes are included. 

9 It !\‘a~ developed post hoc; the deferred predictions ~llucied to in the CITP 
tw\w- materialized in the repot-t. 

l The USN iTaries parameters independently. e\‘en though se\wal of these 
were held constatlt in the test; consequentl~~. the quantitative effect 
computed by the model is highly speculaGve. 

l [material deleted] 

The reporr’s recommenclations \vere congruent with the results. and sen- 
sitii’e to the likelihcivd of itset’ acceptance. It concluded that gi\w~ the 
etlgitle designers fOciiS 011 thrlist-tcr-~~‘eight r:+tiOSj, ~~erf~Jl~liGiIlc~, fiid 

cxmsrtmpti~tn. and stgnature. little opportunity esisted for engine design 
changes Ret-omme,idat-ions \vrre therefore fotrrtsed elswvhere. on air- 
f’ramr and fuel system design. These included: 

. Design fuel systems to reduce effects. such as fuel cells ivirh higher self- 
scaling capabtlity and improved ballistic protection. 

l Design more sitr\~i~~able fuel cell configurations, such as inlet isolation 
Itnew. fuel ir)gesOon sensors. and di\$ied concentric fuel tanks “man- 
a.$ed” so that the tank adjacent to the inlet is emptied before atY\yal at 
the t h rest zone. 
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Glossary 

Effect,iveness ;l\bility of a weapon system to cause specified damage to a specific tar- 
get, taking into ac’count ability to acquire, track. and hit the target. 

Halon 
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Kevlar Synthetic material used to stop small metal fragments in bulletproof 
vests and spa11 liners for armored vehicles. 

Kinetic Energy Weapon Munition Lvhose penetrator is a dense metal rod, relying for its effect on 
the momentum of its flight. 

Lethality The ability of a munition to produce a specified le\,el of damage to a 
specific target, given that the target has been hit. 

Maneuver Load Changes in load on an aircraft wing due to maneuvering by the aircraft 
(1,e.g. in e\.ading air defenses). hlaneu\-er loads change the effective 
Iveight of fuel. and hence the leak rate: they also produce stress on fuel 
cell \valls that potentiallS7 increase damage. 

Overmat.ching Weapon An antiarmor weapon that 1s thought to be almost certain to defeat the 
armor of a giiren target; a more powerful threat than those a system \vas 
designed to withstand. 

Overpressure The potentially casualty--1~roducinl increase in atmospheric pressure 
within a \.ehicle caused b)r the detonation of onboard esplosi\~es, b>. 
materials associated with the penetration process that are rapidly osi- 
dized, CJI- b)r the passage of a shaped-charge jet or kinetic eneq$’ pene- 
trator into the vehicle’s interior. 

Penetrator The part of an antiarmor weapon that is intended to pass through the 
armor, either a high-speed jet of metal from a shaped-charge bvarhead, 
or the solid metal rod of a kinetic energy \veapon. 

Fabricated substitutes for unavailable threat weapons (:)I‘ targets. 

Shaped Charge Focused-energ), \\,arhead, in which the thin metal liner of a conical cav- 
ity is esplosively formed at the moment of detonation into an extrenielJ 
high \32locit~~, continiiousl~~ stretching, thin metal jet that has great 
armor-penetrating abilit).. 
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Shotline Path travelled bJv threat weapon. determined by azimuth, elevation, and 
impact point. 

SlOSlI Movement of fuel within a fuel tank during flight. Slosh wets the tank’s 
internal walls. changing the distributions of vapors and potentialI) 
affecting the probability of sustaining a fire. 

Sirnulants Fabricated substitutes for unavailable threat weapons or targets. 

Spa11 Fragments of armor and penetrator material throlvn off at the inner sur- 
face of armor breached by a penetrator. 

Spa11 Liner Thick panels of composite material such as Kevlar installed at the inte- 
rior surface of armor, to reduce the effects of spall. 

Static Firing Detonation of a shaped-charge ii-arhead that has been taped or fixed in 
some other way to the surface of a target in order to hit a precise impact 
point. Contrasted with dynamic firing. 

Stochastic Incorporating randomness or chance. A stochastic model attempts to 
mimic the random variation of a process in the world by ha\ing some of 
the model outcomes determined in a random draw from a distribution of 
possible outcomes. 

Su bscale Tests Any tests conducted on less-than-full-scale target weapon systems. such 
as component vulnerabilit)v tests or behind-armor-debris studies. 

Surrogate An esisting munition or target substituted for one that is una\*ailable fat 
testing OII the basis of similarity. 

Survivability The abilit)T of a weapon system to avoid being killed in battle, including 
its vulnerability if hit, but also taking other factors such as Inaneuvera- 
bility and the abilitJv to avoid detection into account. 
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Susceptibility Comprises all the capabilities and characteristics of a target and threat 
that mfluence or determine the probabilitJr that the target is hit, includ- 
ing the threat capability to detect. lock on, track, and fire. and the target 
capability to e\-ade the threat. 

Vaporifics -4 postulated casualty-causing mechanism involving the rapid combus- 
tion of 1) metals from armor. penetrator. or \rehicle components aftet 
penetration by a very large shaped charge weapon or 2) the metal line1 
of shaped charges specifically designed to produce \,aporific effects. 

Vulnerability The inability, of a iveapon system to Ivithstand damage from a specific 
attack gi\wi that it has been hit. 
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